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Introduction

The main motivating question of the present thesis is the following:

What do smooth maps between manifolds look like?

Of course, this question is not at all precise, however, the description of smooth
maps is a central problem in di�erential topology. There are many variants of what we
mean by �look like� and precisely which sorts of smooth maps we are considering; these
variants give rise to quite a few large theories of topology (for example Morse theory
or the immersion theory of Hirsch, Smale, Gromov and others). Similarly to them, we
will also narrow down the problem of investigating smooth maps to a speci�c theory in
di�erential topology.

When thinking about mapping a manifold to another, probably the �rst kind of maps
that comes to mind is the embeddings. These are very easy to visualise, since a manifold
embedded into another one has its manifold structure as the subspace topology of the
containing manifold. Another relatively simple kind of smooth maps is the immersions,
which are just locally embeddings.

Figure 1: Here we show the images of an embedding and an immersion
of the circle into the plane.

Embeddings and immersions share the same property that their di�erentials have
maximal ranks in all points, however, generic smooth maps can be more complicated.
There are many ways that the rank of the di�erential of a map can decrease in a point,
which is then called a singular point of that map; maps with singular points are called
singular maps. One way to think about describing general (singular) smooth maps is
that it has the following three levels:

(1) Local description: This concerns the local forms of map germs, which describe the
map in small neighbourhoods of points. Being a singular point of a map is a local
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property and this talks about the singularities of maps individually. For a long
time this was the main subject of singularity theory; see for example the results
of Whitney [Wh], Morin [M], Mather [Ma1], Arnold [Ar] and others.

(2) Semiglobal description: This investigates the automorphism groups of local forms,
which provide an uderstanding of the map in neighbourhoods of its singularity
strata (a stratum is a set of points with equal local forms). For results on this see
Jänich [J], Wall [W1] and Rimányi [R].

(3) Global description: This means describing how the di�erent singularity strata �t
together, how the more complicated strata are attached to the simpler strata to
form the map. A very important result on this is a universal singular map con-
structed by Sz¶cs and Rimányi [RSz] (and preceeded by a number of similar results
of Sz¶cs, e.g. [Sz1]) that spawns a theory of studying singular maps globally.

We remark here that global singularity theory does not restrict to the line of inves-
tigation described above; for example one can also study the Thom polynomials which
stand for the homology classes represented by singularity strata (see Thom [T], Fehér,
Rimányi [FR], Kazarian [K2] and others). However, the above point (3) is what we will
particularly be interested in now.

Figure 2: The grey area represents the image of a torus mapped to
the plane and all the curves bounding it represent where the surface
was �folded� by the mapping; these are the singular points of the map.
Note that the inside curve is not smooth at the four �corner� points;
we will see that the map at these points has a more complicated local
form than it has at the rest of the curves.

Now that we have some understanding about the phrase �singular maps� let us get
to the other half of the title of this thesis and explain the word �cobordism�.

As usual in mathematics and in particular in topology, we do not want to di�erentiate
between objects that are very similar in some sense, which in topology means that they
can be deformed into each other in some way. The theory we are about to investigate
considers maps which have singularities from a �xed list τ and the deformation of one
such map to another is given by deforming the source manifold of the �rst map to
that of the second by a higher dimensional manifold (called a cobordism of manifolds)
and connect the two maps by a map of this higher dimensional manifold that also has
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singularities from τ . This yields an equivalence relation called the cobordism of maps
with singularities from τ .

Figure 3: This �pair of pants� is a cobordism between an embedding
of one circle into the plane (on the top) and an embedding of two
circles into the plane (on the bottom).

The equivalence classes given by the above relation on singular maps are called
cobordism classes. The set of cobordism classes of maps to a �xed manifold and with
singularities from the list τ admits a natural group operation; the cobordism theory of
singular maps concerns the computation of these groups for various target manifolds
and lists of singularities.

These groups were and are investigated among others by Koschorke [Ko2], Ando [An],
Saeki [Sa], Ikegami [I], Kalmár [K] and Sadykov [S]. However, one of the �rst people to
consider them is Sz¶cs [Sz1]; the aim of the present thesis is to collect and organise the
results towards and on the computation of cobordism groups by his method published
in papers of Sz¶cs, Terpai and other coauthors [RSz], [Sz8], [Sz6], [ESzT], [Sz4], [T1],
[T2], [SzSzT], [Sz9], [NSzT], [SzT4], [SzT3] and [SzT2].

This thesis contains no individual results, however, I introduce many notions in a
more general setting than the original papers did, which yields de�nitions and theorems
that already existed implicitly in literature but were never written down. It is my hope
that this will help in expanding the theory and obtaining results for cobordism groups
with more general structures.



Conventions and notations

Throughout this thesis, when we talk about manifolds, we are in the smooth category,
that is, all manifolds and maps are assumed to be C∞. If we want to indicate the
dimension of a manifold, we put it in a superindex (i.e. Mn means that M is a manifold
of dimension n), but in most cases we omit this index. There will be many times when
we use certain transversality conditions without mentioning it; the validity of these
always follows from standard approximation and compactness reasons. For homologies
and cohomologies, if we do not indicate the coe�cient group, then it is assumed to be
Z. By �bration we usually mean Serre �bration.

Notations

R+ non-negative real numbers

RPn,CPn,HPn n-dimensional real, complex and quaternionic projective spaces

Sn the sphere {x ∈ Rn+1 | ‖x‖ = 1}
Dn the disk {x ∈ Rn | ‖x‖ ≤ 1}
O,SO,Spin,U,Sp direct limits of the orthogonal groups O(n), special orthogonal

groups SO(n), spin groups Spin(n), unitary groups U(n) and sym-
plectic groups Sp(n) as n→∞

∗ one-point space

X+ the space X t ∗
∗
X one-point compacti�cation of the space X (if X is compact, then

this is X+)

X ×
G
Y factor space of X × Y by the diagonal G-action, i.e. the space

X × Y/(x, y) ∼ (gx, gy) ∀x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, g ∈ G (for some �xed
actions of the group G on the spaces X and Y )

X tρ Y the space Y glued to X by ρ, i.e. the factor space X t Y/y ∼ ρ(y)
(where ρ is a map from a subspace of Y to X)

CX,SX cone and suspension of the space X

PX,ΩX path space and loop space of the pointed space X

ΓX the space Ω∞S∞X := lim
n→∞ΩnSnX

vii
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SPX the in�nite symmetric product lim
n→∞X × . . .×X︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

/
Sn

[X]p p-localisation of the space X for a prime p

∂X boundary of X

X closure of X
◦
X interior of X

idX the identity map X → X

prXj the projection
∏
i∈I

Xi → Xj (for any j ∈ I)

EG
G−−→BG universal principal G-bundle

γGn universal n-dimensional vector bundle with structure group G; if
G = O(n), then we omit the superindex

εn n-dimensional trivial vector bundle (over any base space)

νf virtual normal bundle of the map f

Dζ, Sζ, T ζ the unit disk bundle and sphere bundle of the vector bundle ζ (with
respect to any metric) and the Thom space of ζ

G̃ζ Local coe�cient system from the group G twisted by the determi-
nant bundle of the vector bundle ζ

e(ζ), u(ζ) Euler and Thom class of the vector bundle ζ

wi(ζ), ci(ζ), pi(ζ) Stiefel�Whitney, Chern and Pontryagin classes of ζ

[X,Y ] homotopy classes of maps X → Y

X 9 Y stable map, i.e. a map SnX → SnY for some n

{X,Y } stable homotopy classes of maps X 9 Y , i.e. lim
n→∞[SnX,SnY ]

πs(n) n-th stable homotopy group of spheres, i.e. lim
k→∞

πn+k(S
k)

[G]p p-primary part of the Abelian group G, i.e. the quotient of G by
the subgroup of torsion elements of order coprime to p

[R]n degree-n part of the graded ring R

Sn symmetric group on n elements

Zn cyclic group of n elements

Eni,j =⇒ Gi+j a spectral sequence with n-th page (Eni,j)i,j∈Z converges to G∗, i.e.⊕
i+j=k

E∞i,j is associated to the group Gk for all indices k

Cϕ Serre class of groups of order some combination of the primes that
satisfy the condition ϕ

∼=
C

isomorphism modulo the Serre class C
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∼=,∼=
Q

homotopy equivalence or isomorphism and rational homotopy
equivalence or rational isomorphism

≈ di�eomorphism

dfp di�erential of the map f in the point p

∂f the restriction f |∂X of the map f : (X, ∂X)→ (Y, ∂Y )

f#, f∗, f
∗ homomorphisms induced by the map f in the homotopy groups,

homologies and cohomologies

f! Gysin pushforward in cohomologies induced by the map f

Tpη Thom polynomial of the singularity η

pk(n) number of partitions of n to sums of positive integers not greater
than k

αk(n) sum of digits of n in k-adic system

νp(n) exponent of the highest power of the prime p that divides n



Chapter 1

Preliminaries

1.1 Singular maps

We will consider cobordisms of maps with �xed stable singularity classes. As the word
�singularity� is de�ned in slightly di�erent ways depending on where it is used, we �rst
give the de�nition we will use.

De�nition 1.1.1. By singularity class (or simply singularity) we mean the equivalence
class of a germ

η : (Rc, 0)→ (Rc+k, 0)

where two germs are de�ned to be equivalent if some combination of the following two
conditions holds:

(i) The germs η and η′ are A -equivalent (also called left-right equivalent). That is,
there is a commutative diagram

(Rc, 0)
η //

ϕ

��

(Rc+k, 0)

ψ
��

(Rc, 0)
η′ // (Rc+k, 0)

where ϕ is the germ of a di�eomorphism of (Rc, 0) and ψ is the germ of a di�eo-
morphism of (Rc+k, 0).

(ii) The germ η′ is the suspension of η, that is,

η′ = η × idR1 : (Rc × R1, 0)→ (Rc+k × R1, 0); (x, t) 7→ (η(x), t).

The singularity class of η will be denoted by [η].

We observe that in any singularity class the dimension c in the germs (Rc, 0) →
(Rc+k, 0) is not �xed, but the codimension k is �xed. Throughout this thesis we consider
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singularities of positive codimension (i.e. k > 0 in the above formula), therefore, if not
speci�ed otherwise, the codimensions will always assumed to be positive.

Moreover, we will always assume that the germs are stable in the sense that a small
perturbation in the space of C∞-maps does not change their type (an exact de�nition
of stable germs can be found for example in the beginning of [R], see also [Ma1]).

De�nition 1.1.2. We say that the germ η : (Rc, 0) → (Rc+k, 0) has an isolated singu-
larity at the origin if there is a neighbourhood U of the origin such that at no point in
U \ {0} the germ of η is equivalent to that at the origin. Such an η is called the root of
the singularity class [η].

Remark 1.1.3. The root of a singularity is also characterised by having the smallest
possible dimension c for any germ (Rc, 0)→ (Rc+k, 0) in its class.

Now we de�ne the singularities of a map between manifolds by looking at the germs
of this map at each point of the source (where the map is locally identi�ed with a map
(Rn, 0)→ (Rn+k, 0)).

De�nition 1.1.4. For a smooth map f : Mn → Pn+k a point p ∈ M is called an [η]-
point (or simply η-point) if the germ of f at p is equivalent to the germ η : (Rc, 0) →
(Rc+k, 0). The set of η-points in M is denoted by η(f).

Proposition 1.1.5. If η : (Rc, 0)→ (Rc+k, 0) is the root of the singularity class [η], then
for any map f : Mn → Pn+k the set η(f) ⊂M is a submanifold of dimension n− c.

Proof. For any point p ∈ η(f), the map f restricted to a small neighbourhood of p is
such that there is a commutative diagram

(U, p)
f |U //

ϕ

��

(V, f(p))

ψ
��

(Rn, 0)
η′ // (Rn+k, 0)

where U ⊂ Mn, V ⊂ Pn+k, ϕ and ψ are di�eomorphisms and η′ is the (n − c)-times
suspension of η. This means η′ = η × idRn−c : (Rc × Rn−c, 0)→ (Rc+k × Rn−c, 0), hence
all points of the factor Rn−c in the domain are η-points and there are no other η-points
in a neighbourhood of Rn−c.

Therefore the neighbourhood U ⊂ M of p can be chosen so that η(f) ∩ U =
ϕ−1(Rn−c). We can of course apply this construction for all points p ∈ η(f), which
gives an (n− c)-manifold structure on η(f). �

De�nition 1.1.6. Given a set τ of singularities of a �xed codimension k, we say that a
map f : Mn → Pn+k is a τ -map if the germ of f at any point ofM belongs to a singularity
class in τ . IfM is a manifold with boundary, then we assume the following extra property
for any τ -map: The target manifold P also has a boundary and f maps ∂M to ∂P ,
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moreover, the boundaries have collar neighbourhoods ∂M × [0, ε) and ∂P × [0, ε) such
that

f |∂M×[0,ε) = g × id[0,ε) : ∂M × [0, ε)→ ∂P × [0, ε)

for a τ -map g : ∂M → ∂P .

1.1.1 Singularity strata

An important categorisation of singularities is the so-called Thom�Boardman type de-
�ned as follows.

De�nition 1.1.7. A singularity class [η] is of type Σi (for i = 0, 1, . . .) if the rank
of the di�erential of the germ η : (Rc, 0) → (Rc+k, 0) at the origin drops by i, that is
rk dη0 = c− i. Singularities of type Σ1 are also called Morin singularities.

Remark 1.1.8. Clearly the Thom�Boardman type does not depend on the choice of
representative of [η] and the i above can be at most the dimension of the source manifold
of the root of [η].

Now we introduce the Thom�Boardman strati�cation; for the proofs see [B].

De�nition 1.1.9. For a map f : Mn → Pn+k we de�ne for i = 0, . . . , n

Σi(f) := {p ∈Mn | rk dfp = n− i}

the set of points where the singularity of f is of type Σi. We call the points of Σ0(f)
regular and the points of Σ(f) := Σ1(f) ∪ . . . ∪ Σn(f) singular.

This way we get a strati�cation of the source manifold

M = Σ0(f) ∪ . . . ∪ Σn(f).

By resticting f to the strata we get further strati�cations with Σi,j(f) := Σj(f |Σi(f))

and we can iterate this process to obtain Σi,j,k(f), Σi,j,k,l(f), etc.
On the set of stable singularities with a �xed codimension k a natural partial order

arises in the following way.

De�nition 1.1.10. For two singularity classes [η] 6= [ϑ] of codimension k, we call [η]
more complicated than [ϑ] if in any neighbourhood of any η-point there is a ϑ-point. We
denote this relation by [η] > [ϑ] and we put ∂[η] := {[ϑ] < [η]}.

Throughout this thesis we will use the technical assumption that for any singularity
[η] any decreasing chain in ∂[η] is �nite (i.e. the partial order is well-founded).

Remark 1.1.11. If f : Mn → Pn+k is a τ -map (for some set of singularities τ) and
[η] ∈ τ , then we also have [ϑ] ∈ τ for all singularities [ϑ] < [η]. Hence from now on we
will assume all singularity sets to be decreasing.

Example 1.1.12.
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(1) The lowest �singularity� is Σ0, the class of germs of regular (non-singular) maps.

(2) Fold singularity (i.e. singularity of type Σ1,0) is lower than cusp singularity (i.e.
that of type Σ1,1,0).

Figure 1.1: Here we show a cusp germ (R2, 0) → (R2, 0) (with one
cusp point). The two indicated curves are the fold points and every-
thing else is regular.

Now if we have again a map f : Mn → Pn+k, then η(f) ⊂ ϑ(f) whenever [η] > [ϑ]
and M is the union of submanifolds of the form η(f) (where the η are the singularities
of f). This way we get another strati�cation of M with strata η(f) that re�nes the
Thom�Boardman strati�cation.

Example 1.1.13. If the f above is a Morin map (i.e. it only has singularities of types
Σ0 and Σ1), then the singularity strata are Σ0(f) (regular points), Σ1,0(f) (fold points),
Σ1,1,0(f) (cusp points), etc. The symbol Σ1,...,1,0 where the number of 1-s is r will be
shortened to Σ1r . The above strati�cation follows from the fact that each type Σ1r

only contains one singularity class and if r 6= s, then the singularity classes Σ1r and
Σ1s are di�erent (see [M]) and Morin singularities form a single increasing sequence
Σ1,0 < Σ1,1,0 < . . .

1.1.2 Multisingularities

Until this point we only considered local restrictions on maps (the singularities of f
only describe how f behaves locally) but later on we will sometimes also need global
restrictions. This gives rise to the notion of multisingularities which describe how many
points of each singularity type a map can have.

De�nition 1.1.14. A multisingularity is a formal sum of singularities (of a �xed codi-
mension) m1[η1] + . . . + mr[ηr] with coe�cients m1, . . . ,mr ∈ N. A multisingularity of
the form 1[η] will be called monosingularity.

In order to distinguish the notation of multisingularities and the notation of singular-
ities (with no prescribed multiplicites), we will typically use the convention to underline
letters that denote multisingularities or sets of multisingularities.
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De�nition 1.1.15. Let η = m1[η1]+. . .+mr[ηr] be a multisingularity. For a smooth map

f : Mn → Pn+k a point p ∈M is called an η-point if f−1(f(p)) consists of m1 + . . .+mr

points and out of all germs of f at these points mi are equivalent to the germ ηi (for
i = 1, . . . , r). The set of η-points in M is denoted by η(f).

The following are direct analogues of the notions we introduced earlier.

De�nition 1.1.16. Given a set τ of multisingularities of a �xed codimension k, we say
that a map f : Mn → Pn+k is a τ -map if each point ofM belongs to η(f) for some η ∈ τ .
For manifolds with boundaries we have the analogous extra condition as in de�nition
1.1.6.

Example 1.1.17. The {1Σ0}-maps are the embeddings, {1Σ0, 2Σ0}-maps are the im-
mersions with no triple points, etc. The {1Σ0, 2Σ0, . . .}-maps are all immersions, which
is the same as {Σ0}-maps (where no multiplicity is given).

Remark 1.1.18. If τ is a set of singularities and τ is the set of all possible formal sums
of the elements of τ (with coe�cients in N), then τ -maps are the same as τ -maps.

De�nition 1.1.19. For two multisingularities η 6= ϑ of codimension k, we call η more
complicated than ϑ if in any neighbourhood of any η-point there is a ϑ-point. We denote
this relation by η > ϑ and we put ∂η := {ϑ < η}.
Remark 1.1.20.

(1) We have η ≥ ϑ whenever η = m1[η1] + . . .+mr[ηr], ϑ = n1[ϑ1] + . . .+ nr[ϑr] and
mi ≥ ni, [ηi] ≥ [ϑi] (for i = 1, . . . , r).

(2) If f : Mn → Pn+k is a τ -map (for some set of multisingularities τ) and η ∈ τ , then
we also have ϑ ∈ τ for all multisingularities ϑ < η. Hence from now on we will
assume all multisingularity sets to be decreasing.

(3) For a map f : Mn → Pn+k the sets of points of the same multisingularities stratify
the manifold M in the same way as the singularities (with no prescribed multi-
plicites) do. This strati�cation re�nes the singularity strati�cation.

Figure 1.2: Here we show the same germ (R2, 0)→ (R2, 0) as earlier,
but with all multisingularities indicated.
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1.2 Semiglobal description of singular maps

In this section we will investigate how a singular map behaves in a small neighbourhood
of a (multi)singularity stratum. This is not a central question in the present thesis,
therefore the proofs will be omitted here.

De�nition 1.2.1. Put A := Diff0(Rc)×Diff0(Rc+k) where Diff0(Rn) denotes the group
of di�eomorphism germs of (Rn, 0). We de�ne the (left) action of the group A on the
set of stable germs η : (Rc, 0)→ (Rc+k, 0) by the formula

(ϕ,ψ) : η 7→ ψ ◦ η ◦ ϕ−1 (ϕ,ψ) ∈ A .

De�nition 1.2.2. The orbits and stabilisers of the above A -action also have the fol-
lowing names:

(1) Two germs (Rc, 0) → (Rc+k, 0) are called A -equivalent if they are in the same
A -orbit (see de�nition 1.1.1).

(2) The stabiliser of the germ η : Rc → Rc+k is called the automorphism group of η,
that is

AutA η := {(ϕ,ψ) ∈ A | ψ ◦ η = η ◦ ϕ}.

Let us �x a singularity [η] where η : Rc → Rc+k is the root of its class. In order
to investigate how a map behaves around an [η]-stratum we need some knowledge on
AutA η. This group does not admit any convenient topology, however it still shares some
properties with Lie groups; we will now introduce these.

De�nition 1.2.3. A subgroup of AutA η is called compact if it is conjugate in A with
a compact linear group.

The following important theorem is the result of Jänich [J] and Wall [W1] and we
will not prove it here.

Theorem 1.2.4. Any compact subgroup of AutA η is contained in a maximal compact
subgroup and any two maximal compact subgroups are conjugate in AutA η.

We will denote a maximal compact subgroup of AutA η by Gη. Then Gη has natural
representations λ and λ̃ on the source and target spaces respectively, de�ned by

λ(ϕ,ψ) := ϕ : (Rc, 0)→ (Rc, 0)

λ̃(ϕ,ψ) := ψ : (Rc+k, 0)→ (Rc+k, 0)
(ϕ,ψ) ∈ Gη.

By possibly choosing another representative in the A -equivalence class of η, we can
assume that the images of λ and λ̃ are subgroups of O(c) and O(c+ k) respectively.
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De�nition 1.2.5. Denote the universal principal Gη-bundle by EGη
Gη−−−→ BGη. Using

the above representations we associate to them the vector bundles

ξη := EGη ×
λ
Rc and ξ̃η := EGη ×̃

λ
Rc+k.

We de�ne the �brewise (but generally not linear) map Φη : ξη → ξ̃η using the following
diagram (where we obtain the inner square by factoring the outer square by the Gη-
action):

EGη × Rc
idEGη ×η //

λ
))

prEGη

��

EGη × Rc+k
λ̃

tt

prEGη

��

ξη
Φη //

��

ξ̃η

��
BGη

idBGη // BGη

EGη

Gη 44

idEGη

// EGη

Gηjj

Here η is invariant under the Gη-action, therefore Φη is well-de�ned and its restriction
to any �bre is A -equivalent to η. This is called the global normal form of [η].

Remark 1.2.6. Actually idEGη ×η and therefore also Φη is only de�ned on a neighbour-
hood of the zero-section, but we can assume (for simplicity) that this neighbourhood is
the whole total space.

The map Φη is the key to the semiglobal description of a map around the 1[η]-stratum
because of the following property. This is the main theorem of this section, but again
we will not give a proof here; for the proof see [R] or [RSz].

Theorem 1.2.7. If the map f : Mn → Pn+k restricted to the η-stratum is an embed-
ding (i.e. η(f) = 1[η](f)), then there are tubular neighbourhoods η(f) ⊂ T ⊂ M and
f(η(f)) ⊂ T̃ ⊂ P of the η-stratum and its image such that there is a commutative
diagram of �brewise isomorphisms (the vertical arrows are the projections)

ξη
Φη //

��

ξ̃η

��

T
f |T //

hh

��

T̃

55

��
η(f)

f |η(f)//

uu
f(η(f))

))
BGη

idBGη

// BGη

In other words this theorem states that Φη : ξη → ξ̃η is the universal object for
the maps of tubular neighbourhoods of the 1[η]-stratum into those of its image. This
theorem has an analogue for more complicated multisingularities as we will see in the
next subsection.
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Although the proof is omitted here, we remark that it is based on the contractibility
of the quotient AutA η/Gη (in a generalised sense) which is the result of Rimányi [R].
This is again a property of AutA η common with Lie groups.

1.2.1 Automorphism groups of multisingularities

The previous constructions show how we can give a semiglobal description of a map
around a monosingularity stratum. Now we will see that everything works similarly if
we take a multisingularity stratum instead.

Fix a multisingularity η = m1[η1] + . . . + mr[ηr] where mi ∈ N and ηi : (Rci , 0) →
(Rci+k, 0) is the root of its class (for i = 1, . . . , r). Observe that η can be identi�ed with
the equivalence class of a germ

ηI : (R
∑r
i=1mici+(

∑r
i=1mi−1)k, S)→ (R

∑r
i=1mici+

∑r
i=1mik, 0)

where S ⊂ R
∑r
i=1mici+(

∑r
i=1mi−1)k contains m1 + . . . + mr points and at mi of these

points the germ ηI is equivalent to the germ ηi (for i = 1, . . . , r).
Now we can de�ne the analogues of the notions we had for monosingularities. To make

notations simpler we put c :=
r∑
i=1
mici +

(
r∑
i=1
mi − 1

)
k. If we de�ne A := DiffS(Rc)×

Diff0(Rc+k) where DiffS(Rc) denotes the group of germs (Rc, S) → (Rc, S) that are
di�eomorphisms near the points of S, then de�nitions 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 are the same
for ηI . Then η is the equivalence class of ηI in the equivalence relation generated by
A -equivalence and suspension.

Theorem 1.2.4 is also true in this setting and the analogous maximal compact sub-
group Gη of the automorphism group also has representations on the source and target

spaces. This way we can de�ne the vector bundles ξη and ξ̃η and the �brewise map

Φη : ξη → ξ̃η as earlier, and the analogue of theorem 1.2.7 is also true. A more detailed
description of this can be found in [R].

1.3 Cobordism groups

Now we have arrived to the point where we can begin the global description of singular
maps, which is the main subject of this thesis. We will de�ne everything for singularities
with no prescribed multiplicities, but we refer to remark 1.4: Almost everything in the
following two sections has a direct analogue for multisingularities.

De�nition 1.3.1. Let τ be a set of singularities of a �xed codimension k. We call two
τ -maps f0 : Mn

0 → Pn+k and f1 : Mn
1 → Pn+k (with closed source manifolds M0 and

M1) τ -cobordant if there is

(i) a compact manifold with boundary Wn+1 such that ∂W = M0 tM1,

(ii) a τ -map F : Wn+1 → P × [0, 1] such that for i = 0, 1 we have F−1(P × {i}) = Mi

and F |Mi = fi.
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The set of τ -cobordism classes of τ -maps to the manifold Pn+k will be denoted by
Cobτ (n, Pn+k), and in the case Pn+k = Rn+k we abbreviate this notation to Cobτ (n, k).

We will use the following conventions throughout this thesis:

(1) Observe that putting the n in the notation of Cobτ (n, Pn+k) is a bit redundant,
as the codimension k is �xed in τ , so only n-manifolds can have τ -maps to (n+k)-
manifolds. Therefore in most cases we will omit it from the notation and put
Cobτ (Pn+k) := Cobτ (n, Pn+k).

(2) A large part of this thesis consists of the investigation of Morin maps (see de�nition
1.1.7 and example 1.1.13), therefore we will use the following abbreviation:

Cob{Σ0,Σ11 ,...,Σ1r}(n, P ) =: Cobr(n, P ).

Here r =∞ is also allowed, the symbol Cob∞(n, P ) denotes the cobordism group
of all Morin maps.

(3) We will always denote the cobordism relations by ∼ and the cobordism class of a
map f by [f ]; the context will make it clear which cobordism relation they stand
for.

The aim of this thesis is to collect some of the more recent computations concerning
the cobordism groups Cobτ (P ) with various restrictions and extra conditions (the group
structure will be de�ned in the next subsection).

1.3.1 The group operation

Fix a set of singularities τ of a �xed codimension k and a manifold Pn+k. The cobordism
set Cobτ (P ) trivially admits a commutative semigroup operation by the disjoint union:
If f0 : M0 → P and f1 : M1 → P are τ -maps, then

f0 t f1 : M0 tM1 → P

is also a τ -map and [f0] + [f1] := [f0 t f1] is well-de�ned. This operation also has a null
element represented by the empty map.

In order to make this an Abelian group structure, we have to prove that all elements
of Cobτ (P ) have inverse elements. We �x a τ -map f : Mn → Pn+k and look for the
inverse of [f ].

Proposition 1.3.2. If P = N × R1 for a manifold Nn+k−1, then [f ] has an inverse in
Cobτ (P ).

Proof. Let ρ : N × R1 → N × R1 denote the re�ection to a hypersurface N × {t} for
a t ∈ R1. Then the composition ρ ◦ f is such that f t (ρ ◦ f) ∼ ∅, since the manifold
M × [0, 1] can be mapped by a τ -map to the path of the rotation of the image of f to
the image of ρ ◦ f around N × {t} in P × R+ ≈ P × [0, 1). Hence [ρ ◦ f ] is the inverse
of [f ]. �
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Figure 1.3: We indicated the rotation of the image of f to the image
of ρ ◦ f around N × {t} in P × R1

+ = N × R1 × R1
+.

If P is an arbitrary manifold, then we need the following notion.

De�nition 1.3.3. An l-framed τ -map from a manifold Mn to a manifold Qn+k+l is the
germ along M ≈M × {0} of a map

f̃ : Mn × Rl → Qn+k+l

such that for all points p ∈ M there are coordinate neighbourhoods (p, 0) ∈ U ×
◦
Dl
ε ⊂

M × Rl and f̃(p, 0) ∈ V ⊂ Q of the point (p, 0) ∈ M × Rl and its image, with the

following property: U ≈ Rn, V ≈ Rn+k ×
◦
Dl
ε and with these identi�cations we have

f̃ |
Up×

◦
Dlε

= g × id ◦
Dlε

: Rn ×
◦
Dl
ε → Rn+k ×

◦
Dl
ε

for a τ -map g : Rn → Rn+k.

Example 1.3.4. An l-framed {Σ0}-map is an immersion with l pointwise independent
normal vector �elds.

The cobordism set of l-framed τ -maps to the manifold Qn+k+l can be de�ned by an
obvious modi�cation of the de�nition of that of τ -maps (1.3.1). This will be denoted by
Cobτ⊕l(n,Q

n+k+l) or by Cobτ⊕l(Q
n+k+l).

Theorem 1.3.5. For any l ∈ N, if we assign to a τ -map f : Mn → Pn+k the germ of
the map f × idRl along M , we get a bijective correspondence

Cobτ (n, Pn+k)→ Cobτ⊕l(n, P
n+k × Rl).

The proof of this theorem relies on the notion of τ -embeddings (see section 2.2)
which does not �t with the topic of the present section. Therefore we will only prove it
later in remark 2.2.11.

Now the cobordism class [f ] corresponds to its suspension in the cobordism set
Cobτ⊕1(P × R1), where the target manifold is of the form we needed in proposition
1.3.2. Therefore in Cobτ⊕1(P × R1) the inverse element exists, so it exists in Cobτ (P )
too. Moreover, the construction of the inverse of [f ] will also be clear from the proof in
subsection 2.2.1. Hence we obtained the following.

Corollary 1.3.6. Cobτ (P ) is an Abelian group with the disjoint union operation.
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1.3.2 Cobordisms with additional structures

De�nition 1.3.7. Let L = lim
k→∞

L(k) be a stable linear group (see [W3, 8.2]). We say

that a map f : Mn → Pn+k is equipped with a normal L-structure, if the virtual normal
bundle of f has structure group L.

Remark 1.3.8. We can de�ne the global normal form of a multisingularity η for maps
with normal L-structures similarly to section 1.2. Recall that the maximal compact
subgroup Gη was a inside O(c)×O(c+ k), hence we can take

GLη :=
{

(A,B) ∈ Gη |
(
A 0
0 B

)
∈ L(2c+ k)

}
.

The corresponding �brewise map between the universal GLη -bundles will be denoted

by ΦL
η : ξLη → ξ̃Lη . This way the virtual bundle ξ̃Lη − ξLη has structure group L, so any

virtual bundle that we get as a pullback of ξ̃Lη − ξLη has it too. Now the map ΦL
η has the

same universal property for the maps with normal L-structures around an η-stratum as
described in theorem 1.2.7.

De�nition 1.3.9. Let τ be a set of singularities of a �xed codimension k and L a stable
linear group. The (τ, L)-cobordism of two τ -maps f0 and f1 equipped with normal L-
structures is the same as in de�nition 1.3.1 with the extra condition that the map F ,
which joins f0 and f1, also has a normal L-structure which matches that of f0 and f1. The
set of (τ, L)-cobordism classes to the manifold Pn+k will be denoted by CobLτ (n, Pn+k).

Remark 1.3.10. The normal L-structure can be added to every notion in the previous
subsection, hence CobLτ (n, P ) is also a group.

In the remaining part of the present section we will describe those additional struc-
tures to cobordism groups which we will use throughout this thesis.

Example 1.3.11.

(1) If L(k) = O(k), then CobLτ (P ) = Cobτ (P ) is the unoriented τ -cobordism group.

(2) If L(k) = SO(k), then CobLτ (P ) = CobSO
τ (P ) is the cooriented τ -cobordism group.

(3) If L(k) = Spin(k), then CobLτ (P ) = CobSpin
τ (P ) is the cobordism group of τ -maps

equipped with spin normal structures.

Remark 1.3.12. In the latter two examples above, if the manifold P is oriented (resp.
spin), then an orientation (resp. spin structure) of the virtual normal bundle of a map
f : M → P is equivalent to an orientation (resp. spin structure) of the tangent bundle
TM and the same is true for maps to P × [0, 1]. Hence for an oriented (resp. spin) P
the group CobSO

τ (P ) (resp. CobSpin
τ (P )) is the cobordism group of τ -maps of oriented

(resp. spin) manifolds to P .
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De�nition 1.3.13. A map between manifolds f : M → P is called prim (projected
immersion), if it is the cobination of an immersion if : M # P ×R1 and the projection
prP : P × R1 → P .

Remark 1.3.14. Observe that a prim map f is always a Morin map (i.e. dim ker df ≤ 1)
and the line bundle ker df |Σ(f) over the set of singular points is trivialised. It is not hard
to see that the converse is also true: A Morin map equipped with a trivialisation of its
kernel line bundle is a prim map.

De�nition 1.3.15. Given a set τ of Morin singularities of a �xed codimension k and
a stable linear group L, the cobordism of prim τ -maps to a manifold Pn+k equipped
with normal L-structures is the analogue of de�nition 1.3.9 for prim maps. The set (and
group) of these cobordism classes will be denoted by PrimL

τ (n, Pn+k).

Remark 1.3.16. We can give analogous de�nitions for the cobordisms of those prim
τ -maps f : M → P for which the normal bundle of the immersion if : M # P × R1

is equipped with a complex or quaternionic structure; we will denote these cobordism
groups by PrimU

τ (P ) and PrimSp
τ (P ) respectively.

We will use the same conventions for the notations of cobordisms with additional
structures as described after de�nition 1.3.1.

Remark 1.4. Observe that almost everything in the section above works in exactly the
same way when we replace the set τ of singularities by a set τ of multisingularities. The
only exception is theorem 1.3.5 which is not necessarily true for multisingularities, hence
the cobordism set CobLτ (P ) is only a group if P is a manifold of the form N × R1.

We also remark that for a set τ of multisingularities there is a natural forgetful map
CobLτ (P )→ CobLτ (P ) where τ is the set of all singularities in the elements of τ .



Chapter 2

Classifying spaces

One of the most important elements of any type of cobordism theory is an analogue of
the Pontryagin�Thom construction, which means constructing a bijection between the
cobordism set and a set of homotopy classes to a speci�c space. This space is then called
the classifying space for that cobordism theory.

In our setting the cobordism theory is CobLτ (n, Pn+k) where τ is a set of (multi)singu-

larities of codimension k and L is a stable linear group. We will obtain a space XL
τ which

has the property

CobLτ (P ) = [
∗
P ,XL

τ ]∗

where
∗
P denotes the one-point compacti�cation of P and [·, ·]∗ denotes the set of based

homotopy classes of maps that �x the image of ∞ ∈ ∗
P (if P was initially compact, then

this homotopy set is just [P,XL
τ ]). Hence XL

τ is the classifying space for the cobordisms
of singular maps.

Although this classifying space can also be obtained using Brown's representabil-
ity theorem (see [Sz4]), it is useful to see its construction. We only remark that this
classifying space is homotopically unique by the Brown representability.

In section 2.1 we construct the classifying space XL
τ if τ is a set of multisingularities

(this is taken from [R] and [RSz]); in section 2.2 the classifying space XL
τ is constructed

in a di�erent way for a set τ of singularities without �xed multiplicities; then in section
2.3 we construct another type of classifying space, which will be called Kazarian's space
(although it was already considered by Thom), then we show a connection between XL

τ

and Kazarian's space (the latter two sections are based on [Sz4]).

Analogous classifying spaces can be constructed for cobordisms of prim maps (see
de�nition 1.3.15) by the same methods. The classifying space for PrimL

τ (P ) will be

denoted by X
L
τ .

2.1 The construction of Sz¶cs and Rimányi

Throughout this section we �x a set τ of multisingularities of codimension k and a stable
linear group L. We also �x a complete ordering of the elements of τ which extends the

13
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natural partial order (see de�nition 1.1.19); it will be denoted by η
0
< η

1
< . . . (where

the η
i
are the elements of τ). We can also assume this to be a well-ordering, as the natural

partial order is well-founded (as a consequence of the assumption following de�nition
1.1.10).

We will show a generalisation of the Pontryagin�Thom construction to (τ , L)-maps
due to Sz¶cs and Rimányi. This means constructing a �universal (τ , L)-map� in the same
sense as the inclusion BO(k) ↪→ MO(k) of the Grassmannian manifold into the Thom
space of the universal rank-k bundle is the universal embedding. In other words the
following is true.

Theorem 2.1.1. There are topological spaces XL
τ , Y

L
τ and a continuous map fLτ : Y L

τ →
XL
τ with the following properties:

(1) For any manifold with boundary Pn+k and any closed manifold Nn−1, if there are
maps f , κN and κP such that the outer square in the diagram below is a pullback
diagram, then there is a manifold Mn with boundary ∂M = N , an extension κM
of κN and a (τ , L)-map F : M → P such that the upper inner square is a pullback
diagram as well.

Y L
τ

fLτ // XL
τ

M

κM

``

F // P

κP

OO

N

κN

OO

. �

==

f // ∂P
?�

OO

(2) For any (τ , L)-map F : Mn → Pn+k between manifolds with boundaries, if there
are maps κ∂M and κ∂P such that the outer square in the diagram below is a pullback
diagram, then there are extensions κM and κP of κ∂M and κ∂P respectively such
that the upper inner square is a pullback diagram as well.

Y L
τ

fLτ // XL
τ

M

κM

aa

F // P

κP

>>

∂M

κ∂M

OO

. �

<<

F |∂M // ∂P
0 P

aa
κ∂P

OO

Remark 2.1.2. We call this fLτ the universal (τ , L)-map although it is not really a
τ -map, as its source and target spaces are not �nite dimensional manifolds. However, it
will be constructed from direct limits of (τ , L)-maps, so it is a �generalised (τ , L)-map�.
It will follow from the proof that it does not only classify (τ , L)-maps (in the sense
of the above theorem), but also generalised (τ , L)-maps obtained from direct limits of
(τ , L)-maps.
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Before proving the above theorem, we prove its most important corollary, which
states that XL

τ is indeed the classifying space for the cobordisms of (τ , L)-maps.

Theorem 2.1.3. For any manifold Pn+k there is a bijective correspondence between
CobLτ (P ) and [

∗
P ,XL

τ ]∗.

We will only prove this if P is a closed manifold, but the next subsection will make
it clear how the same proof works for an open P too; see remark 2.1.4.

Proof. If Mn is a closed manifold and f : M → P is a (τ , L)-map, then by (2) we can
assign to the map f the map α(f) := κP (and the map β(f) := κM ).

In order to make this α a correspondence between cobordism classes and homo-
topy classes, we have to prove the following: If f0 : M0 → P and f1 : M1 → P are
(τ , L)-cobordant, then α(f0) and α(f1) are homotopic. This is indeed so, since a (τ , L)-
cobordism F : W → P × [0, 1] is a map that satis�es the conditions of (2), hence there
is a map α(F ) = κP×[0,1] which is clearly a homotopy between α(f0) and α(f1).

Hence we found a map α̃ : CobLτ (P )→ [P,XL
τ ]; we just have to prove that this α̃ is

bijective.

I. α̃ is surjective.

If we are given a map κ : Pn+k → XL
τ , then by (1) we obtain a manifold Mn, a map

κM : M → Y G
τ and a (τ , L)-map f : M → P , so the surjectivity is proved if α(f) is

homotopic to κ. To prove this, we apply (2) to the map

f × id[0,1] : N × [0, 1]→ P × [0, 1]

where the boundaries are mapped by κtα(f) : PtP → XL
τ and κMtβ(f) : NtN → Y L

τ ,
which yields the desired homotopy.

II. α̃ is injective.

Suppose we have two maps f0 : M0 → P and f1 : M1 → P such that α(f0) is homo-
topic to α(f1). If κ is a homotopy between them, then we can apply (1) to the maps

f0 t f1 : M0 tM1 → P t P = ∂(P × [0, 1])

and κ : P×[0, 1]→ XL
τ and β(f0)tβ(f1) : M0tM1 → Y L

τ . This gives a (τ , L)-cobordism
between f0 and f1. �

2.1.1 Proof of theorem 2.1.1

The proof proceeds by (trans�nite) induction on the elements of τ . We will glue blocks
together to obtain the spaces XL

τ and Y L
τ ; one block corresponds to one multisingularity

in τ . The block corresponding to η ∈ τ is glued precisely to the blocks corresponding to
multisingularities less complicated than η.

This, of course, only works if the index of η is a successor ordinal, but in the case

when the order-type of τ is a limit, we can de�ne fLτ : Y L
τ → XL

τ as a direct limit. Hence
from now on we will assume that τ has a maximal element.
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The �rst step in the induction is when we have τ = {1Σ0}, that is, (τ , L)-maps are
the embeddings with normal L-structures. In this case the classical Thom construction
yields the inclusion

fL{1Σ0} : Y L
{1Σ0} := BL(k) ↪→ TγLk =: XL

{1Σ0}

of the zero-section into the Thom space of the universal rank k vector bundle with struc-
ture group L. This way TγLk and BL(k) are the �rst blocks of XL

τ and Y L
τ respectively

(for any multisingularity set τ).

Now suppose we know the theorem for τ ′ := τ \{η} (where η is the maximal element
of τ) and we want to prove for τ .

Recall de�nition 1.2.5 (and its extensions later) where we de�ned the universal map
ΦL
η : ξLη → ξ̃Lη for tubular neighbourhoods of the η-strata. Now if Dξ̃Lη is the disk bun-

dle of ξ̃Lη (of a su�ciently small radius) and we set DξLη := (ΦL
η )−1(Dξ̃Lη ), which is

homeomorphic to the disk bundle of ξLη , then the restriction

ΦL
η |SξLη : SξLη = ∂DξLη → ∂Dξ̃Lη = Sξ̃Lη

is a (τ ′, L)-map. Hence, by the induction hypothesis on (2), there are inducing maps ρ, ρ̃
which make the following diagram commutative:

Y L
τ ′

fL
τ ′ // XL

τ ′

SξLη

ρ

OO

ΦLη |SξLη
// Sξ̃Lη

ρ̃

OO

We de�ne

XL
τ := XL

τ ′ t̃ρ Dξ̃
L
η , Y L

τ := Y L
τ ′ tρ Dξ

L
η and fLτ := fLτ ′ ∪ ΦL

η |DξLη .

Now the only thing left is to prove that (1) and (2) hold for this newly constructed map.

Proof of (1). Let P,N, f, κP , κN be as in (1). The zero-section BGLη is inside Dξ̃Lη and

DξLη , hence it is also in XL
τ and Y L

τ . Moreover, fLτ maps BGLη ⊂ Y L
τ onto BGLη ⊂ XL

η

homeomorphically.

The submanifold κ−1
N (BGLη ) is mapped by f di�eomorphically onto κP |−1

∂P (BGLη )

because of the pullback property. We will denote both preimages by KN . Now the
submanifold KP := κ−1

P (BGLη ) has boundary KN . If we set U := κ−1
P (

◦
D ξ̃Lη ), then we

may assume that U is a tubular neighbourhood of KP , hence its closure U can be
identi�ed with the disk bundle of κP |∗KP ξ̃

L
η . The boundary ∂U is now the union of a

sphere bundle ∂SU over KP and a disk bundle ∂DU over KN . We put P ′ := P \ U and
Q := ∂P \ ∂DU .
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Now let V be the disk bundle of κP |∗KP ξ
L
η and let κV : V → DξLη be the map de�ned

by the inducing map κP |KP . Then the boundary ∂V is the union of a sphere bundle ∂SV
over KP and a disk bundle ∂DV over KN . Observe that ∂DV can be identi�ed with a
(closed) tubular neighbourhood of KN ⊂ N ; we will put N ′ := N \ ∂DV .

Figure 2.1: The ellipse on the left stands for N and the (closed) ball
on the right for P ; the two indicated points on N and the other two on
f(N) represent KN and the arc joining them is KP ; the disk bundles
V and U are also indicated.

The map ΦL
η : ξLη → ξ̃Lη induces a map Fη : V → U between the pullbacks, which is

a (τ , L)-map. By de�nition, the restriction Fη|∂DV coincides with f |∂DV .
Now P ′ is a manifold with boundary Q ∪ ∂SU and the (closed) manifold N ′ ∪ ∂SV

is mapped to this boundary by the (τ ′, L)-map f |N ′ ∪ Fη|∂SV . Moreover, if we also add

the map κN |N ′ ∪ κV |∂SV : N ′ ∪ ∂SV → Y L
τ ′ , then we can apply the induction hypothesis

on (1) to the lower square in the following diagram to obtain the manifold M ′ and the
maps F ′ and κM ′ :

V
Fη

//

κV
��

U

κP |U
��

Y L
τ DξLη

⊔
ρ

ΦLη

**
Y L
τ ′

fL
τ ′ // XL

τ ′
⊔
ρ̃

Dξ̃Lη XL
η

M ′

κM′

dd

F ′ // P ′

κP |P ′
OO

N ′ ∪ ∂SV

κN |N′∪κV |∂SV

OO

, �

::

f |N′∪Fη |∂SV // Q ∪ ∂SU
?�

OO

We can glue M ′ to V along the common boundary part ∂SV . The maps

F ′ ∪ Fη : M ′ ∪ V → P ′ ∪ U = P and κM ′ ∪ κV : M ′ ∪ V → Y L
τ ′ tρ Dξ

L
η = Y L

τ

are well-de�ned, as the maps used in both cases coincide on ∂SV . Hence we got a manifold
M := M ′ ∪ V with boundary ∂M = N and maps F := F ′ ∪ Fη and κM := κM ′ ∪ κV
and it is easy to see that these satisfy (1). �
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Proof of (2). LetM,P, F, κ∂M , κ∂P be as in (2). We put K := η(F ) and K̃ := f(η(f));

this way f |K : K → K̃ is a di�eomorphism. We now use theorem 1.2.7 (and its extensions
later) to obtain closed tubular neighbourhoods K ⊂ T ⊂M and K̃ ⊂ T̃ ⊂ P such that
f maps T to T̃ and ∂T to ∂T̃ and there is a commutative diagram

DξLη
ΦLη

//

��

Dξ̃Lη

��

T
f |T //

κT
gg

��

T̃

κT̃
77

��
K

f |K //

ww
K̃

''
BGLη id

BGLη

// BGLη

where T and T̃ are identi�ed with disk bundles over K and K̃ respectively.
We have ∂T = ∂ST ∪ ∂DT and ∂T̃ = ∂ST̃ ∪ ∂DT , where ∂ST and ∂ST̃ are sphere

bundles over K ⊂ M and K̃ ⊂ P respectively and ∂DT and ∂DT̃ are disk bundles
over ∂K ⊂ ∂M and ∂K̃ ⊂ ∂P respectively. We put M ′ := M \ T , N := ∂M \ ∂DT ,
P ′ := P \ T̃ and Q := ∂P \ ∂DT̃ .

Now F |M ′ : M ′ → P ′ is a (τ ′, L)-map and the boundaries ∂M ′ = N ∪ ∂ST and
∂P ′ = Q∪∂ST̃ are mapped to Y L

τ ′ and X
L
τ ′ respectively by the maps κ∂M |N ∪(ρ◦κT |∂ST )

and κ∂P |Q ∪ (ρ̃ ◦κT̃ |∂S T̃ ). Hence by the induction hypothesis on (2) there are extensions
κM ′ and κP ′ of these maps to M ′ and P ′ respectively, and a pullback diagram

Y L
τ ′

fL
τ ′ // XL

τ ′

M ′

κM′

OO

F |M′ // P ′

κP ′

OO

The maps κM ′ and κT coincide on ∂ST and the maps κP ′ and κT̃ coincide on ∂ST̃ .
Therefore, the maps

κM := κM ′ ∪ κT : M ′ ∪ T = M → Y L
τ and κP := κP ′ ∪ κT̃ : P ′ ∪ T̃ = P → XL

τ

are well-de�ned and it is not hard to see that they satisfy (2). �

Remark 2.1.4. The �rst block in the construction of XL
τ was the Thom space TγLk and

it is clear from the proofs that the points of P which are �far away� from the image of
M are mapped (according to the Thom construction) to the special point of this Thom
space. Hence ∞ ∈ ∗

P is always mapped to this point.

2.2 Sz¶cs's construction by τ -embeddings

In the rest of this chapter we will have a �xed stable linear group L and a �xed set τ
of singularities of codimension k with a �xed complete ordering [η0] < [η1] < . . . of its
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elements which extends the natural partial order (see de�nition 1.1.10). As before, we
can assume this to be a well-ordering and that τ has a maximal element with respect to
this order.

We will again show a Pontryagin�Thom type construction (due to Sz¶cs) to obtain
the classifying space for cobordisms of (τ, L)-maps, but now the techniques of section
2.1 do not entirely work. The reason for this is that in the proof above we used that
the image of each multisingularity stratum is embedded into the target space, however,
this is not generally true for singularity strata. This will be one of the main problems
to solve now.

De�nition 2.2.1. By a (τ, L)-embedding we mean a triple (e, V,F ) with the following
properties:

(i) e : Mn ↪→ Qq is an embedding of a manifoldM to a manifold Q. IfM is a manifold
with boundary, then we also assume (as in de�nition 1.1.6) that Q has a boundary
too, e−1(∂Q) = ∂M and e is transverse to ∂Q.

(ii) V = (v1, . . . , vm) where m = q − n − k and the vi-s are pointwise independent
vector �elds in Q along e(M) (i.e. sections of the bundle TQ|e(M)). For manifolds
with boundaries we require that the vector �elds on e(∂M) are tangent to ∂Q. We
will identify V with the trivialised subbundle generated by the vi-s.

(iii) F is a foliation of dimension m on a neighbourhood of e(M) and it is tangent to
V along e(M).

(iv) Any point p ∈ M has a neighbourhood on which the composition of e with the
projection along the leaves of F to a small (n+ k)-dimensional transverse slice is
a map that has at p a singularity which belongs to τ .

(v) The normal bundle νe of the embedding e has structure group L.

Remark 2.2.2. If (e, V,F ) is a (τ, L)-embedding, a strati�cation of M arises by the
submanifolds

η(e) := η(e, V,F ) := {p ∈M | p ∈ η(π ◦ e)}
where π denotes the local projection around e(p) along the leaves of F .

Example 2.2.3. If f : Mn → Pn+k is a (τ, L)-map and i : Mn ↪→ Rm is an embedding,
then we can de�ne a (τ, L)-embedding (e, V,F ) of M into P × Rm: We put e := f × i,
the vector �elds vi arise from a basis in Rm and F is composed of the leaves {p} ×Rm
(for all p ∈ P ).

De�nition 2.2.4.

(1) The vector �elds V = (v1, . . . , vm) and the foliation F in the above example are
called vertical in P × Rm.

(2) The subsets P × {x} ⊂ P × Rm (for any x ∈ Rm) are called horizontal sections.

Remark 2.2.5. If (e, V,F ) is a (τ, L)-embedding of Mn into Pn+k × Rm such that V
and F are vertical, then prP ◦e : M → P is a (τ, L)-map.
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2.2.1 Cobordism of τ-embeddings

De�nition 2.2.6. We call two (τ, L)-embeddings (e0, V0,F0) and (e1, V1,F1) of closed
source manifolds Mn

0 and Mn
1 into the manifold Qq cobordant if there is

(i) a compact manifold with boundary Wn+1 such that ∂W = M0 tM1,

(ii) a (τ, L)-embedding (E,U,G ) of W into Q× [0, 1] such that for i = 0, 1 the restric-
tion of (E,U,G ) to the boundary part Mi is the (τ, L)-embedding (ei, Vi,Fi) of
Mi into Q× {i}.

The set of cobordism classes of (τ, L)-embeddings of n-manifolds into the manifold Q
will be denoted by EmbLτ (n,Q).

Remark 2.2.7. If Qq is a manifold of the form N q−1×R1, then EmbLτ (n,Q) is also an
Abelian group with almost the same operation as the one in section 1.3.1. The di�erence
is that the group operation is now induced by the �far away� disjoint union: When
forming the sum of two cobordism classes we take such representatives (e0, V0,F0) and
(e1, V1,F1) of them that the images of e0 and e1 can be separated by a hypersurface
N × {t} for a t ∈ R1. Such representatives always exist, because by translating any
(τ, L)-embedding along the lines R1 in N×R1 we get another representative of the same
cobordism class.

Lemma 2.2.8. Let (e, V,F ) be a (τ, L)-embedding of Mn into Pn+k ×Rm where M is
a compact manifold and P is any manifold. Then there is a di�eotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) of
P × Rm such that ϕ0 is the identity and (the di�erential of) ϕ1 takes V to the vertical
vector �elds V ′ and F to the vertical foliation F ′ around the image of M .

Proof. The manifold M is �nitely strati�ed by the submanifolds

Si :=
⋃
η∈τ

dim η(e)=i

η(e) i = 0, . . . , n.

By the strati�ed compression theorem A.16 there is a di�eotopy of P ×Rm which turns
the vector �elds V into vertical vector �elds. Therefore we may assume that V is already
vertical, and so we only need to �nd a di�eotopy that takes the foliation F into the
vertical foliation F ′ and its di�erential keeps the vector �elds V vertical.

We will recursively deform F into F ′ around the images of the strata Si (i =
0, . . . , n). First we list some trivial general observations.

(1) If R ⊂ Rm and K,K ′ ⊂ P × R are such that each of K and K ′ intersects each
horizontal section P × {x} (x ∈ R) exactly once, then a bijective correspondence
K → K ′ arises by associating the points on the same horizontal section to each
other.

(2) If A ⊂ P × Rm is such that for each a ∈ A subsets Ra,Ka,K
′
a are given as

in (1), then a family of bijective maps {Ka → K ′a | a ∈ A} arises. If we have
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Ka1 ∩Ka2 = ∅ = K ′a1
∩K ′a2

for any two di�erent points a1, a2 ∈ A, then the union
of these bijections gives a continuous bijective map

α : U :=
⋃
a∈A

Ka →
⋃
a∈A

K ′a =: U ′

(3) If the subsets A,Ka,K
′
a in (2) are submanifolds of P × Rm such that U and U ′

are also submanifolds, then the map α is smooth.

Denote by V ⊥ the orthogonal complement of the bundle V |e(S0) ⊕ Te(S0) in T (P ×
Rm)|e(S0) (with respect to a Riemannian metric). Choose a small neighbourhood A of

e(S0) in exp(V ⊥) (where exp denotes the exponential map of P ×Rm) and for all a ∈ A
let Ka and K ′a be the intersections of a small neighbourhood of a and the leaves of F
and F ′ respectively.

If the neighbourhoods were chosen su�ciently small, then we are in the setting of
(3), hence a di�eomorphism α : U → U ′ arises (with the same notations as above). Note
that U and U ′ are both neighbourhoods of e(S0), the map α �xes e(S0) and for all
a ∈ e(S0) we have dαa = idTa(P×Rm).

For all points (p, x) ∈ U we can join (p, x) and α(p, x) by a minimal geodesic in the
horizontal section P ×{x}, and using these we can extend α to an isotopy αt (t ∈ [0, 1])
of U (for which α0 = idU and α1 = α). Observe that where the foliations F and F ′

initially coincide, this method just gives the identity for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Of course this
isotopy can be extended to a di�eotopy of P × Rm (by the isotopy extension theorem)
and it takes the leaves of F to the leaves of F ′ around the image of S0.

Next we repeat the same procedure around e(S1), the image of the next stratum, to
get a new di�eotopy (that leaves a neighbourhood of e(S0) unchanged), and so on. In
the end we obtain a di�eotopy of P × Rm which turns F into the vertical foliation F ′

around the image of M and does not change the vertical vector �elds V . �

Remark 2.2.9. It is clear from the proof above, that the relative version of lemma 2.2.8
is also true, that is, if the vector �elds V and the foliation F are already vertical on
a neighbourhood of a compact subset C ⊂ e(M), then the di�eotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) is
�xed on a neighbourhood of C.

Now we can prove the key observation on τ -embeddings, namely, that the computa-
tion of cobordisms of τ -maps can be reduced to that of τ -embeddings.

Theorem 2.2.10. For any manifold Pn+k, if the number m is su�ciently large (com-
pared to n), then

CobLτ (n, Pn+k) ∼= EmbLτ (n, Pn+k × Rm).

Proof. Take any number m ≥ 2n + 4, so any manifold of dimension at most n + 1
can be embedded into Rm uniquely up to isotopy. We will de�ne two homomorphisms
ϕ : CobLτ (n, P )→ EmbLτ (n, P ×Rm) and ψ : EmbLτ (n, P ×Rm)→ CobLτ (n, P ) which will
turn out to be each other's inverses.
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I. Construction of ϕ.

For a (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k we can choose any embedding i : M ↪→ Rm and
de�ne a (τ, L)-embedding (e, V,F ) by putting e := f × i and de�ning V and F as
the vertical vector �elds and foliation. De�ne the map ϕ to assign to the cobordism
class of f the cobordism class of (e, V,F ). In order to prove that ϕ is well-de�ned, we
have to show that the cobordism class of (e, V,F ) does not depend on the choice of the
embedding i and the representative of the cobordism class [f ].

Claim. If i0 : M ↪→ Rm and i1 : M ↪→ Rm are two embeddings and the above method
assigns to them the (τ, L)-embeddings (e0, V0,F0) and (e1, V1,F1) respectively, then

(e0, V0,F0) ∼ (e1, V1,F1).

Proof. Because of the dimension condition, i0 and i1 can be connected by an isotopy
it (t ∈ [0, 1]). We de�ne a (τ, L)-embedding

E : M × [0, 1] ↪→ P × Rm × [0, 1]; (p, t) 7→ (f(p), it(p), t)

(again with the vertical vector �elds and foliation), which is clearly a cobordism between
(e0, V0,F0) and (e1, V1,F1). �

Claim. If f0 : M0 → P and f1 : M1 → P are cobordant (τ, L)-maps and the above
method assigns to them the (τ, L)-embeddings (e0, V0,F0) and (e1, V1,F1) respectively,
then

(e0, V0,F0) ∼ (e1, V1,F1).

Proof. Let F : Wn+1 → P × [0, 1] be a cobordism between f0 and f1. Again by the
dimension condition, the embedding i0 t i1 : M0 t M1 = ∂W ↪→ Rm extends to an
embedding I : W ↪→ Rm. Hence the map E := F × I is a (τ, L)-embedding of W into
P × Rm × [0, 1] (the vector �elds and foliation are again vertical) and it is easy to see
that this is a cobordism between (e0, V0,F0) and (e1, V1,F1). �

II. Construction of ψ.

If (e, V,F ) is a (τ, L)-embedding of a manifold Mn into Pn+k×Rm, then by lemma
2.2.8 we obtain a di�eotopy of P × Rm that makes V and F vertical. A di�eotopy of
P ×Rm trivially yields a cobordism of (τ, L)-embeddings, hence we can assume that V
and F were initially vertical. Now we can de�ne ψ to assign to the cobordism class of
(e, V,F ) the cobordism class of the (τ, L)-map f := prP ◦e. In order to prove that ψ
is well-de�ned, we have to show that the cobordism class of f does not depend on the
choice of the representative of the cobordism class [(e, V,F )].

Claim. If (e0, V0,F0) and (e1, V1,F1) are cobordant (τ, L)-embeddings of the manifolds
M0 and M1 respectively into P × Rm and the above method assigns to them the (τ, L)-
maps f0 : M0 → P and f1 : M1 → P respectively, then f0 ∼ f1.

Proof. We apply a di�eotopy ϕit (t ∈ [0, 1]) of P×Rm×{i} to turn the vector �elds Vi and
foliation Fi vertical (for i = 0, 1), this way we obtain the (τ, L)-map fi : Mi → P × {i}.
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If (e0, V0,F0) and (e1, V1,F1) are connected by a cobordism (E,U,G ), which is a (τ, L)-
embedding of a manifold Wn+1 into P × Rm × [0, 1], then we can apply (the relative
version of) lemma 2.2.8 to obtain a di�eotopy Φt (t ∈ [0, 1]) of P × Rm × [0, 1] that
extends the given di�eotopies ϕ0

t , ϕ
1
t on the boundary and turns the vector �elds U and

the foliation G vertical. Now combining E with the �nal di�eomorphism Φ1 and the
projection to P × [0, 1], we obtain a (τ, L)-cobordism F := prP×[0,1] ◦Φ1 ◦E between f0

and f1. �

It is trivial from the constructions of ϕ and ψ that they are homomorphisms and
clearly ψ is the inverse of ϕ, hence they are both isomophisms between CobLτ (n, P ) and
EmbLτ (n, P × Rm). �

Remark 2.2.11. The same proof also shows the following:

(1) If m is su�ciently large (compared to n and l), then

CobLτ⊕l(n,Q
n+k+l) ∼= EmbLτ (n,Qn+k+l × Rm).

(2) The cobordism group of (τ, L)-embeddings stabilises, that is, for large numbers m
the inclusion Rm ⊂ Rm+1 induces an isomorphism

EmbLτ (n,Qq × Rm) ∼= EmbLτ (n,Qq × Rm+1).

De�nition 2.2.12. For any manifold Qq we put StabLτ (n,Q) := lim
m→∞EmbLτ (n,Q×Rm)

and call this the stable cobordism group of (τ, L)-embeddings.

2.2.2 Semiglobal description

In order to describe stable cobordisms of (τ, L)-embeddings, we will need an analogue of
section 1.2 in this setting. We �x a natural number n and consider [η]-strata of (τ, L)-
embeddings of n-manifolds to q-manifolds where q is su�ciently large and [η] ∈ τ is the
maximal element.

De�nition 2.2.13. Choose a �nite (say r-)dimensional approximation BGLη (n) of BGLη
such that the pair (BGLη , BG

L
η (n)) is (n + 1)-connected (the existence of such a space

is clear from the Milnor construction of BGLη ); we can assume that BGLη (n) is an r-
dimensional manifold. The restriction of the global normal form of [η] will be denoted
by

ΦL
η (n) := ΦL

η |ξLη (n) : ξLη (n) := ξLη |BGLη (n) → ξ̃Lη |BGLη (n) =: ξ̃Lη (n).

Fix a numberm ≥ 2r+2n+2 and let i : ξLη (n) ↪→ Rm be any embedding (the dimensions
were chosen such that i is unique up to isotopy) and put

Φ̃L
η (n) := ΦL

η (n)× i : ξLη (n) ↪→ ξ̃Lη (n)× Rm,

which is a (τ, L)-embedding (with the vertical vector �elds and foliation). This is called
the global normal form of (τ, L)-embeddings of [η] in dimensions at most n.
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Theorem 2.2.14. Let (e : Mn ↪→ Qq, V,F ) be a (τ, L)-embedding where m = q−n−k ≥
2r+ 2n+ 2. Then there are tubular neighbourhoods η(e) ⊂ T ⊂M and e(η(e)) ⊂ T̃ ⊂ Q
of the η-stratum and its image such that there is a commutative diagram of �brewise
isomorphisms (the vertical arrows are the projections and BGLη (n) ⊂ ξ̃Lη (n) × Rm is
identi�ed with the graph of i|BGLη (n))

ξLη (n)
Φ̃Lη (n)

//

��

ξ̃Lη (n)× Rm

��

T
e|T //

ii

��

T̃

44

��
η(e)

e|η(e)//

uu
e(η(e))

**
BGLη (n)

id
BGLη (n)

// BGLη (n)

Proof. Trivial from theorem 1.2.7. �

2.2.3 The classifying space for τ-embeddings

Our aim in the present subsection will be to construct a virtual complex (see appendix
B) V L

τ with the property

StabLτ (n,Qn+k+m) ∼= {
∗
Q,SmV L

τ }∗

for any manifold Q (where the notation is {X,Y }∗ := lim
r→∞[SrX,SrY ]∗). Recall section

2.1 where we constructed the space XL
τ by attaching the disk bundles Dξ̃Lη to each other

by appropriate gluing maps. Here we will follow a similar method; namely, we glue the
disk bundles Dξ̃Lη together to form V L

τ , but now the gluing maps are only de�ned in
stable sense, hence the resulting space will only be a virtual complex.

Theorem 2.2.15. There is a virtual complex V L
τ such that for all n,m ∈ N where

m is su�ciently large (compared to n and k), for any manifold Qn+k+m there is an
isomorphism

EmbLτ (n,Qn+k+m) ∼= {
∗
Q,SmV L

τ }∗.

Addendum. For any l ∈ N there is an approximation V L
τ (l) of V L

τ for which the space
SmV L

τ (l) exists and its (m + l)-homotopy type is that of SmV L
τ whenever m is large

enough, and there is a subspace KL
τ (l) ⊂ SmV L

τ (l) with the following properties for all
n ≤ l:

(1) For any manifold with boundary Qn+k+m, if there is a (τ, L)-embedding (e, V,F )
of a closed manifold Nn−1 into ∂Q, a map κN and a stable map κQ (i.e. a map
between the j-th suspensions of the spaces involved for some j) such that the outer
square in the diagram below is a pullback diagram, then there is a manifold Mn
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with boundary ∂M = N , an extension κM of κN and a (τ, L)-embedding (E,U,G )
that extends (e, V,F ) and the upper inner square is a pullback diagram as well.

KL
τ (l) �

� // SmV L
τ (l)

M

κM

bb

� � E // Q

UκQ

OO

N

κN

OO

- 

<<

� � e // ∂Q
?�

OO

(2) For any (τ, L)-embedding (E : Mn ↪→ Qn+k+m, U,G ) of a compact manifold with
boundary, if there is a map κ∂M and a stable map κ∂Q such that the outer square
in the diagram below is a pullback diagram, then there are extensions κM and κQ
of κ∂M and κ∂Q respectively such that the upper inner square is a pullback diagram
as well.

KL
τ (l) �

� // SmV L
τ (l)

M

κM

bb

� � E // Q

+κQ

;;

∂M

κ∂M

OO

- 

<<

� � E|∂M // ∂Q
2 R

dd
Uκ∂Q

OO

Proof. We prove the theorem and the addendum together by (trans�nite) induction
on the elements of τ analogously to the proof of theorem 2.1.1.

The starting step is when we have τ = {Σ0}, hence (τ, L)-embeddings Mn ↪→
Qn+k+m are embeddings equipped with normal L-structures and m pointwise indepen-
dent normal vector �elds. If we choose V L

{Σ0} as the Thom space TγLk , then the m-th

suspension is SmV L
{Σ0} = SmTγLk = T (γLk ⊕ εm). Thus the usual Pontryagin�Thom

construction yields the statement of the theorem and the addendum by putting

V L
{Σ0}(l) := V L

{Σ0} := TγLk and KL
{Σ0}(l) := KL

{Σ0} := BL(k).

Now suppose we know the theorem and the addendum for τ ′ := τ \ {[η]} (where [η]
is the maximal element of τ) and we want to prove for τ .

Fix a natural number n and consider (as in de�nition 2.2.13) the r-dimensional
approximation BGLη (n) of BGLη such that (BGLη , BG

L
η (n)) is an (n+ 1)-connected pair.

Let m ≥ 2r+ 2n+ 2 be such a number that the (m+ r+n)-homotopy type of SmV L
τ ′ is

well-de�ned and V L
τ ′ (r+n) is an approximation of V L

τ ′ for which the space SmV L
τ ′ (r+n)

exists and its (m + r + n)-type is that of SmV L
τ ′ . Then SmV L

τ ′ (r + n) classi�es the
(τ ′, L)-embeddings with source dimensions at most r + n.

Take the global normal form

Φ̃L
η (n) = ΦL

η (n)× i : ξLη (n) ↪→ ξ̃Lη (n)× Rm,
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(see de�nition 2.2.13) with the disk bundle Dξ̃Lη (n) (of a su�ciently small radius) and

its preimage DξLη (n) := (ΦL
η (n))−1(Dξ̃Lη (n)), which is di�eomorphic to the disk bundle

of ξLη (n). Now we use the restriction of ΦL
η (n) to the boundary sphere bundle to de�ne

the (τ ′, L)-embedding

ΦS := ΦL
η (n)|SξLη (n) × i|SξLη (n) : SξLη (n) ↪→ Sξ̃Lη (n)× Rm.

The image of i|DξLη (n) is contained in a ball Dm ⊂ Rm of a su�ciently large radius,

hence the image of ΦS is contained in Sξ̃Lη (n) × Dm which is part of the boundary

S := ∂(Dξ̃Lη (n)×Dm). Therefore ΦS is a (τ ′, L)-embedding of a manifold of dimension
not greater than r + n into S, hence by the induction hypothesis on (2), there is a map
ρ(n) and a stable map ρ̃(n) which make the following diagram commutative:

KL
τ ′(r + n) �

� // SmV L
τ ′ (r + n)

SξLη (n)

ρ(n)

OO

� � ΦS // S

Uρ̃(n)

OO

Observe that by construction, the points of S that are �far away� from the image of
ΦS are mapped to the special point of T (γLk ⊕ εm) = SmTγLk ⊂ SmV L

τ ′ (r + n). Thus
the stable map ρ̃(n) factors through the quotient q : S → SmSξ̃Lη (n) by the subspace

Dξ̃Lη (n)× Sm, that is, ρ̃(n) = ρ̂ ◦ q for a stable map ρ̂ : SmSξ̃Lη (n) 9 SmV L
τ ′ (r+ n). But

now m can be chosen large enough so that ρ̂ is an existing map (not only stable), hence
ρ̃(n) is too.

We de�ne

SmV L
τ (n) := SmV L

τ ′ (r + n) t
ρ̃(n)

(Dξ̃Lη (n)×Dm)

and KL
τ (n) := KL

τ ′(r + n) t
ρ(n)

DξLη (n).

Now we can see that these newly constructed spaces satisfy conditions (1) and (2)
of the addendum completely analogously to the proofs of (1) and (2) of theorem 2.1.1,
therefore we omit the proofs here.

We obtain a virtual complex by putting

V L
τ := lim

n→∞V
L
τ (n).

Now by (1), (2) and a complete analogue of the proof of theorem 2.1.3 we see that the
claim of the theorem is also true. �

By this theorem we have obtained the following description of the classifying space
for cobordisms of (τ, L)-maps.

Corollary 2.2.16. XL
τ
∼= ΓV L

τ .
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Proof. The Brown representability theorem implies that XL
τ is unique up to homotopy

equivalence (see [Sz4] for a detailed description of this), hence we only need to prove that
ΓV L

τ also classi�es cobordisms of (τ, L)-maps. This is indeed so, since for any manifold
Pn+k we have

CobLτ (n, P )
∗∼= StabLτ (n, P )

∗∗∼={
∗
P , V L

τ }∗ = lim
r→∞[Sr

∗
P , SrV L

τ ]∗ ∼=
∼= lim

r→∞[
∗
P ,Ω

rSrV L
τ ]∗ = [

∗
P ,ΓV

L
τ ]∗

where ∗ follows from theorem 2.2.10 and ∗∗ is an easy consequence of theorem 2.2.15. �

Remark 2.2.17. Any loop space (i.e. space of the form ΩY ) is an H-space, hence we
have also proved that XL

τ is an H-space. This also means that the functors [·, XL
τ ] and

[·, XL
τ ]∗ coincide.

Remark 2.2.18. Similarly to corollary 2.2.16, it follows from remark 2.2.11 and theorem
2.2.15 that the classifying space for cobordisms of l-framed (τ, L)-maps (see de�nition
1.3.3) is XL

τ⊕l
∼= ΓSlV L

τ .

2.3 Kazarian's space

In the proof of theorem 2.2.15 we de�ned the spaces KL
τ (n), but we did not emphasise

any of their important properties. We will do so now.

Remark 2.3.1. The recursive de�nition KL
τ (n) := KL

τ ′(r + n) t
ρ(n)

DξLη (n) shows that

KL
τ (n− 1) ⊂ KL

τ (n), since we can assume the inclusion KL
τ ′(r+ n− 1) ⊂ KL

τ ′(r+ n) by
induction, the inclusion DξLη (n− 1) ⊂ DξLη (n) is trivially true and the restriction of the
gluing map ρ(n) can be assumed to be ρ(n− 1).

De�nition 2.3.2. The space KL
τ := lim

n→∞K
L
τ (n) will be called (following Sz¶cs [Sz4])

the Kazarian space of τ -maps with normal L-structures.

For later use, we de�ne an important tool (a spectral sequence) now. Recall that we
�xed a complete order of τ that extends the natural partial order.

De�nition 2.3.3. Suppose that the singularity set τ has order-type ω or less, let its
elements be η0 < η1 < . . . and use the notationsKi := KL

{ηj |j≤i}, ξi := ξLηi , Gi := GLηi and

ci := dim ξi. We de�ne the Kazarian spectral sequence corresponding to this (ordered)
set of singularities as follows. The �ltration K0 ⊂ K1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ KL

τ de�nes a homological
spectral sequence with �rst page

E1
i,j = Hi+j(Tξi;G) ∼= Hi+j−ci(BGi; G̃ξi),

where G is any coe�cient group, the isomorphism is the homological Thom isomorphism
and G̃ξi means G twisted by the orientation of ξi. This spectral sequence converges to
H∗(K

L
τ ;G), that is,

⊕
i+j=n

E∞i,j is associated to Hn(KL
τ ;G).
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2.3.1 Generalities on the Borel construction

We will give a di�erent way to obtain Kazarian's space, which was used by Kazarian [K1]
but even considered by Thom [HK]. More precisely, we will construct a space K̂L

τ and
then prove that it is homotopy equivalent to KL

τ . First we recall the Borel construction
which will be used in the de�nition of K̂L

τ .

De�nition 2.3.4. If G is a topological group and J is a space with a given G-action on
it, then the Borel construction on J is the space BJ := EG×

G
J .

Remark 2.3.5. The Borel construction BJ has the following properties:

(1) If Σ ⊂ J is a G-invariant subspace, then BΣ ⊂ BJ .

(2) If J =
⋃
i

Σi is the decomposition of J to G-orbits, then BJ =
⋃
i
BΣi.

(3) If J is contractible, Σ ⊂ J is a G-orbit and Gx is the stabiliser of x ∈ Σ ⊂ J , then
BGx = EGx/Gx = EG×

G
(G/Gx) = EG×

G
Σ = BΣ.

Lemma 2.3.6. Let G be a compact Lie group, J a contractible manifold with a smooth
(left) G-action on it, Σ ⊂ J a G-orbit and Gx the stabiliser of x ∈ Σ ⊂ J . Fix a
Riemannian metric on J such that the G-action is isometric (such a metric exists) and
choose a small orthogonal slice Sx of Σ at x. This way Gx acts orthogonally on the
tangent space TxSx; denote by ρx : Gx → O(TxSx) the arising representation. Then a
neighbourhood of BΣ in BJ can be identi�ed with the universal bundle EGx ×ρx TxSx over

BGx.

Proof. Let S ⊂ J be a G-invariant tubular neighbourhood of Σ composed of the �bres
Sgx (g ∈ G). Then for all g ∈ G di�eomorphisms Sx → Sgx arise (of course, if g1x = g2x,
then Sg1x = Sg2x and we obtain di�erent di�eomorphisms).

Lift the bundle S over Σ to a bundle S̃ over G by the following pullback diagram:

S̃ //

Gx
��

G

Gx
��

S // Σ G/Gx

Here the �bre S̃g of S̃ over g ∈ G is identi�ed with the �bre S[g] = Sgx of S by the
pullback de�nition (where [g] ∈ G/Gx is the coset of g and it is identi�ed with the point
gx ∈ Σ). This way the di�eomorphisms Sx → Sgx give canonical identi�cations S̃e → S̃g
for all g ∈ G (where e is the neutral element of G), hence S̃ is a trivial bundle.

The �bration S̃ → S is G-equivariant, hence applying the Borel construction results
in a map

BS̃ = EG×
G
S̃ → EG×

G
S = BS.
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We have a decomposition S̃ = G× S̃e which is G-equivariant (using the trivial G-action
on S̃e), hence the domain is EG×

G
S̃ = EG×

G
G × S̃e = EG × S̃e. The map is the

quotient by the diagonal Gx-action, therefore the target (i.e. BS) can be identi�ed with
EGx ×

Gx
S̃e. The �bre S̃e is identi�ed with Sx which can be identi�ed with TxSx and the

Gx-action on it is the representation ρx, thus BS (which is a neighbourhood of BΣ in
BJ) is identi�ed with EGx ×ρx TxSx. �

Corollary 2.3.7. If G, J,Σ are as above, R ⊂ J is transverse to Σ and we identify J

with the �bre of BJ
J−−→BG, then R is transverse to BΣ ⊂ BJ .

2.3.2 Constructing Kazarian's space

In this subsection we will construct the space K̂L
τ and prove its homotopy equivalence

with KL
τ . First we construct a preliminary �unstable� version; to do this, we �x natural

numbers n and r and suppose that (the roots of) all elements of τ have source dimensions
at most n and are r-determined (that is, for all [ϑ] ∈ τ , all germs that have the same
r-jet as ϑ are A -equivalent to ϑ).

De�nition 2.3.8. We put J(n) := Jr0 (Rn,Rn+k) the r-jet space of germs (Rn, 0) →
(Rn+k, 0) at the origin and

GL(n) :=
{

(Jrϕ, Jrψ) ∈ Jr0 (Diff0(Rn))× Jr0 (Diff0(Rn+k)) |
( dϕ0 0

0 dψ0

)
∈ L(2n+ k)

}
the group of r-jets of those di�eomorphism germs of (Rn, 0) and (Rn+k, 0) for which the
e�ect of their derivatives on the virtual normal bundle �xes the group L.

De�nition 2.3.9. In J(n) the r-jets of the germs that belong to the same singularity
class form a GL(n)-orbit. If Σϑ ⊂ J(n) is the orbit corresponding to the singularity class
[ϑ], then we put

Bϑ(n) := BΣϑ = EGL(n) ×
GL(n)

Σϑ.

The set of r-jets of all singularity classes in τ is also GL(n)-invariant. This set will be
denoted by JLτ (n) ⊂ J(n) and we put

K̃L
τ (n) := BJLτ (n) = EGL(n) ×

GL(n)
JLτ (n).

We will denote the �bration K̃L
τ (n)

JLτ (n)−−−−−→BGL(n) by p(n).

Remark 2.3.10.

(1) By the decomposition of JLτ (n) to GL(n)-orbits we have K̃L
τ (n) =

⋃
[ϑ]∈τ

Bϑ(n).

(2) Note that BGL(n) is homotopy equivalent to BHL(n) where

HL(n) :=
{

(A,B) ∈ O(n)×O(n+ k) |
(
A 0
0 B

)
∈ L(2n+ k)

}
,

so we can lift the universal bundles γn and γn+k to bundles over BGL(n).
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De�nition 2.3.11. Pull back the lift of the bundles γn and γn+k by p(n) to bundles
over K̃L

τ (n) and denote their formal di�erence (which is a k-dimensional virtual vector
bundle with structure group L) by νLτ (n). We call this the n-universal virtual normal
bundle for (τ, L)-maps.

The following property was proved by Thom, see [HK] or [K1]. We will not prove it
here, only sketch the construction that proves it.

Theorem 2.3.12. For any (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k there is a map κ̃f : M → K̃L
τ (n)

such that κ̃−1
f (Bϑ(n)) = ϑ(f) for all singularities [ϑ] ∈ τ . Moreover, this map also has

the property that the pullback κ̃∗fν
L
τ (n) is the virtual normal bundle νf .

Sketch of the proof. Fix Riemannian metrics on M and P , denote by expM and
expP their exponential maps respectively and let

◦
T M ⊂ TM be a neighbourhood of

the zero-section such that expM |◦T pM is a di�eomorphism onto its image for all p ∈M .

Then there is a �brewise map F that makes the following diagram commutative:

◦
T M

F //

expM
��

TP

expP
��

M
f // P

If Jr0 (TM, f∗TP ) denotes the r-jet bundle of germs of �brewise maps TM → f∗TP
along the zero-section and JLτ (M) ⊂ Jr0 (TM, f∗TP ) is the subspace corresponding to

the singularities in τ , then JLτ (M)
JLτ (n)−−−−−→M is a �bre bundle with structure group

GL(n). Hence it can be induced from the universal bundle by maps κ, κ̃ as shown in the
diagram

JLτ (M)
κ̃ //

JLτ (n)

��

K̃L
τ (n)

JLτ (n)
��

M

f̃

44

κ // BGL(n)

Moreover, the map F de�nes a section f̃ of that bundle (also indicated in the diagram)
and we de�ne κ̃f := κ̃ ◦ f̃ . �

Until this point we did not use that when forming the singularity classes we identi�ed
each germ with its suspension (see de�nition 1.1.1). Now we will use it in the following
way: Observe that for any (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k we can add an arbitrary vector
bundle ζ over M to both TM and f∗TP and replace the map F in the above proof by

F ⊕ idζ :
◦
T M ⊕ ζ → TP ⊕ ζ,

this way obtaining the same singularity strati�cation of M .

Now we put ζ := νM , the stable normal bundle of M (i.e. ζ := εm − TM for a
su�ciently large number m such that M can be embedded into Rm uniquely up to
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isotopy) and consider the r-jet bundle Jr0 (εm, f∗TP ⊕ νM ) → M of germs of �brewise
maps εm → f∗TP ⊕ νM along the zero-section. This jet bundle can be induced from the
bundle Jr0 (εm, γLm+k)→ BL(m+ k).

De�nition 2.3.13. In each �bre Jr0 (Rm,Rm+k) of the bundle Jr0 (εm, γLm+k)→ BL(m+

k) we can take the subspace JLτ (m) (see de�nition 2.3.9). The union of these in all �bres
will be denoted by K̂L

τ (m) and the partition of K̂L
τ (m) corresponding to singularities

in τ (by the decomposition of JLτ (m) to the GL(m)-orbits) will be denoted by a slight
abuse of notation by K̂L

τ (m) =
⋃

[ϑ]∈τ
Bϑ(m).

Remark 2.3.14.

(1) Another description of the space K̂L
τ (m) is the following: The space K̃L

τ (m) was the
total space of a bundle over BGL(m), which is homotopy equivalent to BHL(m)
(see remark 2.3.10); the inclusion L(m) × L(m + k) ↪→ HL(m) induces a map
BL(m)×BL(m+ k)→ BHL(m), that we compose with the projection BL(m+
k) ∼= EL(m) × BL(m + k) → BL(m) × BL(m + k). The pullback of K̃L

τ (m) by
this map is K̂L

τ (m), that is, we have the following pullback diagram:

K̂L
τ (m) //

JLτ (m)

��

K̃L
τ (m)

JLτ (m)

��

BL(m+ k)
∼
EL(m)×BL(m+ k)

��
BL(m)×BL(m+ k) // BHL(m)

∼
BGL(m)

(2) Recall the de�nition of the m-universal virtual normal bundle (2.3.11 and change
n to m) that we get by pulling back the virtual bundle γm+k − γm over BHL(m)
to K̃L

τ (m). Using the above diagram we can pull this back to a virtual bundle over
K̂L
τ (m) too; from now on this will be called νLτ (m). The reason for this rede�nition

is part (3) of this remark.

(3) The considerations above the de�nition of K̂L
τ (m) imply that the analogue of

theorem 2.3.12 is true for the space K̂L
τ (m) in the following sense: Given a (τ, L)-

map f : Mn → Pn+k we can construct a map κ̂f : M → K̂L
τ (m) with the properties

κ̂−1
f (Bϑ(m)) = ϑ(f) (for all [ϑ] ∈ τ) and κ̂∗fνLτ (m) = νf .

Observe that the number r that we �xed in the beginning of this subsection can be re-
placed by any larger number, hence we can even use the in�nite jet space J∞0 (Rm,Rm+k)
(i.e. the space of all polynomial maps Rm → Rm+k with 0 constant term) instead of
Jr0 (Rm,Rm+k) (i.e. the polynomial maps Rm → Rm+k with 0 constant term and degree
at most r). Of course for any (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k we can choose the map κ̂f
such that its image is in a �nite dimensional approximation of this space.
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This way the condition we assumed above, that all elements of τ are r-determined,
can be omitted. We may also get rid of the other condition we assumed, that all elements
of τ have source dimensions at most n, by converging with m to ∞. Hence we get the
following.

De�nition 2.3.15. The (second version of the) Kazarian space, the stratum of the
Kazarian space corresponding to [ϑ] ∈ τ and the universal virtual normal bundle for
(τ, L)-maps are respectively de�ned as

K̂L
τ := lim

m→∞ K̂
L
τ (m), Bϑ := lim

m→∞Bϑ(m) and νLτ := lim
m→∞ ν

L
τ (m)

Remark 2.3.16. To formulate the following theorem, we need to recall that a (τ, L)-map
f : Mn → Pn+k corresponds to a (τ, L)-embedding M ↪→ P × Rm for any su�ciently
large number m (by theorem 2.2.10), so part (2) of the addendum of theorem 2.2.15
assigns to f a map κM : M → KL

τ . This map will be denoted by κf from now on.

Theorem 2.3.17. We have K̂L
τ
∼= KL

τ and for any (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k the maps
κ̂f and κf coincide up to this homotopy equivalence.

Proof. The proof is an induction on the elements of τ . We will use manifold-like
properties of the spaces involved, which all work because they hold for �nite dimensional
approximations and for their direct limits as well.

The starting step is τ = {Σ0}. Observe that in this case we have KL
{Σ0} = BGLΣ0 =

BL(k), the bundle ξLΣ0 is 0-dimensional and ξ̃LΣ0 is the universal bundle γ
L
k . The inclusion

i : BL(k) ↪→ TγLk de�nes a map κ̂i : BL(k)→ K̂L
{Σ0} (by de�ning κ̂i for �nite dimensional

approximations and taking the direct limit) for which κ̂∗i ν
L
{Σ0} = γLk . But ν

L
{Σ0} admits

L as a structure group, hence it can be induced from the universal bundle γLk by a map

g : K̂L
{Σ0} → BL(k). Now g ◦ κ̂i induces the bundle γLk from γLk , so the uniqueness of the

inducing map implies that g ◦ κ̂i is homotopic to the identity.

Observe that the homology groups of KL
{Σ0} = BL(k) and K̂L

{Σ0} are �nitely gener-
ated, since their �nite dimensional approximations are homotopy equivalent to compact
spaces. Hence g and κ̂i induce isomorphisms in the homologies, which implies (using the
homological Whitehead theorem) that κ̂i is a homotopy equivalence. This proves the
theorem for τ = {Σ0}.

Now suppose we know the theorem for τ ′ := τ \ {[η]} (where [η] is the maximal
element of τ) and we want to prove for τ . The induction step will be similar to the �rst
step, only in a bit di�erent setting.

Recall that KL
τ was constructed recursively with the last step being the attachment

of DξLη to KL
τ ′ by the map κΦLη |SξLη

(more precisely, the construction was using �nite

dimensional approximations and then taking a direct limit). Let h′ : KL
τ ′ → K̂L

τ ′ be the
homotopy equivalence constructed by the earlier steps in the induction and de�ne

h : KL
τ = KL

τ ′ tκ
ΦLη |SξLη

DξLη → K̂L
τ
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by h|KL
τ ′

:= h′ and h|DξLη := κ̂ΦLη |DξLη
(again using �nite dimensional approximations and

direct limits). This is well-de�ned, as by the induction hypothesis we have h′ ◦κΦLη |SξLη
=

κ̂ΦLη |SξLη
.

By the homological Whitehead theorem it is enough to show that the map h induces
isomorphisms in the homologies and to do this, using the 5-lemma on the long exact
sequence, it is enough to show that the map

κ̂ : (DξLη , Sξ
L
η )→ (K̂L

τ , K̂
L
τ ′)

de�ned by κ̂ΦLη |DξLη
induces isomorphisms in the homologies.

Observe that κ̂ maps the η-stratum BGLη ⊂ DξLη to Bη ⊂ K̂L
τ .

Claim. The map κ̂ maps each �bre of DξLη transverse to Bη in K̂L
τ .

Proof. Let r be such a number that [η] is r-determined and let m be an arbitrary large
number. We will use corollary 2.3.7 with the substitutions G := GLη , J := Jr0 (Rm,Rm+k)

(the space of polynomial maps Rm → Rm+k with 0 constant term and degree at most
r) and Σ := [η]∩ J (those polynomial maps in J whose germs at 0 are equivalent to η).
We may of course assume that η : Rc → Rc+k is itself a polynomial map and that it is
the root of its type.

Recall that ΦL
η restricted to each �bre Rc of

◦
DξLη is the map (germ) η : Rc → Rc+k,

so κ̂ restricted to this Rc maps each point a ∈ Rc to the polynomial map pa ∈ J (in
some �bre of K̂L

τ ) for which

pa(x, y) = (η(x+ a)− η(a), y) ∈ Rc+k × Rm−c (x, y) ∈ Rc × Rm−c.

Now corollary 2.3.7 implies that it is enough to show that the image of Rc in J is
transverse to [η] ∩ J .

If we put η̃ := η × idRm−c , then for any a ∈ Rc the polynomial pa can be identi�ed
with Jrη̃(a, b) ∈ Jr(Rc×Rm−c,Rm+k) for any b ∈ Rm−c. Hence the map a 7→ pa can be
identi�ed with any section s : Rc → Rc × Rm−c composed with Jrη̃ and the projection
prJ to the �bre of the trivial bundle Jr(Rm,Rm+k). By a theorem of Mather [Ma2], the
section Jrη̃ is transverse to the �brewise A -equivalence classes in Jr(Rm,Rm+k) (since
η̃ is stable), which implies that prJ ◦Jrη̃ ◦ s is transverse to [η] ∩ J and this is what we
wanted to prove. �

We may assume that κ̂ maps each �bre of
◦
DξLη ≈ ξLη into a �bre of the normal

bundle νη of the stratum Bη in K̂L
τ . Now putting f := κ̂|BGLη : BGLη → Bη we have

f∗νη = ξLη . The bundle νη admits a GLη -structure (a consequence of lemma 2.3.6), hence

it can be induced from the universal such bundle, which is ξLη . In other words there is

a map g : Bη → BGLη with the property g∗ξLη = νη. Hence g ◦ f induces the bundle ξLη
from ξLη , so by the uniqueness of the inducing map, g ◦ f is homotopic to the identity.

The homology groups of BGLη and Bη are �nitely generated in each dimension,
hence f (as well as g) induces isomorphisms in the homologies. This implies that the
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map f̂ : TξLη → Tνη de�ned by f between the Thom spaces also induces isomorphisms
in the homologies. Hence we have

H∗(Dξ
L
η , Sξ

L
η ) ∼= H∗(Tξ

L
η )

f̂∗−−→H∗(Tνη) ∼= H∗(K̂
L
τ , K̂

L
τ ′)

and the composition of f̂∗ with these isomorphisms is κ̂∗, thus κ̂ also induces isomor-
phisms in the homologies. �

From now on we will identify the spaces K̂L
τ and KL

τ .

2.3.3 Kazarian's conjecture

In this subsection we show a theorem of Sz¶cs which was formulated as a conjecture by
Kazarian and is as follows.

Theorem 2.3.18. If L is positive (i.e. all of its elements have positive determinants),
then XL

τ
∼=
Q

ΓSk(KL
τ )+.

In other words, the space XL
τ gives the stable rational homotopy type of the k-th

suspension of (KL
τ )+ := KL

τ t ∗. The proof is the composition of several individual
statements and it will actually show more. Namely, if we modify the right-hand side
properly, then we get a true homotopy equivalence (not only a rational one) relating XL

τ

to KL
τ , which remains true even if L is not positive.
Observe that Sk(KL

τ )+ is the Thom space of the trivial k-dimensional vector bundle
over KL

τ . The proper modi�cation we mentioned above is to replace this trivial bundle
with the universal virtual normal bundle νLτ (see de�nition 2.3.15), which makes sense
by corollary B.6.

Theorem 2.3.19. XL
τ
∼= ΓTνLτ .

Proof. By corollary 2.2.16 it is enough to prove that the stable homotopy type of TνLτ
is the same as that of V L

τ .
Note that it is actually enough to prove this homotopy equivalence between su�-

ciently large suspensions of �nite dimensional approximations of the (virtual) spaces
involved. Indeed, if we get sequences of �nite dimensional approximations and numbers
mi (i ∈ N) converging to ∞ such that the mi-th suspensions of the i-th approximations
exist and are homotopy equivalent, then we also have ΓV L

τ
∼= ΓTνLτ .

Now �x natural numbers n,m such that the (m + n)-homotopy type of SmV L
τ (n)

exists and is that of SmV L
τ (see theorem 2.2.15), the virtual bundle ν := νLτ |KL

τ (n) can

be represented by α − εm for a vector bundle α over KL
τ (n), and so SmTν exists (see

corollary B.6). We want to prove that SmV L
τ (n) is homotopy equivalent to SmTν; by

the cohomological Whitehead theorem it is enough to show a map between them which
induces isomorphisms in the cohomologies.

Recall that KL
τ is the union of the spaces DξLϑ ([ϑ] ∈ τ) and the universal virtual

normal bundle is such that
νLτ |DξLϑ = π∗ξ̃Lϑ − π∗ξLϑ
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where π is the projection of the disk bundle DξLϑ → BGLϑ . Recall also that the inclusion
KL
τ (n) ⊂ SmV L

τ (n) is by construction such that for all [ϑ] ∈ τ and any l for which
DξLϑ (l) took part in the construction, DξLϑ (l) ⊂ KL

τ (n) is embedded into Dξ̃Lϑ (l)×Dm

by the restriction of the global normal form Φ̃L
ϑ(l) to DξLϑ (l) (see the proof of theorem

2.2.15). Hence the normal bundle of this embedding is the restriction (ν ⊕ εm)|DξLϑ (l)

(which is a non-virtual bundle).
Now if [η] is the maximal element of τ and τ ′ := τ \ {[η]}, then the inclusion of

KL
τ (n) into SmV L

τ (n) can be written as

(KL
τ (n),KL

τ ′(n+ r)) ↪→ (SmV L
τ (n), SmV L

τ ′ (n+ r))

where r ∈ N and KL
τ ′(n+ r) and SmV L

τ ′ (n+ r) are �nite dimensional approximations of
KL
τ ′ and S

mV L
τ ′ respectively. Hence this inclusion factors to an embedding between the

quotient spaces
TξLη (n) ↪→ SmT ξ̃Lη (n),

which is the identity on the base space BGLη (n).

Let U be a tubular neighbourhood of KL
τ (n) ⊂ SmV L

τ (n) and factor SmV L
τ (n) by

the complement of U . If we take the quotient of this factorisation by SmV L
τ ′ (n + r) on

the left-hand side and by the image of U |KL
τ ′ (n+r) on the right-hand side, then we get

the diagram

SmV L
τ (n)

/(SmV Lτ (n)\U) //

/SmV L
τ ′ (n+r)

��

SmTν

/SmT (ν|
KL
τ ′

(n+r)
)

��
SmT ξ̃Lη (n)

/(SmT ξ̃Lη (n)\U)
// SmT (ν|DξLη (n))/S

mT (ν|SξLη (n))

The lower horizontal arrow in this diagram maps the space T (ξ̃Lη (n) ⊕ εm) to the

space SmT (ν|BGLη (n)⊕ξLη (n)) = T (ν|BGLη (n)⊕ξLη (n)⊕εm) and it is again the identity on

the base space BGLη (n), hence it induces isomorphisms in the cohomologies by the Thom
isomorphisms. Now an induction on the elements of τ shows that the upper horizontal
arrow also induces isomorphisms in the cohomologies and this is what we wanted to
prove. �

In the following we will use the in�nite symmetric product operation, which will be
denoted by SP.

Lemma 2.3.20. If A and B are connected CW-complexes such that H∗(A) ∼= H∗(B),
then SPA is homotopy equivalent to SPB.

Proof. We use a few known properties of the in�nite symmetric product, which can
be read in [H, 4.K]. The space SPA is homotopy equivalent to a product of Eilenberg�
MacLane spaces and by the Dold�Thom theorem we have π∗(SPA) ∼= H̃∗(A). Of course
the same is true for B, hence the equivalence

SPA ∼=
∞∏
i=1

K(H̃i(A), i) =

∞∏
i=1

K(H̃i(B), i) ∼= SPB
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holds. �

Corollary 2.3.21. For any virtual complex V the space SPV is well-de�ned.

Proof. For each natural number i �x a number n(i) and a subcomplex Vi of V such
that for all n ≥ n(i) the space SnVi exists and its (n+ i)-homotopy type is that of SnV .
Then the same is true for the space SPSnVi and the virtual complex SPSnV , because
the SP functor turns co�brations B ↪→ A→ A/B into quasi-�brations SPB → SPA→
SP(A/B) for which the homotopy exact sequence holds (see [H, 4.K]), hence if the pair
(A,B) was (n+ i)-connected, then so is the pair (SPA,SPB). By the previous lemma
we have Ω SPSA ∼= SPA for all connected complexes A, thus putting

SPV := lim
i→∞

Ωn(i) SPSn(i)Vi

works for all virtual complexes and extends the usual de�nition of SP. �

Lemma 2.3.22. For any virtual complex V there is a map h : ΓV → SPV that induces
a rational homotopy equivalence.

Proof. First suppose that V is an existing (non-virtual) space. Then we have

ΓV =

( ∞∐
i=1

WSi×
Si

(V × . . .× V )

)/
∼

where WSi is a contractible space with a free Si-action on it and �/ ∼ � means gluing
by some natural equivalences; for the precise de�nition see [BE]. Now the projections

WSi×
Si

(V × . . .× V )→ (V × . . .× V )/Si

are consistent with the gluings of these spaces for di�erent i-s forming ΓV on the left-
hand side and SPV on the right-hand side, hence the union of these projections forms
a map ΓV → SPV that we denote by h. This map induces in the homotopy groups

h# : π∗(ΓV ) = πs∗(V )→ H∗(V ) = π∗(SPV ),

which is the stable Hurewicz homomorphism, hence by Serre's theorem (see for example
[MS, theorem 18.3]) it is a rational isomorphism.

Now the case when V is just a virtual complex can be solved again by approximating
V with subcomplexes Vi and taking numbers n(i) such that for all i the space Sn(i)Vi
exists and has the same (n(i)+i)-type as Sn(i)V . Then we replace ΓV with Ωn(i)ΓSn(i)Vi
and SPV with Ωn(i) SPSn(i)Vi and repeat the same proof. �

Now we only have to combine the above observations to prove the initial statement
(i.e. Kazarian's conjecture).

Proof of theorem 2.3.18. We have a sequence of equivalences

XL
τ

∗∼= ΓTνLτ
∗∗∼=
Q

SPTνLτ
∗∗∗∼= SPTεk = SPSk(KL

τ )+ ∗∗∼=
Q

ΓSk(KL
τ )+
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where ∗ is theorem 2.3.19, ∗∗ follows from lemma 2.3.22 and ∗∗∗ is a consequence of
lemma 2.3.20, since using again su�ciently large suspensions of �nite dimensional ap-
proximations of Kazarian's space we obtain H∗(Tν

L
τ ) ∼= H∗−k(K

L
τ ) ∼= H∗(Tε

k) by the
homological Thom isomorphism (note that this is the only part we use the positivity of
L, which is the structure group of νLτ ). �

2.3.4 Corollaries

Here we gather a few important consequences of theorems 2.3.18 and 2.3.19 that will
turn out to be very useful in the study of cobordism groups. We will consider (τ, L)-maps
to an arbitrary manifold Pn+k, which is a bit complicated, so it is useful to separately
see the simpler case of maps to a Eucledian space (i.e. when P = Rn+k).

Proposition 2.3.23. CobLτ (n, Pn+k)⊗Q ∼=
∞⊕
i=1
H i(

∗
P ;Hi−k(K

L
τ ; Q̃νLτ

)).

The Eucledian case. CobLτ (n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn(KL
τ ; Q̃νLτ

).

Proof. We have CobLτ (n, Pn+k) = [
∗
P ,XL

τ ] = [
∗
P ,ΓV L

τ ] = [
∗
P ,ΓTνLτ ], for which we can

use the homomorphism induced by the map h of lemma 2.3.22. This homomorphism
maps to [

∗
P , SPTνLτ ], which is the same as[

∗
P ,
∞∏
i=1

K(Hi(Tν
L
τ ), i)

]
=

[
∗
P ,
∞∏
i=1

K(Hi−k(K
L
τ ; Z̃νLτ ), i)

]
=
∞⊕
i=1

H i(
∗
P ;Hi−k(K

L
τ ; Z̃νLτ )).

If we compose the map induced by h with these identi�cations and take its tensor product
with idQ, then we get an isomorphism because h induces a rational isomophism. �

The above proposition can be extended to show details on the torsion parts of the
cobordism groups CobLτ (P ) as well: We will see that the map h not only induces rational
isomorphism, but also isomorphism in the p-components for su�ciently large primes p.
To prove this, we need the following theorem of Arlettaz [A], which will not be proved
here.

Theorem 2.3.24. For any (l−1)-connected spectrum V , the stable Hurewicz homomor-
phism hm : πsm(V )→ Hm(V ) has the properties

(i) ρ1 . . . ρm−l · kerhm = 0 for all m ≥ l + 1,

(ii) ρ1 . . . ρm−l−1 · cokerhm = 0 for all m ≥ l + 2,

where ρi is the exponent of the i-th stable homotopy group of spheres πs(i).

Now we can get to the torsion parts of the cobordism groups CobLτ (P ).

Proposition 2.3.25. For any prime p > n
2 + 1 (where n ≥ 2) there is an isomorphism

of p-primary parts[
CobLτ (n, Pn+k)

]
p
∼=
∞⊕
i=1

[
H i(

∗
P ;Hi−k(K

L
τ ; Z̃νLτ ))

]
p
.
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The Eucledian case. For any prime p > n
2 + 1 (where n ≥ 2) there is an isomorphism

of p-primary parts [
CobLτ (n, k)

]
p
∼=
[
Hn(KL

τ ; Z̃νLτ )
]
p
.

Proof. Recall that the map h : ΓTνLτ → SPTνLτ of lemma 2.3.22 was construced such
that in the homotopy groups it induces the stable Hurewicz homomorphism for the
virtual complex TνLτ . Now any spectrum de�ned by TνLτ (according to remark B.7) is
(k−1)-connected, so we can apply the theorem of Arlettaz with the substitutions l := k
and m := n+ k.

Serre proved in [Se] that the number ρi is not divisible by the prime p, if p >
i
2 + 1, hence we obtain that h induces an isomorphism between the p-components of the
homotopy groups for p > n

2 +1 until dimension n+k. Now (as in the proof of proposition
2.3.23) we use the isomorphisms

CobLτ (n, Pn+k) ∼= [
∗
P ,ΓTν

L
τ ] and [

∗
P , SPTνLτ ] ∼=

∞⊕
i=1

H i(
∗
P ;Hi−k(K

L
τ ; Z̃νLτ ))

and we get the statement of the present proposition. �

In the remaining part of this section we assume that L is positive (i.e. the bundle νLτ
is orientable).

We will give a (rational) analogue for (τ, L)-maps of the Pontryagin�Thom theorem
claiming that two manifolds are cobordant i� their characteristic numbers coincide. This
will also be analogous to the Conner�Floyd theorem in [CF] about the characteristic
numbers of rational bordism classes. The �rst task is to de�ne the characteristic numbers
of a (τ, L)-map.

De�nition 2.3.26. For a (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k consider the map κf : M → KL
τ

(see remark 2.3.16). For any cohomology class x ∈ H∗(KL
τ ;Q),

(1) the class κ∗f (x) ∈ H∗(M ;Q) is called the x-characteristic class of f ,

(2) for any y ∈ Hn−∗(P ;Q), the number 〈κ∗f (x) ` f∗(y), [M ]〉 ∈ Q is called the
(x, y)-characteristic number of f .

Theorem 2.3.27. There is an isomorphism

CobLτ (n, P )⊗Q ∼= Hom

(
n⊕
i=0

H i(KL
τ ;Q)⊗Hn−i(P ;Q),Q

)

given by assigning to a (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k the homomorphism x⊗y 7→ 〈κ∗f (x) `
f∗(y), [M ]〉.

The Eucledian case. There is an isomorphism

CobLτ (n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hom(Hn(KL
τ ;Q),Q)

given by assigning to a (τ, L)-map f : Mn → Rn+k the homomorphism x 7→ 〈κ∗f (x), [M ]〉.
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In other words this theorem states that the characteristic numbers are well-de�ned
invariants of rational cobordism classes of (τ, L)-maps and they completely determine the
class they stand for. Moreover, given any possible collection of rational numbers assigned
to the corresponding cohomology classes, there is a unique rational (τ, L)-cobordism class
with those characteristic numbers.

Proof. Let f : M → P be a (τ, L)-map. Recall the Pontryagin�Thom type construction
in theorem 2.1.1 or in the addendum of theorem 2.2.15 (also using theorem 2.2.10), which
assigns to f a map

κ′f := κP :
∗
P → XL

τ .

Now κ′f maps to a �nite dimensional approximation ΩmSmTνLτ of XL
τ = ΓTνLτ (here

νLτ is restricted to a �nite dimensional approximation of Kazarian's space, but to make
notations simpler, we omit this) such that the bundle νLτ ⊕ εm is non-virtual. Recall
that the maps A → ΩmB bijectively correspond to maps SmA → B for any (pointed)
spaces A,B; we call the maps that correspond to each other adjoint. Hence this κ′f can

be identi�ed with its adjoint map Sm
∗
P → SmTνLτ = T (νLτ ⊕ εm), which we will also

denote by κ′f .

We put e := f × i : M ↪→ P × Rm ⊂ Sm
∗
P the (τ, L)-embedding corresponding to

f (with the vertical vector �elds and foliation; we may assume that m is large enough
so that this exists uniquely up to isotopy). Observe that κ′f can be written (by its

construction) as a composition κ′f = t ◦ q, where q : Sm
∗
P → Tνe is the quotient by the

complement of a tubular neighborhood of e(M) ⊂ P ×Rm (hence a degree-1 map) and
t : Tνe → T (νLτ ⊕ εm) is a �brewise isomorphism. Moreover, the restriction of t to the
zero-section is the map κf : M → KL

τ , hence we have a commutative diagram

Sm
∗
P

q //

κ′f
**

Tνe
t // T (νLτ ⊕ εm)

M
1 Q

f×i=e

bb

� ?

OO

κf // KL
τ

?�

OO

The image of the cobordism class [f ] ∈ CobLτ (n, P ) in

n+k⊕
i=1

H i(
∗
P ;Hi−k(K

L
τ ;Q))∼=

Q

n+k⊕
i=1

Hom(Hi(
∗
P ;Q), Hi−k(K

L
τ ;Q))

(according to proposition 2.3.23) is the homomorphism that we get by the composition

Hi(
∗
P ;Q) ∼= Hi+m(Sm

∗
P ;Q)

κ′f∗−−−→Hi+m(T (νLτ ⊕ εm);Q)
ϕ−1

−−−−→Hi−k(K
L
τ ;Q)

for all i, where ϕ denotes the Thom isomorphism. The Hom-dual of this map is a map
between the compactly supported cohomology groups given by the formula
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H i−k
c (KL

τ ;Q)→ H i
c(P ;Q)

x 7→ S−mq∗t∗ϕ(x) = S−mq∗ϕκ∗f (x) = S−m(f × i)!κ
∗
f (x) =

= S−m(Smf)!κ
∗
f (x) = f!κ

∗
f (x).

Now the Poincaré duality implies that the cohomology classes f!κ
∗
f (x) (for any

x ∈ H i−k
c (KL

τ ;Q)) are completely determined by the numbers 〈f!κ
∗
f (x) ` y, [P ]〉 (y ∈

Hn−i+k
c (P ;Q)). We can rewrite these numbers in the following way:

〈f!κ
∗
f (x) ` y, [P ]〉 = 〈f!(κ

∗
f (x) ` f∗(y)), [P ]〉 = 〈Sm(f!(κ

∗
f (x) ` f∗(y))), [Sm

∗
P ]〉 =

= 〈q∗ϕ(κ∗f (x) ` f∗(y)), [Sm
∗
P ]〉 = 〈ϕ(κ∗f (x) ` f∗(y)), [Tνe]〉 =

= 〈κ∗f (x) ` f∗(y), [M ]〉.

We can set this to be an arbitrary rational number depending on x and y and the
compact support in the cohomologies does not play a role here, since the image of M is
compact in both P and KL

τ . This proves the statement of the theorem. �

Example 2.3.28. If τ is the set of all possible singularities of k-codimensional germs,
then we haveKL

τ
∼= BL, because the �bre of the bundleKL

τ → BL (see de�nition 2.3.13)
is the space of all polynomial maps, which is contractible. Now setting L(k) := SO(k),
we get CobSO

τ (n, k) = Ωn(Rn+k) = Ωn and the above propositions mean

Ωn ⊗Q ∼= Hn(BSO;Q) ∼= Hom(Hn(BSO;Q),Q),

which is a well-known theorem of Thom.



Chapter 3

The key �bration

In the previous chapter we saw that the investigation of cobordisms of singular maps is
equivalent to the homotopical investigation of classifying spaces. One of the key tools of
this investigation is a �bre bundle

XL
τ

XL
τ ′−−−→ΓT ξ̃Lη ,

where [η] is a top singularity in τ and τ ′ denotes τ \ {[η]} as before (as usual, τ denotes
a set of singularities and L is a stable linear group). By �top singularity� we mean such
a singularity that is maximal in τ with the natural partial order. We call this the key
�bration (or key bundle) to indicate its importance.

The existence of such a �bre bundle was conjectured by Szabó and proved by Sz¶cs
[Sz4] as a corollary of the description of classifying spaces with virtual complexes (corol-
lary 2.2.16), later a constructive proof was given by Terpai [T2] in a bit more general
setting. In this chapter we recall these proofs, then see some important properties and
corollaries of this �bration from [SzT3], [Sz4] and [SzT2].

3.1 Existence of the key �bration

3.1.1 Existence derived from virtual complexes

It was proved in [BE] that the Γ functor turns co�brations into �brations. We need an
analogue of this for virtual complexes.

Lemma 3.1.1. Given virtual complexes V, V ′ and a co�bration V ′ ↪→ V → V/V ′, we
have a �bration ΓV ′ ↪→ ΓV → Γ(V/V ′).

Proof. For each natural number i �x a number n(i) and subcomplexes Vi and V
′
i of

V and V ′ respectively such that for all n ≥ n(i) the spaces SnVi and S
nV ′i exist and

their (n+ i)-homotopy types are that of SnV and SnV ′ respectively. Now applying the
Γ functor, we get a �bration

ΓSn(i)V ′i ↪→ ΓSn(i)Vi → ΓSn(i)(Vi/V
′
i ).

41
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Recall that whenever we have a �bration E
F−−→B, we can (homotopically) continue

it to the left in�nitely, obtaining a sequence of �brations (called the resolvent of E
F−−→B)

. . .→ Ω2F → Ω2E → Ω2B → ΩF → ΩE → ΩB → F → E → B.

Now applying the resolvent of the �bration above, we can consider the �bration

Ωn(i)ΓSn(i)V ′i ↪→ Ωn(i)ΓSn(i)Vi → Ωn(i)ΓSn(i)(Vi/V
′
i ).

Of course, Ωn(i)ΓSn(i) = Γ, hence this is a �bration ΓVi
ΓV ′i−−−→Γ(Vi/V

′
i ). Thus by setting

i→∞, we obtain the �bration as claimed. �

Theorem 3.1.2. If L is a stable linear group, τ is a set of singularities (without �xed
multiplicites), [η] is a top singularity in τ and we put τ ′ := τ \ {[η]}, then there is a
�bration

XL
τ

XL
τ ′−−−→ΓT ξ̃Lη .

Proof. Observe that by the construction of the virtual complex V L
τ we have a co�bra-

tion of virtual complexes

V L
τ ′ ↪→ V L

τ → V L
τ /V

L
τ ′ = T ξ̃Lη .

Now we get the statement of the theorem by the previous lemma. �

Remark 3.1.3. We can de�ne the cobordism group of immersions with normal bundles
induced from a given bundle in a standard way (analogously to de�nition 1.3.1). The
classifying space of cobordisms of immersions with normal bundles induced from the
bundle ζ is the space ΓTζ (see [W]), that is, for any manifold P , the cobordism group
Immζ(P ) of immersions to P with normal bundles induced from ζ is isomorphic to
[P,ΓTζ].

Now if we apply the functor [P, ·] to the key �bration XL
τ → ΓT ξ̃Lη , then we get a

map CobLτ (P ) → Immξ̃Lη (P ). It is not hard to see from the proofs above (and it also
follows from the proof in the next subsection) that this map is the same as the one we
get by assigning to the cobordism class of a (τ, L)-map f : M → P the cobordism class
of the immersion f |η(f) : η(f) # P (clearly f |η(f) is an immersion with normal bundle

induced from ξ̃Lη ).
This observation has a very nice consequence about the problem of eliminating cer-

tain singularities of a given map. Namely that the only obstruction for a (τ, L)-map f

to be (τ, L)-cobordant to a (τ ′, L)-map is the cobordism class of f |η(f) in Immξ̃Lη (P ).

3.1.2 Terpai's construction

In this subsection we will be in a slightly more general setting. Namely, let L, τ, η and
τ ′ be as before, let τ ′ denote the set of all possible multisingularities composed of the
elements of τ ′ and put

τ r := {ϑ+ i[η] | ϑ ∈ τ ′, i = 0, . . . , r}
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for all r ∈ N. We will use the notation Xr := XL
τr

and denote by Γr the classifying space

for cobordisms of immersions with normal bundles induced from ξ̃Lη and with at most
r-tuple points (see [V], [Sz7] or [Sz3]).

Theorem 3.1.4. For all r ∈ N there is a �bration

Xr

XL
τ ′−−−→Γr.

This implies the statement of theorem 3.1.2, since by converging with r to ∞, we
get the same �bration with X∞ and Γ∞ in the place of Xr and Γr respectively, and of
course X∞ = XL

τ and Γ∞ = ΓT ξ̃Lη .

Proof. Recall the universal (τ, L)-map fLτ : Y L
τ → XL

τ of theorem 2.1.1. This is not
a real (τ, L)-map itself, as it is a map between in�nite dimensional spaces, but it was

constructed using direct limits; in particular its restriction to the η-stratum
∞⋃
r=1

BGLr[η]

is a direct limit of immersions.
Thus the direct limit of the classifying maps of the cobordism classes of these im-

mersions is a well-de�ned map χLτ : XL
τ → ΓT ξ̃Lη and its restriction to Xr is a map

Xr → Γr. We will prove the theorem for a �xed r and we proceed by directly checking
the homotopy lifting property for the map χLτ |Xr .

Fix a �nite CW-complex P and maps g, h such that the square below commutes; we
want to �nd a map H for which the diagram is still commutative.

P_�

idP ×0
��

g // Xr

χLτ |Xr
��

P × [0, 1]

H

::

h // Γr

We may assume that P is a manifold with boundary, since we can embed P into
a Eucledian space and then replace it with a small closed neighbourhood that P is a
deformation retract of. By part (1) of theorem 2.1.1, the map g : P → Xr corresponds
to a (τ r, L)-map f : Mn → Pn+k = P × {0}. By the analogous pullback property
of the classifying space Γr, the map h : P × [0, 1] → Γr corresponds to an immersion
fη : Nn−c+1 # P × [0, 1] (if the dimension of ξ̃Lη is c + k) with at most r-tuple points

and normal bundle induced from ξ̃Lη with the properties f−1
η (P × {0}) = η(f) and

fη|η(f) = f |η(f). The proposed lift H of the map h would correspond to a (τ r, L)-map
F : Wn+1 → P × [0, 1] that extends f : M → P × {0} and for which η(F ) = N and
F |η(F ) = fη.

We remark here that P × [0, 1] (and so N and the proposedW too) is not a manifold
with boundary but a manifold with corners (that is, it can be covered by Eucledian
neighbourhoods di�eomorphic to [0, ε)m×Rn+k+1−m (m ∈ N)). Fortunately the notions
of (τ r, L)-maps and immersions with normal bundles induced from ξ̃Lη extend to mani-
folds with corners and the pullback properties of the classifying spaces are also true in
this extended sense, hence there is no problem here.
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We will assume that the images ofM and N in P × [0, 1] are disjoint from ∂P × [0, 1],
so they do not have corners. We can assume this, as otherwise we can apply each of the
following steps with ∂P in the place of P , obtaining an extension over the boundary,
then apply the same steps again to extend this over the whole manifold.

The normal structure of the map fη and theorem 1.2.7 (together with its analogues
later) allow us to extend the map fη to a disk bundle U over N , which is induced from
the union of the disk bundles DξLi[η] and its mapping to P × [0, 1] is induced from the

global normal forms ΦL
i[η] (for i = 1, . . . , r), so it maps to a tubular neighbourhood of

fη(N). This extended map will be denoted by Fη.
Now the boundary of U is the union of a sphere bundle over N denoted by ∂SU , a

disk bundle over f−1
η (P × {0}) denoted by ∂0U and a disk bundle over f−1

η (P × {1})
denoted by ∂1U . Here ∂0U is a (closed) tubular neighbourhood of η(f) and we can
assume that Fη|∂0U is the same as f |∂0U .

Of course, nothing changes if we replace the map f : M → P × [0, 1] with f ×
id[−ε,0] : M × [−ε, 0]→ P × [−ε, 0] for a number ε > 0 (i.e. if we add a [−ε, 0]-collar to
the map f). Now we are searching for a map F that extends this f with the added [−ε, 0]-
collar and Fη such that no new η-points of F arise besides the η-strata in M × [−ε, 0]
and in U .

Figure 3.1: We represent M and P × [0, 1] by the ellipse on the
left and the cylinder on the right with the [−ε, 0]-collars added; the
two indicated points on M represent η(f) and the vertical segments
starting from them are N ; the disk bundle U and its image are also
indicated.

Now V := (M × [−ε, 0])∪U is a manifold with boundary ∂V = (M ×{−ε})∪ (M \
∂0U)∪∂SU∪∂1U . The map FV := (f×id[−ε,0])∪Fη : V → P×[−ε, 1] is almost a (τ r, L)-
map that extends f and Fη, the only di�erece is that it does not map the boundary of
the source to the boundary of the target. In order to change FV to a map that maps
boundary to boundary (hence proving the theorem), we �rst prove the following.

Claim. There is a di�eotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) of P × [0, 1] for which ϕ0 = idP×[0,1] and for
any p ∈ ∂SU , the subspace dϕ1(dFV (Tp∂SU)) ⊂ Tϕ1(FV (p))(P × [0, 1]) does not contain
the tangent line of [0, 1].

Proof. The restriction Fη|∂SU maps to the �boundary� of a tubular neighbourhood of
fη(N); actually this �boundary� is just a 1-codimensional subcomplex of P × [0, 1] which
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is the image of an immersion. We can choose a vector �eld on this subcomplex (i.e. a
section of T (P × [0, 1]) restricted to the subcomplex) that is nowhere tangent to it.

If we denote the restriction of such a vector bundle to Fη(∂SU) by u, then u is
pointwise independent of the subspaces dFη(Tp∂SU) for all p ∈ ∂SU . Now the strati�ed
compression theorem A.16 applied to the multisingularity strati�cation of ∂SU yields a
di�eotopy of P × [0, 1] that turns u vertical (i.e. everywhere parallel to T [0, 1]). Using
that u was everywhere independent of the subspaces dFη(Tp∂SU) = dFV (Tp∂SU), the
images of these subspaces cannot contain the vertical tangent lines and this is what we
wanted to achieve. �

We can trivially extend ϕ1 to a di�eomorphism of P × [−ε, 1]. We will use the
notations f̃ := ϕ1 ◦ f, f̃η := ϕ1 ◦ fη, F̃η := ϕ1 ◦ Fη and F̃V := ϕ1 ◦ FV . De�ne

V ′ := {(p, t) ∈ ∂V × [0, 1] | F̃V (p) = (q, s) ∈ P × [0, 1], t ∈ [s, 1]}

and F̃V ′(p, t) := (F̃V (p), t) for all (p, t) ∈ V ′. Now we can glue V ′ to V by the map
(p, s) 7→ p (with the above notation) to form the manifold W , which is mapped to
P × [−ε, 1] by the map F̃ := F̃V ∪ F̃V ′ . This map is not necessarily smooth where the
gluing happened, but it can easily be smoothed, so we may assume that it is.

Now F̃ is a (τ r, L)-map, it extends f̃ × id[−ε,0] and f̃η and its η-stratum is (η(f) ×
[−ε, 0]) ∪N . Thus putting F := ϕ−1

1 ◦ F̃ satis�es every condition we need. �

In the rest of this thesis (as in the above proof) we will use the symbol χLτ to denote
the key �bration XL

τ → ΓT ξ̃Lη .

3.2 Inducing map of the key �bration

In the present section we will give a purely homotopy theoretical description of the key
�bration χLτ (where L, τ, η and τ ′ are �xed as before) based on [SzT3]. This �bration
can be induced from the universal XL

τ ′-bundle, that is, there is a pullback diagram

XL
τ

XL
τ ′
��

// EXL
τ ′

XL
τ ′
��

ΓT ξ̃Lη
bLη // BXL

τ ′

where EXL
τ ′ is a contractible space, BXL

τ ′ is a space with the property ΩBXL
τ ′ = XL

τ ′

and the map bLη is called the inducing map of the key �bration.

We will describe bLη using the attaching map ρ̃Lη of Dξ̃Lη to XL
τ ′ in the construction of

the classifying space for cobordisms of τ -maps with no multiple η-points (see subsection
2.1.1; the attaching map was only denoted by ρ̃ there).

3.2.1 Formulation of the theorem

The description of the map bLη will be summarised by a theorem, but to state this
theorem we need some introduction. In this subsection we give this introduction using a
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series of lemmas and then we formulate the theorem. These lemmas will not be proved
here in order to get to the statement of the theorem faster; the proofs will be given in
the next subsection.

First we consider the key �bration χLτ : XL
τ → ΓT ξ̃Lη over the open disk bundle

◦
Dξ̃Lη ⊂ T ξ̃Lη ⊂ ΓT ξ̃Lη (i.e. the Thom space without its special point).

Lemma 3.2.1. (χLτ )−1
( ◦
Dξ̃Lη

)
=

◦
Dξ̃Lη ×XL

τ ′ .

In other words, the key bundle is trivial over this open disk bundle. Now we add

the extra point to
◦
Dξ̃Lη to form the Thom space T ξ̃Lη and consider XT := (χLτ )−1(T ξ̃Lη ).

Recall that XL
τ ′ is an H-space (see remark 2.2.17); we will denote the multiplication in

this H-space by x · y (x, y ∈ XL
τ ′) and we de�ne

ρ̃T : Sξ̃Lη ×XL
τ ′ → XL

τ ′ ; (s, x) 7→ ρ̃Lη (s) · x.

Lemma 3.2.2. XT = (Dξ̃Lη ×XL
τ ′) t̃ρT X

L
τ ′.

Next we describe the �bration

χLτ |XT : XT

XL
τ ′−−−→T ξ̃Lη .

We denote its inducing map by bT : T ξ̃Lη → BXL
τ ′ and note that bT is just the restriction

of bLη to the Thom space T ξ̃Lη .
Since the key �bration was trivial over the open disk bundle, it is also trivial over

the zero-section BGLη , hence we can assume that the inducing map bT maps BGLη to a

single point. This means that bT factors through the quotient map q : T ξ̃Lη → T ξ̃Lη /BG
L
η

that contracts the zero-section, that is, there is a map σ : T ξ̃Lη /BG
L
η → BXL

τ ′ with the
property bT = σ ◦ q.

Observe that T ξ̃Lη /BG
L
η coincides with the suspension S(Sξ̃Lη ) of the sphere bundle

Sξ̃Lη , hence σ is a map S(Sξ̃Lη ) → BXL
τ ′ . Recall again that there is a bijective cor-

respondence, called the adjoint correspondence, between the maps A → ΩB and the
maps SA → B for any (pointed) spaces A,B. Now the adjoint of the map σ is a map
Sξ̃Lη → ΩBXL

τ ′ = XL
τ ′ .

Lemma 3.2.3. The adjoint of σ is the attaching map ρ̃Lη : Sξ̃Lη → XL
τ ′.

Recall that XL
τ ′ = ΓV L

τ ′ (by theorem 2.2.16), hence we have ΩBXL
τ ′ = XL

τ ′ = ΩΓSV L
τ ′

and we can de�ne BXL
τ ′ as ΓSV L

τ ′ , since its path �bration has contractible total space
and �bre XL

τ ′ . Now the inducing map bLη is such that both its source space ΓT ξ̃Lη and its

target space BXL
τ ′ = ΓSV L

τ ′ are in�nite loop spaces.

Lemma 3.2.4. The map bLη : ΓT ξ̃Lη → ΓSV L
τ ′ is an in�nite loop map.

This implies that bLη is completely determined by its restriction bT to T ξ̃Lη , since any
map g : A → B from a (pointed) space to an in�nite loop space extends to an in�nite
loop map gext : ΓA→ B in a homotopically unique way by [Ma, pp. 42�43].
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Lemma 3.2.5. If f : A→ A′ is a map between any (pointed) spaces and g : A→ B and
g′ : A′ → B are maps to an in�nite loop space B for which g = g′◦f , then gext = g′ext◦Γf .

A direct consequence of these lemmas is a description of the inducing map bLη as
follows.

Theorem 3.2.6. Let σ : S(Sξ̃Lη ) → BXL
τ ′ be the adjoint of the gluing map ρ̃Lη and let

q : T ξ̃Lη → T ξ̃Lη /BG
L
η = S(Sξ̃Lη ) be the quotient map. Then we have

bLη = (σ ◦ q)ext.

Remark 3.2.7. This theorem can also be visualised on a commutative diagram:

XT
� � //

XL
τ ′
��

XL
τ

//

XL
τ ′
��

EXL
τ ′
∼

XL
τ ′

��

∗

T ξ̃Lη
� � //

bT

++

q

��

ΓT ξ̃Lη
(bT )ext=bLη

''
T ξ̃Lη /BG

L
η S(Sξ̃Lη )

σ //OO

adjoint

��

BXL
τ ′ ΓSV L

τ ′

Sξ̃Lη
ρ̃Lη

// XL
τ ′ ΩBXL

τ ′

3.2.2 Proofs of the lemmas

Proof of lemma 3.2.1. Recall the construction of the space XL
τ ′ (section 2.1.1): We

glue together the disk bundles

Dϑ := Dξ̃Lϑ =
r∏
i=1

(Dξ̃Lϑi)
mi

along their boundaries for all multisingularities ϑ = m1[ϑ1] + . . .+mr[ϑr] composed of
the elements of τ ′ according to an order that is compatible with the natural partial order.
The attaching map ρ̃Lϑ of Dϑ maps to the subspace corresponding to multisingularities
less complicated than ϑ.

To form the space XL
τ , we follow the same procedure using the disk bundles Dϑ ×

(Dξ̃Lη )r for all natural numbers r. Now if we project each such disk bundle onto the

factor (Dξ̃Lη )r and attach these correspondingly, then we get the space ΓT ξ̃Lη . Clearly

the projections are compatible with the gluings that form the space XL
τ , hence we get a

map XL
τ → ΓT ξ̃Lη , which is χLτ .

This way it is easy to see that we obtain (χLτ )−1
( ◦
Dξ̃Lη

)
by gluing the spacesDϑ×

◦
Dξ̃Lη

together along their boundaries by the maps ρ̃Lϑ × id ◦
Dξ̃Lη

. This procedure results in the

space XL
τ ′ ×

◦
Dξ̃Lη as claimed. �
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Proof of lemma 3.2.2. The space XT is a direct product over the open disk bundle
◦
Dξ̃Lη , hence over the Thom space it can be obtained as

XT = (Dξ̃Lη ×XL
τ ′) t̃ρ X

L
τ ′ ,

where the attaching map is some map ρ̃ : Sξ̃Lη × XL
τ ′ → XL

τ ′ for which the restriction

{s} ×XL
τ ′ → XL

τ ′ is a homeomorphism for all s ∈ Sξ̃Lη . We can describe this map using

the construction of the spaces XL
τ ′ and XT ; note that XT is the classifying space for

those (τ, L)-maps where the η-points are not multiple.
Recall the universal (τ ′, L)-map fLτ ′ : Y

L
τ ′ → XL

τ ′ in theorem 2.1.1. The pullback
property of this map (i.e. that all (τ ′, L)-maps can be induced from it by a map of the
target space to XL

τ ′) remains true for generalised (τ ′, L)-maps obtained as direct limits of
(τ ′, L)-maps as well (see remark 2.1.2). Note that the operation in the classifying space
XL
τ ′ is the same as the operation in the cobordism group classi�ed by it (by a version of

the Brown representability theorem), that is, the disjoint union of (generalised) (τ ′, L)-
maps corresponds to the pointwise multiplication of their classifying maps.

Now the attaching map ρ̃ is the same as the inducing map of a generalised (τ ′, L)-map
as shown on the following diagram:

Y L
τ ′

fL
τ ′ // XL

τ ′

(Sξ̃Lη × Y L
τ ′ ) t (SξLη ×XL

τ ′)

ρ

OO (
id
Sξ̃Lη
×fL

τ ′

)
t
(

ΦLη |SξLη ×id
XL
τ ′

)
// Sξ̃Lη ×XL

τ ′

ρ̃

OO

Here the restriction idSξ̃Lη
×fLτ ′ : Sξ̃Lη × Y L

τ ′ → Sξ̃Lη × XL
τ ′ is induced by the projection

prXL
τ ′

: Sξ̃Lη ×XL
τ ′ → XL

τ ′ and the other restriction ΦL
η |SξLη ×idXL

τ ′
: SξLη ×XL

τ ′ → Sξ̃Lη ×XL
τ ′

is induced by the map ρ̃Lη ◦prSξ̃Lη
: Sξ̃Lη ×XL

τ ′ → XL
τ ′ . Hence the disjoint union is induced

by the pointwise product that maps (s, x) ∈ Sξ̃Lη ×XL
τ ′ to the point ρ̃Lη (s) · x. �

Proof of lemma 3.2.3. To prove that σ : S(Sξ̃Lη ) → BXL
τ ′ and ρ̃

L
η : Sξ̃Lη → XL

τ ′ are
adjoint maps, we will use a general statement.

Let H be an H-space and for any (pointed) space A denote by H (A) the set of
principal H -bundles over A. There are two well-known bijective correspondences

ϕ : H (SA)→ [SA,BH ] and ψ : H (SA)→ [A,H ],

where ϕ sends each bundle to (the homotopy class of) its inducing map and ψ sends

each bundle E
H−−−→SA to (the homotopy class of) the map α : A→H for which

E = (CA×H )t
β

H

and the attaching map is β(a, h) = α(a) · h (a ∈ A, h ∈ H ). Such an α exists and is
unique up to homotopy.
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Claim. The bijection ψ ◦ ϕ−1 coincides with the adjoint correspondence.

Proof. The symbol ∗ will denote a �xed point in any space throughout the proof. Let
f : (SA, ∗)→ (BH , ∗) be a map that induces the bundle f∗π from the universal bundle
π : EH → BH . Lift the map f to a map f̃ as indicated in the diagram

(CA,A)
f̃ //

A×{1}
��

(PBH ,ΩBH )
∼

ΩBH
��

(EH ,H )

H
��

(SA, ∗) f // (BH , ∗) (BH , ∗)

where CA = (A × [0, 1])/(A × {0}), its map to SA is the quotient by A × {1} and the
lifted map f̃ to the path space is de�ned by f̃(a, t) := f |{a}×[0,t]. It is not hard to see

that f̃ maps A = A× {1} to ΩBH by the adjoint of f that we denote by f ′.

Observe that lifting the universal bundle π : EH
H−−−→BH to its contractible total

space results in the trivial bundle EH ×H ; conversely, identifying each point (e, h) ∈
EH ×H with the points (e · h′, h · h′) for all h′ ∈ H (i.e. factoring by the diagonal
H -action) recovers the universal bundle. Hence the pullback bundle f∗π can also be
obtained by pulling back the trivial bundle EH ×H by the map f̃ to a bundle over
CA, then identifying the points (a, 1, h) and (a, 1, f ′(a) ·h) for all (a, 1) ∈ A×{1} ⊂ CA
and h ∈H . So we have ϕ(f∗π) = f and ψ(f∗π) = f ′. �

Let Σ
XL
τ ′−−−→S(Sξ̃Lη ) denote the bundle induced by σ. We will use the claim above

with the substitutions H := XL
τ ′ and A := Sξ̃Lη on the element Σ ∈ H (SA). Clearly

we have ϕ(Σ) = σ, so we only have to see the identity ψ(Σ) = ρ̃Lη . This follows from the
observaion

Σ = (C(Sξ̃Lη )×XL
τ ′) t̃ρT X

L
τ ′ ,

where lemma 3.2.2 implies that the gluing map is ρ̃T : Sξ̃Lη × XL
τ ′ → XL

τ ′ , which maps

each point (s, x) to the point ρ̃Lη (s) · x. �

Proof of lemma 3.2.4. Now we will use the notion of l-framed (τ, L)-maps (see
de�nition 1.3.3). We saw in remark 2.2.18 that the classifying space for cobordisms of
l-framed (τ, L)-maps is of the form XL

τ⊕l
∼= ΓSlV L

τ . Hence we have BXL
τ = XL

τ⊕1 and

we can set BlXL
τ := XL

τ⊕l to denote the space with the property ΩlBlXL
τ = XL

τ .

We can now consider the key �bration for l-framed (τ, L)-maps, as the proof of
theorem 3.1.2 works for the spaces BlXL

τ without change. This is a �bration

χl : B
lXL

τ

BlXL
τ ′−−−−−→ΓSlT ξ̃Lη

and it can be induced from the universal BlXL
τ ′-bundle ∗

BlXL
τ ′−−−−−→Bl+1XL

τ ′ by a map
bl : ΓSlT ξ̃Lη → Bl+1XL

τ ′ . The following diagram shows this inducing map on the right-
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most square and the resolvents of both horizontal arrows to the left:

. . . // ΩBlXL
τ

χl−1 //

��

ΩΓSlT ξ̃Lη //

bl−1

��

BlXL
τ ′

//

id
BlXL

τ ′
��

BlXL
τ

χl //

��

ΓSlT ξ̃Lη

bl
��

. . . // ∗ // ΩBl+1XL
τ ′

// BlXL
τ ′

// ∗ // Bl+1XL
τ ′

The leftmost square in the diagram above is precisely the pullback diagram of the
�bration χl−1 with the map bl−1, hence we obtained that χl−1 = Ωχl and bl−1 = Ωbl.
We can iterate this process as l → ∞ and we obtain that b0 = bLη is indeed an in�nite
loop map. �

Proof of lemma 3.2.5. We want to show that the diagram below remains commutative
(up to homotopy) after adding the dashed arrow.

A
f //

g

!!

_�

i

��

A′

g′

}}

� _

i′

��

B

ΓA
Γf //

gext

==

ΓA′

g′ext

aa

The square commutes by the construction of the map Γf , hence the composition g′ext ◦
Γf ◦ i coincides with the map g = g′ ◦ f = g′ext ◦ i′ ◦ f . Thus g′ext ◦ Γf is an extension of
g to the space ΓA and it is also an in�nite loop map, since it is the composition of such
maps. Now the uniqueness of the extension implies that gext and g

′
ext ◦ Γf coincide up

to homotopy. �

3.3 Corollaries

Here we will see some applications of the key �bration from [Sz4] and [SzT3] that give
nice descriptions of the classifying spaces XL

τ in some cases. Again τ will be a set of
singularities, L a stable linear group, [η] ∈ τ a top singularity and τ ′ := τ \ {[η]}.

3.3.1 Rational decomposition

In this subsection we show rational decomposition theorems on the key bundle. First
we will see that given some restrictions on the allowed singularity classes in τ , the key
�bration is rationally trivial, i.e. XL

τ
∼=
Q
XL
τ ′ × ΓT ξ̃Lη .

Remark 3.3.1. The rational triviality of the key bundle means that for any manifold
P we have

CobLτ (P )⊗Q ∼= (CobLτ ′(P )⊕ Immξ̃Lη (P ))⊗Q.
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Theorem 3.3.2. If νLτ , ξ
L
η and ξ̃Lη are orientable and either ξLη or ξ̃Lη has non-trivial

rational Euler class e(ξLη ) or e(ξ̃Lη ) in H∗(BGLη ;Q), then we have

XL
τ
∼=
Q
XL
τ ′ × ΓT ξ̃Lη .

Proof. Consider the Kazarian space KL
τ and the virtual complex V L

τ and take the
cohomological exact sequences obtained from the Puppe sequences

KL
τ ′ ↪→ KL

τ → TξLη ↪→ SKL
τ ′ and V L

τ ′ ↪→ V L
τ → T ξ̃Lη ↪→ SV L

τ ′ .

These are dual to the homological long exact sequences of the pairs (KL
τ ,K

L
τ ′) and

(V L
τ , V

L
τ ′ ). These dual sequences are shown on the upper two rows of the diagram below

and the isomorphisms between these rows are the Thom isomorphisms corresponding to
the virtual bundle νLτ .

H∗(K
L
τ ′ ;Q) //

∼=
��

H∗(K
L
τ ;Q) //

∼=
��

H∗(Tξ
L
η ;Q)

∂K //

∼=
��

H∗(SK
L
τ ′ ;Q)

∼=
��

H∗+k(V
L
τ ′ ;Q) //

∼=
��

H∗+k(V
L
τ ;Q) //

∼=
��

H∗+k(T ξ̃
L
η ;Q)

∂V //

∼=
��

H∗+k(SV
L
τ ′ ;Q)

∼=
��

πs∗+k(V
L
τ ′ )⊗Q //

∼=
��

πs∗+k(V
L
τ )⊗Q //

∼=
��

πs∗+k(T ξ̃
L
η )⊗Q //

∼=
��

πs∗+k(SV
L
τ ′ )⊗Q

∼=
��

π∗+k(X
L
τ ′)⊗Q // π∗+k(X

L
τ )⊗Q // π∗+k(ΓT ξ̃

L
η )⊗Q ∂ // π∗+k−1(XL

τ ′)⊗Q

We obtain the third row by applying the stable Hurewicz homomorphism on the second
row (recall that these are also isomorphisms according to Serre's theorem [MS, theorem
18.3]) and we get the fourth row by corollary 2.2.16.

Now suppose that the vector bundle ξLη is orientable and the Euler class e(ξLη ) ∈
H∗(BGLη ;Q) is non-trivial. The dual of the map ∂K is the homomorphism

i∗ : H∗(SKL
τ ′ ;Q)→ H∗(TξLη ;Q)

induced by the inclusion i : TξLη ↪→ SKL
τ ′ . We claim that this homomorphism is trivial.

This is indeed so, because the cup product in H∗(SKL
τ ′ ;Q) is trivial, but in H∗(TξLη ;Q)

any element is of the form u(ξLη ) ` x for some x ∈ H∗(BGLη ;Q) (by the Thom iso-

mophism), hence the cup product here is (u(ξLη ) ` x1) ` (u(ξLη ) ` x2) = u(ξLη ) `
e(ξLη ) ` x1 ` x2. This cannot vanish unless x1 or x2 vanishes, since H∗(BGLη ;Q) is a

subring of the polynomial ring H∗(BTLη ;Q) where TLη is the maximal torus in GLη , so it
has no zero divisors.

If we suppose that ξ̃Lη is an orientable bundle with non-vanishing rational Euler class,
then the same reasoning yields that ∂V is trivial. Either way, the homomorphism ∂ in
the bottom row of the diagram above vanishes, hence

π∗(X
L
τ )⊗Q ∼= (π∗(X

L
τ ′)⊗Q)⊕ (π∗(ΓT ξ̃

L
η )⊗Q).
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It remains to note that XL
τ , X

L
τ ′ and ΓT ξ̃Lη are all H-spaces, so they are rationally

homotopy equivalent to products of Eilenberg�MacLane spacesK(Q, i) (for some i ∈ N).
Thus we obtain the statement of the theorem. �

Theorem 3.3.3. Suppose that ξ̃Lη = ζ ⊕ εr for an orientable vector bundle ζ of odd

dimension and a number r ∈ N and suppose also that πi(X
L
τ ′) is a torsion group whenever

i+ r is an even number. Then we have

XL
τ
∼=
Q
XL
τ ′ × ΓT ξ̃Lη .

Proof. It is enough to show that the inducing map bLη : ΓT ξ̃Lη → BXL
τ ′ of the key

bundle is rationally null-homotopic.
Consider its r-th loop map

ΩrbLη : ΩrΓT ξ̃Lη = ΓTζ → Ωr−1XL
τ ′ = ΩrBXL

τ ′

using the assumption T ξ̃Lη = T (ζ ⊕ εr) = SrTζ. This is an in�nite loop map by lemma

3.2.4, hence it is the unique extension of its restriction to Tζ. Recall that XL
τ ′ is an

in�nite loop space, so this also makes sense for r = 0.
The base space BGLη has non-trivial rational cohomology only in even degrees (since

GLη is a compact Lie group), hence the Thom isomorphism yields that Tζ has non-
trivial rational cohomology only in odd degrees (because the rank of ζ was assumed
to be odd). The H-space Ωr−1XL

τ ′ is rationally homotopy equivalent to a product of
Eilenberg�MacLane spaces K(Q, i) and none of these numbers i can be odd, as we as-
sumed πi(Ω

r−1XL
τ ′)⊗Q ∼= πi+r−1(XL

τ ′)⊗Q to be trivial for odd numbers i. This implies
that any map Tζ → Ωr−1XL

τ ′ induces the trivial homomorphism in rational cohomolo-
gies, hence is rationally null-homotopic. Therefore the in�nite loop map extension ΩrbLη
is also rationally null-homotopic.

The resolvent of the inducing map bLη has the form

. . .→ ΩrXL
τ ′ → ΩrXL

τ
ΩrχLτ−−−−→ΓTζ

ΩrbLη−−−−→Ωr−1XL
τ ′ → . . .

. . .→ XL
τ ′ → XL

τ
χLτ−−−→ΓT ξ̃Lη

bLη−−→BXL
τ ′ .

Recall that in a resolvent each map is the inducing map of the bundle whose projection is

the previous map, in particular ΩrbLη induces the bundle ΩrχLτ : ΩrXL
τ

ΩrXL
τ ′−−−−−→ΩrΓT ξ̃Lη

from the universal bundle ∗
ΩrXL

τ ′−−−−−→Ωr−1XL
τ ′ . Now the rational null-homotopy of ΩrbLη

implies that this is a rationally trivial bundle, i.e. we have

ΩrXL
τ
∼=
Q

ΩrXL
τ ′ × ΩrΓT ξ̃Lη .

Since the spaces XL
τ , X

L
τ ′ and ΓT ξ̃Lη are H-spaces, their rational homotopy types are

products of Eilenberg�MacLane spaces and then ΩrK(Q, i) = K(Q, i − r) implies that
the above splitting of ΩrXL

τ also holds for XL
τ , that is, X

L
τ
∼=
Q
XL
τ ′ × ΓT ξ̃Lη . �
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In general, when the conditions in the above theorems do not apply, there is also a
weaker decomposition theorem for the rational homotopy type of XL

τ . We will denote
the rational homotopy types of the spaces XL

τ , X
L
τ ′ and ΓT ξ̃Lη respectively by X, X ′

and Γ. These are all rational H-spaces, hence they uniquely decompose into products of
Eilenberg�MacLane spaces K(Q, i) (for some i ∈ N).

Theorem 3.3.4. There is a rational H-space B with the property

X ∼=
Q

X ′ × ΩB

ΩΓ
×B,

where dividing by ΩΓ means that all Eilenberg�MacLane factors K(Q, i) of ΩΓ occur as
factors of the numerator and we cancel these factors.

Proof. We use the Q-classi�cation of H-bundles [Sz5, lemma 113] on the key bundle to

obtain that X
X′−−−→Γ is the product of three H-bundles of the forms ∗ ΩA−−−→A, B

∗−−→B

and C
C−−→∗. Hence X = B × C, X ′ = A× C and Γ = A× B and so ΩΓ = ΩA× ΩB,

and the statement of the theorem follows. �

Remark 3.3.5. If the singularity set is �nite, say we have τ = {η0, . . . , ηr} with η0 <
. . . < ηr = η, then the space B in the above theorem can be obtained from a spectral
sequence as follows.

By the above proof we have π∗(X) = π∗(B) ⊕ π∗(C) and π∗(Γ) = π∗(A) ⊕ π∗(B),
the induced map χ# : π∗(X)→ π∗(Γ) of the rational key �bration is an isomorphism on
π∗(B) and this is the maximal such subgroup. Now we have a commutative diagram

πm(X ′)

∼=
��

// πm(X)

∼=
��

χ# // πm(Γ)

∼=
��

Hm−k(K
L
τ ′ ; Q̃) // Hm−k(K

L
τ ; Q̃)

α // Hm−k(Tξ
L
η ; Q̃)

where the vertical arrows are the compositions of the stable Hurewicz homomorphisms
(which are rational isomorphisms) and the Thom isomorphisms corresponding to the
virtual bundle νLτ and Q̃ denotes rational coe�cients twisted by the orientation of (the
restriction of) νLτ . Now if E∗∗,∗ denotes the Kazarian spectral sequence (see de�nition
2.3.3) with twisted rational coe�cients, then we have

Hm−k(K
L
τ ; Q̃) =

r⊕
i=0

E∞i,m−k−i and E∞r,m−k−r = imα ⊂ Hm−k(Tξ
L
η ; Q̃).

Hence the rational H-space (i.e. product of Eilenberg�MacLane spaces) B is completely
determined by the formula

πm(B) = imχ#
∼= imα = E∞r,m−k−r.
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3.3.2 A Postnikov-type tower

In this subsection we assume that τ is �nite and its elements are η0 < . . . < ηr with a
complete order extending the natural partial order. We will use the simpli�ed notations
Gi := GLηi , ξi := ξLηi , ci := dim ξi, ξ̃i := ξ̃Lηi , Γi := ΓT ξ̃i, τi := {ηj | j ≤ i}, Xi := XL

τi ,

Ki := KL
τi and Vi := V L

τi .

Proposition 3.3.6. The classifying space XL
τ = Xr can be obtained by a sequence of

�brations

Γr = A1
Γr−1←−−−−A2

Γr−2←−−−− . . . Γ1←−−−Ar
Γ0←−−−XL

τ .

Proof. We have T ξ̃i = Vi/Vi−1 for i = 1, . . . , r, so there is a co�bration

T ξ̃r−i+1 ↪→ Vr/Vr−i → Vr/Vr−i+1.

Now putting Ai := Γ(Vr/Vr−i) for i = 1, . . . , r and applying that Γ turns co�brations
into �brations (see [BE] and lemma 3.1.1), we get the proposed sequence of �brations
until Ar. Similarly the co�bration V0 = T ξ̃0 ↪→ Vr → Vr/V0 is turned by Γ to the last
�bration in the sequence. �

Corollary 3.3.7. For any manifold Pn+k there is a spectral sequence with �rst page

Immξ̃i(P × Rj), which converges to CobLτ (P × R∗), that is,

Ei,j1 := Immξ̃i(P × Rj) =⇒ CobLτ (P × Ri+j).

Proof. Applying the extraordinary homology theory hj := {Sj ∗P , ·} to the sequence
of co�brations Vr → Vr/V0 → Vr/V1 → . . .→ Vr/Vr−1, we get an exact couple⊕

i,j

{Sj ∗P , Vr/Vr−i} //
⊕
i,j

{Sj ∗P , Vr/Vr−i}

yy⊕
i,j

{Sj ∗P , T ξ̃i}

ee

(with natural indexing by i, j and Vr/V−1 is considered to be just Vr). Observe that
we have {Sj ∗P , Vr/Vr−i} = [Sj

∗
P ,Ai] and {Sj

∗
P , T ξ̃i} = [Sj

∗
P ,Γi], hence the spectral

sequence we obtain from this exact couple has �rst page

[Sj
∗
P ,Γi] = [Sj

∗
P ,ΓT ξ̃i] ∼= Immξ̃i(P × Rj)

and converges to

[Si+j
∗
P ,ΓVr] = [Si+j

∗
P ,ΓV

L
τ ] = [Si+j

∗
P ,X

L
τ ] ∼= CobLτ (P × Ri+j),

and this is what we wanted to prove. �
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Denote by 0 = s0 < s1 < . . . < sl < sl+1 = r the indices where the parity of the
numbers ci changes (for i = 0, . . . , r), that is,

c0 ≡ . . . ≡ cs1 6≡ cs1+1 ≡ . . . ≡ cs2 6≡ cs2+1 ≡ . . . mod 2.

We will say that the indices i, i′ are in the same block, if there is a number 0 ≤ t ≤ l for
which st < i, i′ ≤ st+1.

In the following we consider the (homological) Kazarian spectral sequence Eti,j (see
de�nition 2.3.3) with rational coe�cients and assume that the bundles ξi are all ori-
entable.

Lemma 3.3.8.

(1) If some indices i, i′ are in the same block, then the di�erential dti,j : Eti,j → Eti′,j′
(if exists) is trivial.

(2) The quotient spaces Kst+1/Kst have the same rational homologies as the wedge
products Tξst+1 ∨ . . . ∨ Tξst+1 for t = 0, . . . , l.

Proof. The groups Gi are compact Lie groups, hence the spaces BGi have non-trivial
rational cohomologies only in even degrees. Thus (by the homological Thom isomor-
phism) the groups E1

i,j = Hi+j(Tξi;Q) ∼= Hi+j−ci(BGi;Q) can be non-trivial only if
i + j ≡ ci mod 2. Now the di�erential dti,j : Eti,j → Eti−t,j+t−1 can be non-trivial only if
both groups are non-trivial, which cannot happen if i and i − t are in the same block.
This �nishes the proof of both claims. �

This lemma will be used in the proof of the following theorem that gives a simpli�-
cation of proposition 3.3.6 rationally. We will use X and Γ̂t (for t = 0, . . . , l) respectively
to denote the rational homotopy types of XL

τ and
∏

st<i≤st+1

Γi.

Theorem 3.3.9. There is a simpli�ed sequence of �brations for X of the form

Γ̂l = Â1
Γ̂l−1←−−−− Â2

Γ̂l−2←−−−− . . . Γ̂1←−−− Âl
Γ̂0←−−−X.

Proof. The above lemma implies that the quotient spaces Vst+1/Vst are stably ratio-

nally homotopy equivalent to T ξ̃st+1 ∨ . . . ∨ T ξ̃st+1 for t = 0, . . . , l. Now applying the Γ
functor to the rational homotopy type of a co�bration of the form

Vsl−t+1
/Vsl−t ↪→ Vsl+1

/Vsl−t → Vsl+1
/Vsl−t+1

,

we obtain a �bration with �bre Γ̂l−t. Thus denoting by Ât the rational homotopy type
of Γ(Vsl+1

/Vsl−t+1
), we obtain the proposed sequence of �brations similarly to the proof

of proposition 3.3.6. �
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3.3.3 Classifying spaces for prim maps

In the beginning of chapter 2 we noted that the classifying spaces X
L
τ of the cobordism

groups of prim maps PrimL
τ (n, Pn+k) (see de�nition 1.3.15) can be constructed analo-

gously to the construction of the spaces XL
τ . However, the key �bration helps in �nding

a simpler way we can obtain these spaces, as we will soon see (based on [SzT2]). Note,
that the key �bration also exists for prim maps, i.e. there is a �bration

χLτ : X
L
τ

X
L
τ ′−−−→ΓT ζ̃Lη

using the usual notations and denoting by ζ̃Lη the target bundle in the global normal
form of prim maps around the η-stratum.

Recall that prim maps can only have Morin singularities (see de�nition 1.1.7), hence
the singularity set τ can now only be τr := {Σ0,Σ11 , . . . ,Σ1r} for some r ∈ N ∪ {∞},
where r = ∞ only means the union of all τr-s for r ∈ N (see example 1.1.13). We
will use the notation analogous to (2) after de�nition 1.3.1 by putting PrimL

r (n, P ) :=

PrimL
τr(n, P ) and X

L
r := X

L
τr .

Proposition 3.3.10. X
L
∞
∼= ΩΓTγLk+1.

Proof. We use a theorem of Wells [W] which states that the classifying space for
cobordisms of (k + 1)-codimensional immersions with normal L-structures is XL

{Σ0} =

ΓTγLk+1. For any manifold Pn+k, there is a natural bijective correspondence between
the cobordisms of k-codimensional prim maps to P and the cobordisms of (k + 1)-
codimensional immersions to P × R1 (both with normal L-structures). Hence we have

[
∗
P ,X

L
∞] ∼= [S

∗
P ,ΓTγ

L
k+1] ∼= [

∗
P ,ΩΓTγLk+1],

and now the homotopic uniqueness of the classifying space implies the statement. �

If we restrict the set of allowed singularities for the cobordisms of prim maps, then
we get a bit more complicated but similar description of the classifying space. In the
rest of this section we will have a �xed number r ∈ N.

De�nition 3.3.11. Denote by π the projection of the sphere bundle of (r+ 1)γLk+1 (the

sum γLk+1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ γLk+1 of (r + 1) summands). Let ζrS be the pullback of the universal

bundle γLk+1 by π, that is, we put

ζrS := π∗γLk+1
//

��

γLk+1

��
S((r + 1)γLk+1)

π // BL(k + 1)

Theorem 3.3.12. X
L
r
∼= ΩΓTζrS.
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Proof. We �x a (generic) immersion g : Mn # P × R1 such that the composition
f := prP ◦g : M → P is a (τr, L)-map. First we will produce sections s1, s2, . . . of the
normal bundle νg such that for all i, the points where precisely the �rst i sections vanish

form the Σ1i-stratum, i.e.
i⋂

j=1
s−1
j (0) \ s−1

i+1(0) = Σ1i(f).

The positive unit vector in R1 de�nes a constant vector �eld on P ×R1; this will be
called vertically upwards and denoted by ↑. The pullback g∗ ↑ is a section of g∗T (P×R1)
over M and it can be projected to the bundle νg = g∗T (P × R1)/TM . We de�ne this
projected section to be s1 and note that s−1

1 (0) is obviously the singular set Σ(f).

The set Σ(f) is a submanifold of M of codimension k+ 1; denote its normal bundle
by ν2. Observe that the tangent spaces of the section s1 at the points of Σ(f) form the
graph of a pointwise linear isomorphism ι2 between ν2 and νg|Σ(f). We de�ne a section
s′2 of ν2 by projecting g∗ ↑ to ν2 ⊂ TM . Now ι2 ◦ s′2 is a section of νg|Σ(f) and we can
arbitrarily extend it to a section of the whole normal bundle νg and denote this extension

by s2. Clearly Σ1,1(f) (see de�nition 1.1.7) coincides with s′2
−1(0), hence it is also the

same as s−1
1 (0) ∩ s−1

2 (0).

By further applying the same method, we obtain the sections s3, s4, . . . with the

desired properties; in particular we have
r+1⋂
i=1

s−1
i (0) = ∅. These sections are not unique,

but the di�erence of any two possible choices of si is an arbitrary section of νg that

vanishes on
i−1⋂
j=1

s−1
j (0), thus the uniqueness holds up to a contractible choice. Hence the

collection of the sections (s1, . . . , sr+1) de�nes a homotopically unique section α of the
sphere bundle S((r + 1)νg) over M .

The normal bundle νg has structure group L(k + 1), hence it can be induced from
the universal bundle γLk+1 by a map b : M → BL(k + 1) together with a �brewise

isomorphism between νg and γLk+1. This also gives a map β : S((r + 1)νg) → S((r +

1)γLk+1). The following commutative diagram shows the maps b and β and the section

α of S((r + 1)νg) together with the bundles νg and γLk+1 and their pullbacks by the

projections to bundles over S((r + 1)νg) and S((r + 1)γLk+1) respectively (observe that
this pullback over S((r + 1)νg) coincides with β

∗ζrS).

β∗ζrS
**

//

��

ζrS

��

tt
S((r + 1)νg)

β //

��

S((r + 1)γLk+1)

��
M

α

DD

b // BL(k + 1)

νg //

HH

44

γLk+1

jj

This implies the identity νg = (β ◦α)∗ζrS . Because of the homotopic uniqueness of α
and β, we obtain that νg can be induced from ζrS in a homotopically unique way.

Applying the usual Pontryagin�Thom construction to the diagram above, we obtain
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a map

[
∗
P ,X

L
r ] ∼= PrimL

r (P )→ [S
∗
P ,ΓTζrS ] ∼= [

∗
P ,ΩΓTζrS ]

in the following way: To any cobordism class [f ] of prim (τr, L)-maps we can assign
the cobordism class [g] ∈ ImmζrS (P × R1) (using the notation above); now [W] gives a
bijective correspondence between ImmζrS (P×R1) and [S

∗
P ,ΓTζrS ], hence [g] corresponds

to the homotopy class of a map S
∗
P → ΓTζrS . This can be identi�ed with an element of

[
∗
P ,ΩΓTζrS ] and this is de�ned to be the image of [f ].

The map we have just described is actually a natural transformation of functors
PrimL

r → [
∗·,ΩΓTζrS ], hence it is induced by a homotopically unique map between the

classifying spaces, that is, by a map

ϕr : X
L
r → ΩΓTζrS .

Recall remark 3.1.3, which has a direct analogue for prim maps, namely that the key

�bration χLr : X
L
r

X
L
r−1−−−−→ΓT ζ̃LΣ1r induces in the cobordism groups these spaces classify

the forgetful map that assigns to a cobordism class of a prim (τr, L)-map the cobordism
class of its Σ1r -stratum. The global normal forms of prim maps are quite simple (see
[Sz8] or [Sz4]), in particular the bundle ζ̃LΣ1r coincides with (r+ 1)γLk ⊕ εr. Thus the key
�bration has the form

χLr : X
L
r

X
L
r−1−−−−→ΓT ((r + 1)γLk ⊕ εr) = ΩΓST ((r + 1)γLk ⊕ εr) =

= ΩΓT ((r + 1)(γLk ⊕ ε1)).

Our aim is to prove that X
L
r coincides with ΩΓTζrS , which would imply that the

above key �bration holds for the space ΩΓTζrS . We will now work from the opposite
direction and �rst prove the following.

Claim. There is a �bration ψr : ΩΓTζrS
ΩΓTζr−1

S−−−−−−−→ΩΓT ((r + 1)(γLk ⊕ ε1)).

Proof. The following is a trivial general observation: If A is a manifold, B ⊂ A is a
submanifold with a tubular neighbourhood U and normal bundle ν and ζ is a vector
bundle over A, then there is a co�bration of Thom spaces

Tζ|A\U ↪→ Tζ → T (ζ|B ⊕ ν).

We apply this with the substitutions A := S((r + 1)γLk+1), B := SγLk+1, U :=

S((r + 1)γLk+1) \ S(rγLk+1), ν := r(γLk ⊕ ε1) and ζ := ζrS . This yields a co�bration

Tζr−1
S ↪→ TζrS → T ((r + 1)(γLk ⊕ ε1))

and by applying the functor ΩΓ (which turns co�brations into �brations) we get the
desired �bration. �

Now the maps ϕr−1 and ϕr �t into a diagram as shown below. If we prove that this
diagram commutes, then an induction on the number r (together with the 5-lemma)
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implies that ϕr is a homotopy equivalence X
L
r
∼= ΩΓTζrS (the starting step is r = 0,

where the diagram degenerates to a map between trivial �brations).

X
L
r−1

ϕr−1

��

// X
L
r

ϕr

��

χLr // ΩΓT ((r + 1)(γLk ⊕ ε1))

∼=
��

ΩΓTζr−1
S

// ΩΓTζrS
ψr // ΩΓT ((r + 1)(γLk ⊕ ε1))

The left-hand square trivially commutes. We prove the commutativity of the right-
hand square by showing that the diagram of natural transformations of functors induced
by these maps commutes.

The space ΩΓT ((r+ 1)(γLk ⊕ ε1)) classi�es cobordisms of immersions to P ×R1 with
normal bundles induced from (r+1)(γLk ⊕ε1) (for any manifold P ). When one applies (the
transformation induced by) the map χLr to some [f ] ∈ PrimL

r (P ), the normal structure
induced from (r+1)(γLk ⊕ε1) is obtained by the splitting of the normal bundle of Σ1r(f)
to r + 1 bundles canonically isomorphic to νg|Σ1r (f) (with the same notation as in the
beginning of the proof). On the other hand, applying ψr ◦ϕr gives the normal structure
using the sections s1, . . . , sr+1 as described earlier. Now these two normal structures
may be twisted with respect to each other, but they can be obtained uniquely up to
homotopy from each other. Hence the above diagram indeed commutes. �

The following is analogous to the key �bration and also very useful for the investi-

gation of the classifying spaces X
L
r .

Theorem 3.3.13.

(1) There is a �bration X
L
r

Ω2ΓT ((r+2)γLk+1)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ΩΓTγLk+1.

(2) The homotopy exact sequence of this �bration can be identi�ed with that of the pair

(X
L
∞, X

L
r ), where we use X

L
∞ = lim

r→∞X
L
r .

Proof. Proof of (1). We pull back the vector bundle γLk+1 to the disk bundle D((r +

1)γLk+1) by its projection. This pullback is such that

(i) its restriction to S((r + 1)γLk+1) is ζrS ,

(ii) its Thom space is homotopy equivalent to TγLk+1,

(iii) its disk bundle is D((r + 2)γLk+1).

Now we can apply (as in the proof above) the trivial observation that for a manifold A, a
submanifold B ⊂ A with a tubular neighbourhood U and normal bundle ν and a vector
bundle ζ over A, there is a co�bration of Thom spaces Tζ|A\U ↪→ Tζ → T (ζ|B ⊕ ν).

Hence we obtain a co�bration TζrS ↪→ TγLk+1 → T ((r + 2)γLk+1) that is turned by the
functor ΩΓ to the �bration

X
L
r = ΩΓTζrS → ΩΓTγLk+1 → ΩΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1).
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Recall that the resolvent of such a �bration is an in�nte continuation of the above
sequence of maps to the left with the next entry being the loop space of the �rst entry,
i.e. Ω2ΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1). This means we obtain the proposed �bration

Ω2ΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1)→ X
L
r → ΩΓTγLk+1.

Proof of (2). We use proposition 3.3.10: ΩΓTγLk+1
∼= X

L
∞. We will construct a map

ϕ : πn+k+1(X
L
∞, X

L
r )→ πn+k+2(ΓT ((r+ 2)γLk+1)) = πn+k(Ω

2ΓT ((r+ 2)γLk+1)) such that
the diagram

. . . // πn+k+1(X
L
∞) // πn+k+1(X

L
∞, X

L
r ) //

ϕ

��

πn+k(X
L
r ) // . . .

. . . // πn+k+1(ΩΓTγLk+1) // πn+k(Ω
2ΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1)) // πn+k(X

L
r ) // . . .

connecting the two long exact sequences commutes. By the 5-lemma, the commutativity
of this diagram implies the statement of the theorem, hence it only remains to construct
this map ϕ.

The relative homotopy group πn+k+1(X
L
∞, X

L
r ) can clearly be identi�ed with the

relative cobordism group of those prim maps F : (Mn+1, ∂Mn+1)→ (Rn+k×R+,Rn+k)
(with normal L-structures) for which the restriction F |∂M is a τr-map. We de�ne ϕ to as-

sign to the cobordism class of such a map F the cobordism class in Imm(r+2)γLk+1(Rn+k+2)
of the immersion lift of its Σ1r+1-stratum (the normal bundle of this immersion splits to
the direct sum of r+ 1 isomorphic bundles as before). The classifying space of the latter
cobordism group is ΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1) and this ϕ is clearly such that the diagram above
is commutative, thus the proof is complete. �

Corollary 3.3.14. Suppose that the universal bundle γLk+1 is orientable (i.e. the linear
group L(k + 1) is positive).

(1) If the rational Euler class e(γLk+1) is non-trivial, then we have

ΩΓTγLk+1
∼=
Q
X
L
r × ΩΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1).

(2) If the rational Euler class e(γLk+1) is trivial, then we have

X
L
r
∼=
Q

Ω2ΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1)× ΩΓTγLk+1.

Proof. Note that H∗(BL(k + 1);Q) has no zero divisors, since it is a subring of the
polynomial ring H∗(BT (k + 1);Q) where T (k + 1) is the maximal torus in L(k + 1).
Now if the Euler class of γLk+1 is non-trivial (resp. trivial), then so is the Euler class of

(r + 1)γLk+1, hence the Gysin sequence yields that the projection π : S((r + 1)γLk+1) →
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BL(k + 1) induces an epimorphism (resp. monomorphism) in the cohomologies with
rational coe�cients.

Proof of (1). The above observation implies that the map of Thom spaces TζrS → TγLk+1

induced by π also induces an epimorphism in rational cohomology. Thus the co�bration
TζrS ↪→ TγLk+1 → T ((r + 2)γLk+1) rationally homologically splits, and so the homotopy

long exact sequence of the �bration ΩΓTζrS → ΩΓTγLk+1 → ΩΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1) splits
rationally as well. Since the spaces involved are H-spaces, hence rationally products of

Eilenberg�MacLane spaces, and ΩΓTζrS
∼= X

L
r , this implies that we have

ΩΓTγLk+1
∼=
Q
X
L
r × ΩΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1).

Proof of (2). Extend the co�bration TζrS ↪→ TγLk+1 → T ((r + 2)γLk+1) to the right by
the Puppe sequence. We obtain

TζrS → TγLk+1 → T ((r + 2)γLk+1)→ STζrS → STγLk+1 → . . .

and the map STζrS → STγLk+1 induced by π induces a monomorphism in rational coho-

mology, thus the co�bration T ((r+2)γLk+1)→ STζrS → STγLk+1 rationally homologically

splits, and so the homotopy long exact sequence of the �bration Ω2ΓT ((r + 2)γLk+1) →
Ω2ΓSTζrS → Ω2ΓSTγLk+1 splits rationally as well. Now the statement follows again

from the spaces being H-spaces and the equalities Ω2ΓSTζrS = ΩΓTζrS
∼= X

L
r and

Ω2ΓSTγLk+1 = ΩΓTγLk+1. �

Example 3.3.15. The conditions of (1) and (2) above are satis�ed in the case of L = SO
respectively for k odd and k even.

Remark 3.3.16. The corollary above also has a nice geometric interpretation (similarly
to remark 3.1.3 about the geometric meaning of the key �bration) using part (2) of
theorem 3.3.13:

In the case of (1), we obtain that the sequence

0→ πn+k(X
L
r )→ πn+k(X

L
∞)→ πn+k(X

L
∞, X

L
r )→ 0

is exact at the middle term and has �nite homology everywhere else. This means that
a prim map f : Mn → Rn+k is rationally prim cobordant to a map having at most Σ1r

singularities i� f |
Σ1r+1 (f)

is rationally prim null-cobordant.

Similarly, in the case of (2) the same is true for the sequence

0→ πn+k+1(X
L
∞, X

L
r )→ πn+k(X

L
r )→ πn+k(X

L
∞)→ 0.

This means that any prim map is rationally prim cobordant to a map having at most
Σ1r singularities (for any r). Moreover, if a prim map f : Mn → Rn+k has at most Σ1r
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singularities and represents 0 in PrimL
∞(n, k)⊗Q, then its rational prim (τr, L)-cobordism

class is completely determined by the rational prim cobordism class of

F |
Σ1r+1 (F )

: Σ1r+1(F )→ Rn+k+1

for any prim map F : (Wn+1, ∂Wn+1) → (Rn+k × R+,Rn+k) that it bounds (i.e. for
which ∂W = M and F |M = f).



Chapter 4

Computation of cobordism groups

In the present chapter we gather those cobordism groups CobLτ (n, Pn+k) (and also
PrimL

τ (n, Pn+k)) for which (complete or partial) computations already exist in liter-
ature using the tools of the chapters before. Although we considered quite general sets
of singularities earlier, it should be noted that these computations seem to be rather
di�cult and most of the cobordism groups computed are such that only Morin singu-
larities are allowed (i.e. the singularity set τ only contains singularities of coranks 0 and
1; see de�nition 1.1.7).

Recall example 1.1.13 which implies that if only Morin sungularities are allowed,
then the singularity set is τr := {Σ0,Σ11 , . . . ,Σ1r} for some r ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Using the
notation described in (2) after de�nition 1.3.1, throughout this chapter we put (for any
stable linear group L), CobLr (n, P ) := CobLτr(n, P ), XL

r := XL
τr , K

L
r := KL

τr , V
L
r := V L

τr ,

νLr := νLτr , PrimL
r (n, P ) := PrimL

τr(n, P ), X
L
r := X

L
τr , K

L
r := K

L
τr , ν

L
r := νLτr (overlined

letters denote analogous notions to the non-overlined ones for prim maps) and also

GLr := GLΣ1r , ξ
L
r := ξLΣ1r , ξ̃

L
r := ξ̃LΣ1r , G

L
r := G

L
Σ1r , ζLr := ζLΣ1r , ζ̃

L
r := ζ̃LΣ1r (the latter

three respectively are the analogues of the notions before them for prim maps). If L = O,
then we omit it from the superindex.

In section 4.1 we show computations on cobordism groups in general; those on unori-
ented and cooriented cobordisms are taken from [SzSzT] and [Sz4] respectively. In section
4.2, based on [ESzT] and [T1], we restrict to the case of maps where the dimension of
the target is considerably larger than that of the source; the point of this is that generic
maps with this property do not have too complicated singularities. Similarly, section 4.3
also considers maps of restricted codimension, namely 1-codimensional maps; this was
described in [Sz9]. Then in section 4.4 we turn to cobordisms of prim maps and show
results from [NSzT], [SzT4] and [SzT2].

4.1 Arbitrary cobordisms

The main tool that we will use in this section is the cohomological Kazarian spectral
sequence with coe�cients in a �xed ring R which contains 1

2 (i.e. there is division by
2). We will compute this spectral sequence for unoriented and cooriented prim maps,
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from which the sequence for unoriented and cooriented usual (non-prim) Morin maps
can be obtained by lemma 4.1.1. Using this, we compute the ranks of the free parts of
the groups Primr(P ), Cobr(P ), PrimSO

r (P ) and CobSO
r (P ) for any manifold P and also

prove that unoriented cobordism groups are �nite 2-primary in many cases.
The following statement is well-known; see for example [MS]. Hence we will not give

a proof here.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let Ã be a CW-complex equipped with a cellular Z2-action, put A :=
Ã/Z2 and let q : Ã→ A be the quotient map. Then the homomorphism q∗ : H∗(A;R)→
H∗(Ã;R) is injective and gives an isomorphism between H∗(A;R) and the Z2-invariant
part H∗(Ã;R)Z2 of H∗(Ã;R).

Remark 4.1.2. In addition to the previous lemma, if Ã′ and is another space with
a Z2 action as above and f : Ã′ → Ã is a Z2-invariant map, then f∗ : H∗(Ã;R) →
H∗(Ã′;R) respects the eigenspace decomposition of the Z2-action. This implies that if
Ã0 ⊂ Ã1 ⊂ . . . is a �ltration of Ã by Z2-invariant subspaces and Ai := Ãi/Z2, then the
cohomological spectral sequence of the �ltration A0 ⊂ A1 ⊂ . . . of A can be identi�ed
with the Z2-invariant part of that of Ã.

We will use the above lemma and remark with the substitutions Ã := K
L
r and

A := KL
r and the Z2-action corresponding to changing the orientation of the kernel line

bundle (recall remark 1.3.14: Prim maps are precisely the Morin maps with trivialised
kernel line bundles).

Remark 4.1.3. The following observations will be crucial in the computations of the
various Kazarian spectral sequences in the next two subsections.

(1) The Kazarian space K
L
∞ for all k-codimensional prim maps coincides with the

Kazarian space for (k + 1)-codimensional immersions with normal L-structures,
which is BL(k + 1), since prim maps and their immersion lifts can be identi�ed.
Moreover, the virtual normal bundle νL∞ is stably equivalent to the canonical bun-
dle γLk+1.

(2) If we truncate the Kazarian spectral sequence for any type of Morin maps at the
r-th column, then we obtain the Kazarian spectral sequence for the same type of
maps with at most Σ1r singularities.

Remark 4.1.4. We claimed above that the ranks of the cobordism groups of unoriented
and cooriented prim and usual Morin maps to any manifold P can be computed from
the respective Kazarian spectral sequences. The reason for this is proposition 2.3.23 (and
its analogue for prim cobordisms), which can be rewritten as

CobLr (P )⊗Q ∼=
∞⊕
i=1

Hi(
∗
P ;Q)⊗H i−k(KL

r ; Q̃νLr
)

and PrimL
r (P )⊗Q ∼=

∞⊕
i=1

Hi(
∗
P ;Q)⊗H i−k(K

L
r ; Q̃νLr

).
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Hence computing the ranks of the cobordism groups is equivalent to computing the ranks
of the cohomologies of the respective Kazarian spaces twisted by the orientations of the
respective virtual normal bundles (and of course the homologies of

∗
P , but it is no wonder

that we also need such an information). In particular the ranks of the cobordism groups
CobLr (n, k) and PrimL

r (n, k) are the same as the ranks of the n-th twisted cohomology

groups of KL
r and K

L
r respectively.

4.1.1 Unoriented cobordism groups

We will now study the unoriented case L(k) := O(k) and we use R̃ := R̃ν∞ to denote
coe�cients in the �xed ring R twisted by the orientation of the universal normal bundle.

Lemma 4.1.5. The twisted cohomology of the space BO(k + 1) is

(1) H∗(BO(k + 1); R̃) ∼= 0, if k is even,

(2) H∗(BO(k + 1); R̃) = e ` R
[
p1, . . . , p k+1

2

]
, if k is odd, where e is the twisted Euler

class and the pi-s are the Pontryagin classes of γk+1.

Proof. We will use the double cover π : BSO(k+ 1)→ BO(k+ 1). Applying the Leray
spectral sequence to this covering, we get

H∗(BSO(k + 1);R) ∼= H∗(BO(k + 1);π∗(R)),

where π∗(R) means the pushforward of the untwisted local coe�cient system. This is
locally R ⊕ R at each point and the non-trivial loop (homotopy class) acts on it by
interchanging the summands, hence it can be decomposed as the sum π∗(R) = R ⊕ R̃π
of the invariant and the anti-invariant part. Thus we have

H∗(BSO(k + 1);R) ∼= H∗(BO(k + 1);R)⊕H∗(BO(k + 1); R̃π).

Now using that the local systems R̃π and R̃ coincide (since w1(ν∞) = w1(π)), we get
the statement of the lemma from the well-known facts

H∗(BSO(k + 1);R) =

R
[
p1 . . . , p k

2

]
, if k is even

R
[
p1, . . . , p k+1

2
, e
]/(

p k+1
2
− e2

)
, if k is odd

and H∗(BO(k + 1);R) = R
[
p1, . . . , pb k+1

2
c
]
. �

This lemma describes where the twisted Kazarian spectral sequence for unoriented
prim maps converges. Now we will describe the spectral sequence itself.

Proposition 4.1.6. If E
∗,∗
∗ is the twisted cohomological Kazarian spectral sequence for

k-codimensional unoriented prim maps, then it has the following form:

(1) If k = 2l is even, then for i = 0, 1, . . . the columns E
2i,∗
1 and E

2i+1,∗
1 in the �rst

page are the ring R[p1, . . . , pl] shifted by (2i+1)k, i.e. E
2i,j
1
∼= E

2i+1,j
1 is the degree-

(j − (2i + 1)k) part of this polynomial ring, the di�erential d1 is an isomorphism

E
2i,∗
1
∼= E

2i+1,∗
1 , hence the second page is E

∗,∗
2 = E

∗,∗
∞
∼= 0.
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(2) If k = 2l + 1 is odd, then all di�erentials vanish and for i = 0, 1, . . . the columns

E
2i,∗
1 = E

2i,∗
∞ are 0 and the columns E

2i+1,∗
1 = E

2i+1,∗
∞ are the ring R[p1, . . . , pl]

shifted by (2i+ 1)k.

Proof. The �rst page of this Kazarian spectral sequence (similarly to de�nition 2.3.3)

is E
i,j
1 = H i+j(Tζi; R̃). Since the universal bundle ζi coincides with iγk ⊕ εi over BO(k)

(see [Sz4]) and the virtual normal bundle νi is stably equivalent to γk, we have w1(ζi) =
rw1(γk) = rw1(νi). Hence the Thom isomorphism yields

E
i,∗
1 = H i+∗(Tζi; R̃) ∼= H∗−ik(BO(k); R̃i+1),

where R̃i+1 means the (i+ 1)-times tensor product R̃⊗ . . .⊗ R̃.
Now for k = 2l or k = 2l + 1, the (untwisted) rational cohomology H∗(BO(k);R)

is R[p1, . . . , pl] and the twisted cohomology H∗(BO(k); R̃) is 0 for k = 2l + 1 and
isomorphic to R[p1, . . . , pl] shifted by k for k = 2l. This implies everything we claimed
about the �rst page of the sequence and it is not hard to see from this that for odd k,
all di�erentials vanish.

It remains to prove that for even k, the di�erential d1 is an isomorphism between

the columns E
2i,∗
1 and E

2i+1,∗
1 for all i. By lemma 4.1.5, we know that in this case all

terms E
i,j
∞ are 0, hence the entries of lowest degree in the 0-th column must be mapped

onto those in the next column by d1 isomorphically because this is the only chance for

these entries to disappear. Thus d1(e) (where e ∈ e ` R[p1, . . . , pl] = E
0,∗
1 ) is the twisted

Thom class u(ζ1).

Claim. For any monomial pI of Pontryagin classes and i = 0, 1, . . ., we have d2i,∗
1 (e `

pI) = d2i,∗
1 (e) ` pI .

Proof. The di�erential d2i,∗
1 : E

2i,∗
1 → E

2i+1,∗
1 is by de�nition the boundary map δ in

the exact sequence of the triple (K2i+1,K2i,K2i−1). The Pontryagin classes p1, . . . , pl

used in E
2i,∗
1 can be identi�ed with those of the universal bundle γk restricted to the

base space of D(2iγk ⊕ ε2i) ⊂ K∞ ∼= BO(k + 1) (recall that the Kazarian space K∞ is
constructed from blocks Dζr = D(rγk ⊕ εr)), thus the map j∗ induced by the inclusion
j : K2i ↪→ K2i+1 maps them into each other. Now we have

d2i,∗
1 (e ` pI) = δ(e ` pI) = δ(e ` j∗(pI)) = δ(e) ` pI + e ` δ(j∗(pI)) = δ(e) ` pI ,

as claimed. �
Hence the di�erential d1 is an isomorphism between the �rst two columns and then

an induction shows the same for the columns 2i and (2i+ 1) for all i. �

Corollary 4.1.7. If E∗,∗∗ is the twisted cohomological Kazarian spectral sequence for
k-codimensional unoriented Morin maps, then it has the following form:

(1) If k = 2l is even, then for i = 0, 1, . . . the columns E4i,∗
1 and E4i+1,∗

1 in the �rst

page are the ring R[p1, . . . , pl] shifted by (4i+1)k, the columns E4i+2,∗
1 and E4i+3,∗

1

vanish, the di�erential d1 is an isomorphism E4i,∗
1
∼= E4i+1,∗

1 , hence the second
page is E∗,∗2 = E∗,∗∞ ∼= 0.
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(2) If k = 2l + 1 is odd, then the whole spectral sequence is constant 0.

Proof. By lemma 4.1.1, we need to understand the Z2-action on the spectral sequence
E
∗,∗
∗ corresponding to changing the orientation of the kernel line bundle to obtain the

spectral sequence E∗,∗∗ with coe�cients twisted by the orientation of ν∞. Considering
the i-th column (where the �rst page contains the cohomologies of BO(k)), we have the
coe�cient system R̃ν∞ ⊗ R̃ξi = R̃ξ̃i .

It was proved in [RSz] and [R] that the maximal compact subgroup Gi of AutA Σ1i

(see section 1.2) is isomorphic to O(1)×O(k) with target representation

λ̃(ε,A) = εi+1 ⊕A⊕
⌈
i− 1

2

⌉
1⊕

⌊
i− 1

2

⌋
ε⊕

⌊
i

2

⌋
A⊕

⌈
i

2

⌉
εA

for ε ∈ O(1) and A ∈ O(k). The Z2-action discussed above is given by the correspondence
ε 7→ −ε on O(1).

For k = 2l this action changes the orientation of λ̃ exactly if i + 1 + b i−1
2 c is odd,

i.e. for i ≡ 2, 3 mod 4. This means by remark 4.1.2 that for i ≡ 0, 1 mod 4 the columns
Ei,∗1 are the same as for prim maps with the di�erential d1 also being the same; and for

i ≡ 2, 3 mod 4 the columns Ei,∗1 vanish.
For k = 2l+1 the above action changes the orientation of λ̃ exactly if i+1+b i−1

2 c+d
i
2e

is odd, i.e. if i is odd. Hence by remark 4.1.2 the columns Ei,∗1 are the same as for prim
maps for i even and vanish for i odd, which means that the whole �rst page of this
spectral sequence is 0. �

With the help of the spectral sequences described above, we are able to prove that
in many cases the cobordism groups Primr(n, k) and Cobr(n, k) are �nite 2-primary,
i.e. they are elements of the Serre class C2. Moreover, we are also able to compute the
ranks of all cobordism groups Primr(P ) and Cobr(P ) by considering the case R := Q;
see remark 4.1.4.

Theorem 4.1.8.

(1) The group Primr(n, k) is �nite 2-primary, if k is even and r is either an odd
number or ∞.

(2) If both k and r are even, then we have

Primr(n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn−r(k+1)−k(BO(k);Q),

hence its rank is the number of partitions p k
2

(n−r(k+1)−k
4

)
, in particular it is 0 if

n− r(k + 1)− k is not a multiple of 4.

(3) If k = 2l + 1 is odd and r =∞, then we have

Prim∞(n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn−k−1(BO(k + 1);Q),

hence its rank is p k+1
2

(
n−k−1

4

)
, in particular it is 0 if n − k − 1 is not a multiple

of 4.
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(4) If k = 2l+ 1 is odd and r <∞, then Primr(n, k)⊗Q is also the degree-(n− k− 1)
part of a polynomial ring, namely

Primr(n, k)⊗Q ∼=
[
Q[p1, . . . , pl+1]

/(
p
d r

2
e

l+1

)]n−k−1
.

Proof. Proof of (1). The Kazarian spectral sequence from theorem 4.1.6 (together with
part (2) of remark 4.1.3) yields that in this case we have H∗(Kr; R̃) ∼= 0 for any ring R
where 2 is invertible. By the Thom isomorphism we have H∗(Kr; R̃) ∼= H∗+k(Tνr;R),
hence Tνr has trivial (co)homology groups modulo the class C2. Now Serre's mod-C2

Hurewicz theorem from [Se] implies that the stable homotopy groups πs∗(Tνr) are also
trivial modulo C2, i.e. they are �nite 2-primary. Thus we have

Primr(n, k) ∼= πn+k(Xr) ∼= πsn+k(Tνr) ∈ C2.

Proof of (2). Again we use part (2) of remark 4.1.3; we obtain that in the twisted rational
Kazarian spectral sequence E

r,∗
2 = E

r,∗
∞ is the only non-zero column in the second page

and it is the ring Q
[
p1, . . . , p k

2

]
= H∗(BO(k);Q) shifted by (r+ 1)k. Hence the twisted

rational cohomology ring of the Kazarian space is H∗(Kr; Q̃) ∼= H∗−r(k+1)−k(BO(k);Q)
and we get the statement of the theorem by remark 4.1.4.

Proof of (3) and (4). In this case the twisted rational Kazarian spectral sequence yields

Hn(K∞; Q̃) ∼=
∞⊕
i=0

E
2i+1,n−2i−1
∞

∼=
∞⊕
i=0

[
Q[p1, . . . , pl]

]n−2i(k+1)−k−1
.

If we introduce a new variable pl+1 of degree 2k + 2 and add it to the previous variable
set {p1, . . . , pl}, then we obtain that the direct sum above is the degree-(n− k− 1) part
of the polynomial ring Q[p1, . . . , pl+1]. This ring is isomorphic to H∗(BO(k+1);Q), thus
Prim∞(n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn(K∞; Q̃) is of the form as we claimed. If we truncate the spectral
sequence at the r-th column to obtain Primr(n, k), then the new variable pl+1 has to be
such that its i-th power is 0 if 2i+ 1 > r, i.e. if i ≥ d r2e, hence we obtain the statement
of the theorem again. �

Completely analogously one can prove the following.

Theorem 4.1.9.

(1) The group Cobr(n, k) is �nite 2-primary, if either r =∞ or k is odd or k is even
and r is not divisible by 4.

(2) If k is even and r is divisible by 4, then we have

Cobr(n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn−r(k+1)−k(BO(k);Q),

hence its rank is the number of partitions p k
2

(n−r(k+1)−k
4

)
, in particular it is 0 if

n− k is not a multiple of 4.
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4.1.2 Cooriented cobordism groups

The present subsection is analogous to the previous subsection, the only change being
that now we consider the cooriented case L(k) := SO(k) and with R := Q. We will use
e and pi respectively to denote the rational Euler class and Pontryagin classes of γSO

k

and we put A := Q[p1, . . . , pl] (where the number l will be de�ned later).

Proposition 4.1.10. If E
∗,∗
∗ is the cohomological Kazarian spectral sequence for k-

codimensional cooriented prim maps, then it has the following form:

(1) If k = 2l is even, then for i = 0, 1, . . . the column E
i,∗
1 in the �rst page is the ring

(ei ` A) ⊕ (ei+1 ` A), the di�erential d1 maps ei+1 ` A ⊂ E
i,∗
1 to ei+1 ` A ⊂

E
i+1,∗
1 isomorphically, hence the second page is E

0,∗
2 = E

0,∗
∞
∼= A and E

i,∗
2 = E

i,∗
∞
∼=

0 for i > 0.

(2) If k = 2l + 1 is odd, then all di�erentials vanish and for i = 0, 1, . . . the columns

E
i,∗
1 = E

i,∗
∞ are the ring A shifted by ik.

Proof. Analogously to the proof of proposition 4.1.6, the �rst page of this spectral
sequence is

E
i,j
1 = H i+j(TζSO

i ;Q) ∼= Hj(T (iγSO
k );Q) ∼= ei ` Hj−ik(BSO(k);Q)

using that the universal bundle ζSO
i coincides with the bundle iγSO

k ⊕εi over BSO(k) and
the inclusion BSO(k) ↪→ TγSO

k induces an injection H∗(T (iγSO
k );Q)→ H∗(BSO(k);Q)

with image equal to the ideal generated by ei.
For k = 2l + 1, the column H∗−ik(BSO(k);Q) in the �rst page coincides with A

shifted by ik and the sequence converges to H∗(BSO(k+ 1);Q) = Q[p1, . . . , pl+1]⊕ (e `
Q[p1, . . . , pl+1]). Now an easy computation shows that in this case the ranks of E

∗,∗
1 and

H∗(BSO(k + 1);Q) are the same, which implies that all di�erentials vanish. Hence the
second statement is proved.

For k = 2l, the column H∗−ik(BSO(k);Q) is isomorphic to A ⊕ (e ` A) shifted by
ik and this shift is given by ei, that is, this column is (ei ` A) ⊕ (ei+1 ` A). This
spectral sequence converges to H∗(BSO(k + 1);Q) = A and it can be identi�ed with

A ⊂ E0,∗
1 . Hence the Euler class e from the lowest degree entry in the 0-th column must

be mapped to a non-zero multiple of e in the next column, since this is the only chance

for the multiples of e to disappear. In the same way, the di�erential di,k1 : E
i,k
1 → E

i+1,k
1

maps ei to a non-zero multiple of ei.

Claim. For any monomial pI of Pontryagin classes and i = 0, 1, . . ., we have di,∗1 (e `
pI) = di,∗1 (e) ` pI .

Proof. The di�erential di,∗1 : E
i,∗
1 → E

i+1,∗
1 is by de�nition the boundary map δ in the

exact sequence of the triple (K
SO
i+1,K

SO
i ,K

SO
i−1). The Pontryagin classes p1, . . . , pl used

in E
i,∗
1 can be identi�ed with those of the universal bundle γSO

k restricted to the base

space of D(iγSO
k ⊕ εi) ⊂ K

SO
∞
∼= BSO(k + 1) (recall that the Kazarian space K

SO
∞ is
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constructed from blocksDζSO
r = D(rγSO

k ⊕εr)), thus the map j∗ induced by the inclusion

j : K
SO
i ↪→ K

SO
i+1 maps them into each other. Now we have

di,∗1 (e ` pI) = δ(e ` pI) = δ(e ` j∗(pI)) = δ(e) ` pI + e ` δ(j∗(pI)) = δ(e) ` pI ,

as claimed. �

This claim, combined with the observations above it, shows that the ei+1 ` A part

of E
i,∗
1 is mapped to that of E

i+1,∗
1 isomophically for all i. �

Corollary 4.1.11. If E∗,∗∗ is the cohomological Kazarian spectral sequence for k-codi-
mensional cooriented Morin maps, then it has the following form:

(1) If k = 2l is even, then for i = 0, 1, . . . the column E4i,∗
1 in the �rst page is the ring

(e4i ` A) ⊕ (e4i+1 ` A), the column E4i+1,∗
1 is the ring e4i+1 ` A, the column

E4i+2,∗
1 vanishes and the column E4i+3,∗

1 is the ring e4i+4 ` A, the di�erential d1

maps e4i+1 ` A ⊂ E
4i,∗
1 onto e4i+1 ` A ⊂ E

4i+1,∗
1 and e4i+4 ` A ⊂ E

4i+3,∗
1 onto

e4i+4 ` A ⊂ E4i+4,∗
1 isomorphically, hence the second page is E0,∗

2 = E0,∗
∞ = A and

Ei,∗2 = Ei,∗∞ ∼= 0 for i > 0.

(2) If k = 2l + 1 is odd, then all di�erentials vanish and for i = 0, 1, . . . the columns
E2i,∗

1 = E2i,∗
∞ are the ring A shifted by 2ik and the columns E2i+1,∗

1 = E2i+1,∗
∞ are

0.

Proof. By lemma 4.1.1 (analogously to the proof of corollary 4.1.7) we need to un-
derstand the Z2-action on the spectral sequence E

∗,∗
∗ corresponding to changing the

orientation of the kernel line bundle to obtain the spectral sequence E∗,∗∗ .

The maximal compact subgroup GSO
i is by [RSz] and [R] isomorphic to {(ε,B) ∈

O(1)×O(k) | εi · detB > 0} with source representation

λ(ε,B) =

⌈
i− 1

2

⌉
1⊕

⌊
i+ 1

2

⌋
ε⊕

⌊
i

2

⌋
B ⊕

⌈
i

2

⌉
εB

and the restriction of this to SO(1)×SO(k) ∼= SO(k) ∼= G
SO
i is the source representation

for prim maps. The Z2-action is again given by the correspondence ε 7→ −ε on O(1),
which now also changes the orientation of B ∈ O(k) i� i is odd in order to keep εi ·detB
positive.

Recall that for k = 2l we had E
i,∗
1 = u(ζSO

i ) ` (A ⊕ e ` A) shifted by −i. The
Z2-action described above maps e to (−1)ie and changes the orientation of λ (and so
the sign of u(ζSO

i )) exactly if b i+1
2 c+b

i
2c+d

i
2e = b i+1

2 c+ i is odd, i.e. for i ≡ 2, 3 mod 4.

This means by remark 4.1.2 that the columns Ei,∗1 , which are the Z2-invariant parts

of E
i,∗
1 , are as we claimed. The di�erential d1 is the restriction of the di�erential of

E
∗,∗
1 , hence it is an isomorphism between the direct summands ei+1 ` A ⊂ Ei,∗1 and

ei+1 ` A ⊂ Ei+1,∗
1 where these exist.
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For k = 2l+ 1 and i even (resp. odd), the above action changes the orientation of λ
exactly if b i+1

2 c+ d i2e (resp. b
i+1

2 c+ b i2c) is odd, i.e. the orientation changes i� i is odd.

Hence by remark 4.1.2 the columns Ei,∗1 are the same as for prim maps for i even and
vanish for i odd. �

Again the spectral sequences computed above can be used to obtain the ranks of the
cobordism groups PrimSO

r (P ) and CobSO
r (P ); exactly the same considerations as in the

proof of theorem 4.1.8 yield the following two theorems.

Theorem 4.1.12.

(1) If r =∞, then we have

PrimSO
∞ (n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn(BSO(k + 1);Q).

(2) If k = 2l is even and r <∞, then PrimSO
r (n, k)⊗Q is also the degree-n part of a

polynomial ring, namely

PrimSO
r (n, k)⊗Q ∼=

[
Q[p1, . . . , pl]⊕ (er+1 ` Q[p1, . . . , pl])

]n
.

(3) If k = 2l + 1 is odd and r <∞, then we have

PrimSO
r (n, k)⊗Q ∼=

[
Q[p1, . . . , pl, e]/(e

r+1)
]n
.

Theorem 4.1.13.

(1) If k is even and either r ≡ 1, 2 mod 4 or r =∞, then we have

CobSO
r (n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn(BO(k);Q),

hence its rank is the number of partitions p k
2

(
n
4

)
, in particular it is 0 if n is not a

multiple of 4.

(2) If k = 2l is even and r ≡ 0, 3 mod 4, then we have

CobSO
r (n, k)⊗Q ∼=

[
Q[p1, . . . , pl]⊕ (er+1 ` Q[p1, . . . , pl])

]n
.

(3) If k is odd and r =∞, then we have

CobSO
∞ (n, k)⊗Q ∼= Hn(BO(k + 1);Q),

hence its rank is p k+1
2

(
n
4

)
, in particular it is 0 if n is not a multiple of 4.

(4) If k = 2l + 1 is odd and r <∞, then we have

CobSO
r (n, k)⊗Q ∼=

[
Q[p1, . . . , pl+1]

/(
p
d r

2
e

l+1

)]n
.
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4.1.3 General observations

The computations in the previous two subsections allow us to obtain a few additional
general properties of cobordism groups.

Proposition 4.1.14. Let k be an odd number and r ∈ N∪{∞}. Then for any manifold
Pn+k we have

CobSO
r (n, Pn+k)⊗Q ∼=

⊕
2i≤r

Immξ̃SO
2i (P )⊗Q.

Proof. By corollary 4.1.11 we know that the spaces TξSO
2i+1 have trivial rational coho-

mologies, hence so do the spaces T ξ̃SO
2i+1 (using the Thom isomorphism for the virtual

bundle νSO
2i+1), and so ΓT ξ̃SO

2i+1 is rationally trivial. Similarly, corollary 4.1.11 also implies

T ξ̃SO
2i
∼=
Q
T ζ̃SO

2i = S2iT ((2i+1)γSO
k ). Hence we can use theorem 3.3.2 recursively to obtain

XSO
r
∼=
Q

∏
2i≤r

ΓT ξ̃SO
2i

and now the statement follows trivially. �

Remark 4.1.15. We also proved here that Immξ̃SO
2i (P ) ⊗ Q is the rational cobordism

group of immersions to P with normal bundles induced from (2i+1)γSO
k ⊕ε2i, i.e. whose

normal bundles split to the direct sum of 2i+ 1 oriented k-bundles and a 2i-dimensional
trivial bundle.

Proposition 4.1.16. Put τ := τr ∪ {III2,2}, where r ≥ 2 and III2,2 is the simplest Σ2

singularity (see [Ma1]). Then for any manifold Pn+k we have

CobSO
τ (n, Pn+k)⊗Q ∼=

(
CobSO

r (P )⊕ Imm
ξ̃SO
III2,2 (P )

)
⊗Q.

Proof. The global normal form of the singularity III2,2 can be found in [RSz]. Now the
case of odd k follows from theorem 3.3.2 again similarly to the proof above. If k is even,
then theorem 4.1.13 implies that the conditions of theorem 3.3.3 are satis�ed, hence the
conclusion is the same again. �

Similar examples can be constructed to show details on the free parts of cobordism
groups of other types of maps as well.

4.2 Large codimensional cobordisms

In the previous section we saw theorems on cobordism groups of Morin maps in general,
but these were not complete computations, as we only determined the free parts of
these groups (and in some cases we also saw that they are �nite 2-primary). Here we
will completely compute cobordism groups of maps that only have the simplest type of
singularity, i.e. maps with only regular (Σ0) and fold (Σ1,0) points.
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Recall from subsection 1.1.1 that the submanifold Σr(f) ⊂Mn for a map f : Mn →
Pn+k consists of the points where the corank of df is r; and the submanifold Σ1r(f) ⊂
Mn is the set of singular points of f |

Σ1r−1 (f)
. Now the jet transversality theorem (to-

gether with a bit of linear algebra) has the straighforward consequences codim Σr(f) =
r(k + r) and codim Σ1r(f) = r(k + 1).

Thus for n < 2k + 2, generic maps Mn → Pn+k only have fold singularities. If
n < 2k + 1, then even a cobordism between two maps from n-manifolds to an (n+ k)-
manifold only has fold singularities, hence in this case we have

Cob1(n, Pn+k) = Nn(P )

(and a similar equation holds for maps with given normal structures). Similarly for
n < 2k+ 4, generic mapsMn → Pn+k only have fold and cusp singularities. This means
if n = 2k + 1 or n = 2k + 2, then the groups CobL1 (n, Pn+k) are (a priori) not the
same as the respective bordism groups of P , but the cobordisms are not too far away
from being generic (since a generic map Wn+1 → P × [0, 1] can only have fold and cusp
singularities). These (n = 2k + 1 and n = 2k + 2) are the two cases we will consider in
this section with normal structures L = O and L = SO.

4.2.1 The (2k + 1)-dimensional case

By the considerations above, we have natural forgetful homomorphisms

ϕ : Cob1(2k + 1, P 3k+1)→ N2k+1(P ) and ψ : CobSO
1 (2k + 1, P 3k+1)→ Ω2k+1(P ),

which send the cobordism class of a map f : M → P to the bordism class of f . To
determine these, we have to understand the cusps of generic bordisms, which are maps
from (2k + 2)-manifolds to (3k + 2)-manifolds. The set of cusp points of such a map is
a 0-dimensional manifold, i.e. a discrete set of points.

Remark 4.2.1. According to Morin [M], the root of cusp singularity is the equivalence
class of the map

σ2 : (R2k+2, 0)→ (R3k+2, 0); (x, y, z) 7→ (X,Y, Z)

where the coordinates are x = (x1, . . . , x2k) ∈ R2k, y ∈ R1, z ∈ R1 and X = (X1, . . . ,
X2k+1) ∈ R2k+1, Y = (Y1, . . . , Yk) ∈ Rk, Z ∈ R1 and the map is given by the formula

X1 = x1, . . . , X2k = x2k, X2k+1 = y,

Y1 = zx1 + z2x2, Y2 = zx3 + z2x4, . . . , Yk = zx2k−1 + z2x2k,

Z = zy + z3.

In other words σ2 has an isolated cusp point in the origin.

Lemma 4.2.2. Let F : W 2k+2 → Q3k+2 be a map between manifolds (possibly with
boundary), let p and q be two cusp points of F and assume that there is an arc α ⊂ W
connecting p and q such that Σ(F ) ∩ α = {p, q}. Then there is a map F ′ : W → P
that coincides with F outside an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of α and has cusp set
Σ1,1(F ′) = Σ1,1(F ) \ {p, q}.
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Proof. We can choose a coordinate neighbourhood of the arc α such that this neigh-
bourhood corresponds to the disk

D := {(x, y, z) ∈ R2k+2 | ‖x‖ ≤ ε,−ε ≤ y ≤ 1 + ε, |z| ≤ 1}

(with the same coordinates as in remark 4.2.1 and some ε > 0) and the map F restricted
to this neighbourhood is the composition of a map of the form

f : D → R3k+2; (x, y, z) 7→ (X,Y, Z)

given by the expression

X1 = x1, . . . , X2k = x2k, X2k+1 = y,

Y1 = zx1 + z2x2, Y2 = zx3 + z2x4, . . . , Yk = zx2k−1 + z2x2k,

Z = zy(1− y) + z3,

with an immersion R3k+2 # Q. Clearly the Z-coordinate function of f , as a function
y 7→ zy(1 − y) + z3, has two critical points if y < 0 or y > 1 and these cancel at y = 0
and y = 1 respectively, hence the cusp points of f are (0, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0).

Now we de�ne the map f ′ : D → R3k+2 in the same way as f , except that the
Z-coordinate function is

Z = z(g(y) + y(1− y)) + z3,

where g : R → [−1, 0] is a smooth function with g|R\[−ε,1+ε] ≡ 0, g|[0,1] ≡ −1 and
g is decreasing on the negative numbers and increasing on the positives. Now the Z-
coordinate function of f ′ (again as a function of y) always has two critical points, hence
f ′ has no cusps. By a bump fuction we can make f ′ coincide with f on the boundary of
D, and so if we compose it with the immersion R3k+2 # Q as above, then we get the
desired map F ′ that has the same cusp set as F , except that p and q are deleted. �

We will now �rst consider the simpler case of unoriented cobordisms, and after that
get to the cooriented case.

Lemma 4.2.3. For any integers c ≥ 0 and k > 0 there is a closed manifold W 2k+2 and
a (stable) map F : W 2k+2 → R3k+2 with c cusps.

Proof. If F : W 2k+2 → R3k+2 is a map with at least two cusps, then we can add 1-
handles to make W connected and since the codimension of the singular set is k+1 > 1,
we can use the previous lemma to remove pairs of cusps. Hence it is enough to show that
there is a manifold W 2k+2 and a map F : W → R3k+2 with an odd number of cusps.

Put W := (RP 2)k+1, let i : RP 2 # R3 be an immersion and let j : W # R3k+3 be
a (self-transverse) immersion regularly homotopic to (i× . . .× i). It is well-known that
j has an odd number of triple points (see [Hu]) and it was proved in [Sz11] that the
number of cusps of a generic hyperplane projection of such an immersion has the same
parity as the number of triple points of the immersion. Thus if F : W → R3k+2 is such
a projection of j, then it has on odd number of cusps. �
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Theorem 4.2.4. For any manifold P 3k+1 we have

Cob1(2k + 1, P ) ∼= N2k+1(P ).

Proof. It is enough to show that the forgetful map ϕ : Cob1(2k + 1, P ) → N2k+1(P )
is an isomorphism. It is clearly surjective, hence it is su�cient to prove that it is also
injective.

Let f : M2k+1 → P be a map that represents 0 in N2k+1(P ) and let F : W 2k+2 →
P×R+ be a null-bordism (∂W = M and F |M = f). If F has c cusps, then by the previous
lemma we can �nd a closed manifold W ′ and a map F ′ : W ′ → P × R+ that also has
c cusps. Now by adding 1-handles we connect the cusps of W and W ′ and then lemma
4.2.2 yields a manifold W ′′ with boundary ∂W ′′ = M and a map F ′′ : W ′′ → P × R+

with no cusps and for which F ′′|M = f . Hence the map f represents 0 in Cob1(2k+1, P )
as well. �

In the following we will investigate the same cobordism groups, but with oriented
normal structures. First we consider the case of maps to a Eucledian space (i.e. P 3k+2 :=
R3k+2).

Remark 4.2.5. The global normal form of the cusp singularity (see [RSz]) implies that
for odd codimensional cooriented maps, the submanifold of cusp points has oriented
normal bundle. Thus a cooriented map F : W 4l → Q6l−1 is such that Σ1,1(F ) is a
cooriented 0-manifold, i.e. a discrete set of points equipped with signs; we call the sum
of these signs the algebraic number of cusps of F and denote it by #Σ1,1(F ). In this case
(for k = 2l − 1) lemma 4.2.2 can be reformulated (with the same proof) to also include
that the points p and q have opposite signs and then the map F ′ is cooriented as well.

Lemma 4.2.6.

(1) If W 4l is a closed oriented manifold and F : W → R6l−1 is a (stable) map, then
#Σ1,1(F ) is the normal Pontryagin number pl[W ]. Moreover, for any integer of
the form c = |pl[W ]| + 2r (for any r ∈ N) there is a map F : W → R6l−1 with c
cusps.

(2) If W 6 is a closed oriented manifold and F : W → R8 is a (stable) map, then F
has an even number of cusps and for any even number c ≥ 0 there is a map
F : W → R8 with c cusps.

(3) For any integers c ≥ 0 and l ≥ 2 there is a closed oriented manifold W 4l+2 and a
(stable) map F : W → R6l+2 with c cusps.

Proof. As in the proof of lemma 4.2.3, we can use lemma 4.2.2 to delete pairs of
cusps (with opposite signs in the case of (1)). Hence it is su�cient to prove for (1) that
#Σ1,1(F ) = pl[W ], for (2) that any map has an even number of cusps and for (3) that
there is a map with an odd number of cusps.

Proof of (1). We have two homomorphisms

#Σ1,1 : Ω4l → Z and pl[·] : Ω4l → Z,
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where pl[·] is the normal Pontryagin number assigned to each cobordism class and #Σ1,1

is de�ned for any cobordism class [W ] ∈ Ω4l as #Σ1,1([W ]) := #Σ1,1(F ) for a generic
map F : W → R6l−1. This is well-de�ned, since Ω4l can be identi�ed with Ω4l(R6l−1)
and if two maps, F0 : W 4l

0 → R6l−1 and F1 : W 4l
1 → R6l−1, represent the same bordism

class, then the cusp set of a generic bordism between them is an oriented 1-manifold
with boundary the union of the cusp sets of F0 and F1 with opposite signs, hence F0

and F1 have the same algebraic number of cusps. Now it is enough to prove that the
maps #Σ1,1 and pl[·] coincide.

If we have F = prR6l−1 ◦i for an immersion i : W 4l # R6l, then by [Sz11] #Σ1,1(F ) is
the number of triple points of i. This number is by Herbert's formula [He] pl[W ], hence
we have #Σ1,1|G = pl[·]|G, where G is the subgroup of elements [W 4l] ∈ Ω4l for which
there is a prim map W → R6l−1.

Now a theorem of Burlet [Bu] claims that any cobordism class in Ω4l has a non-zero
multiple that contains a map which can be immersed to R6l, hence the index of G is
�nite. This implies that #Σ1,1 and pl[·] coincide on the whole group Ω4l.

Proof of (2). For any map F : W 6 → R8, there is a map G : V 7 → R8 × R+ from a
compact orientable manifold with boundary ∂V = W for which G|W = F , since Ω6

is trivial. Now Σ1,1(G) is a 1-manifold with boundary Σ1,1(F ), hence Σ1,1(F ) has to
contain an even number of points.

Proof of (3). Consider the Dold manifold Y = (CP 2×S1)/Z2, where Z2 acts on CP 2 by
complex conjugation and on S1 by multiplication by −1. The manifold (Y × (RP 2)l−2)2

is a square, hence by [W2] there is an oriented manifold cobordant to it. Let W 4l+2 be
such a manifold and let F : W → R6l+2 be a generic map. Our aim is to prove that the
number of cusps of F is odd.

We will use the normal Stiefel�Whitney classes wi of W . We know from [K2] (also
using [BH, 6.2. théorème]) that the Poincaré dual (with Z2 coe�cients) of Σ1,1(F ) is

TpΣ1,1 = w2
2l+1 + w2l ` w2l+2,

hence the number of cusps has the same parity as (w2
2l+1+w2l ` w2l+2)[W ]. Now putting

V := Y × (RP 2)l−2, we obtain

w2
2l+1[V × V ] =

∑
i1+j1=2l+1

∑
i2+j2=2l+1

(wi1 × wj1)(wi2 × wj2)[V × V ] =

=
∑

i1+j1=2l+1

∑
i2+j2=2l+1

(wi1 ` wi2)[V ](wj1 ` wj2)[V ] =

= 2
l∑

i=0

(wi ` w2l+1−i)[V ](w2l+1−i ` wi)[V ] = 0

and

(w2l ` w2l+2)[V × V ] =
∑

i1+j1=2l+2

∑
i2+j2=2l

(wi1 × wj1)(wi2 × wj2)[V × V ] =
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=
∑

i1+j1=2l+2

∑
i2+j2=2l

(wi1 ` wi2)[V ](wj1 ` wj2)[V ] =

=
2l∑
i=0

(wi+1 ` w2l−i)[V ](w2l+1−i ` wi)[V ] =

= ((wl+1 ` wl)[V ])2 = (wl+1 ` wl)[V ].

Now it is su�cient to prove that (wl+1 ` wl)[V ] = 1. We use that (wi ` wj)[RP 2] =
1 is equivalent to i = j = 1, and so

(wl+1 ` wl)[V ] =

=
∑

i0+...+il−2=l+1

j0+...+jl−2=l

(wi0 × . . .× wil−2
)(wj0 × . . .× wjl−2

)[Y × (RP 2)l−2] =

=
∑

i0+...+il−2=l+1

j0+...+jl−2=l

(wi0 ` wj0)[Y ](wi1 ` wj1)[RP 2] . . . (wil−2
` wjl−2

)[RP 2] =

=(w3 ` w2)[Y ].

Hence we only have to prove that (w3 ` w2)[Y ] = 1. Note that Y is odd-dimensional,
hence its top Stiefel�Whitney class vanishes, i.e. w5(Y ) = 0; and Y is orientable, hence
w1(Y ) = 0. Now an easy calculation implies the equalities w2(Y ) = w2(Y ) and w3(Y ) =
w3(Y ). The cobordism class of Y generates Ω5

∼= N5
∼= Z2 (see [MS]), so it is not null-

cobordant, thus at least one of its Stiefel�Whitney numbers is not 0. The only possibility
for such a Stiefel�Whitney number is (w2 ` w3)[Y ], which means (w2 ` w3)[Y ] = (w2 `
w3)[Y ] = 1 and the proof is �nished. �

Theorem 4.2.7.

(1) If k = 2l − 1 is odd, then we have

CobSO
1 (4l − 1, 2l − 1) ∼= Ω4l−1 ⊕ Z3t ,

where t := min{n ∈ N | α3(2l + n) ≤ 3n} and α3(n) denotes the sum of digits of
n in triadic system.

(2) If k = 2, then we have

CobSO
1 (5, 2) ∼= Ω5 ⊕ Z2

∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.

(3) If k = 2l ≥ 4 is even, then we have

CobSO
1 (4l + 1, 2l) ∼= Ω4l+1.

Proof. Proof of (1). Consider the forgetful homomorphism

ψ : CobSO
1 (4l − 1, 2l − 1)→ Ω4l−1.
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We want to determine the kernel of ψ and in order to do this, we let g be the
greatest common divisor of the numbers #Σ1,1(F ) where F ranges over all (stable)
maps W 4l → R6l−1 for all oriented closed manifolds W . Part (1) of the previous lemma
together with a result of Stong [St] implies that g = 3t. We de�ne the map

γ : kerψ → Zg

for any [f ] ∈ kerψ in the following way: If f : M4l−1 → R6l−2 is any representative,
then M is oriented null-cobordant, that is, there is a compact oriented manifold W 4l

with boundary ∂W = M . Let F : W → R6l−2 × R+ be any map extending f and put
γ([f ]) := #Σ1,1(F ) mod g.

Claim. The map γ is well-de�ned.

Proof. If F ′ : W ′ → R6l−2×R+ is another choice of extension of f , then we take the map
F̃ ∪ F ′, where F̃ is the composition of F with the re�ection in R6l−1 to the hyperplane
R6l−2. This maps the closed oriented manifold (−W ) ∪W ′ to R6l−1 and its algebraic
number of cusps is #Σ1,1(F ′)−#Σ1,1(F ) ≡ 0 mod g, thus γ([f ]) is independent of the
choice of F .

Of course γ([f ]) is also independent of the choice of representative of the cobordism
class [f ], since if f ′ is another representative, then f and f ′ can be connected by a
cobordism without cusps. �

Claim. The map γ is an isomorphism.

Proof. I. γ is surjective.

Using a neighbourhood of an isolated cusp point (see remark 4.2.1 and �gure 1.1) it is
easy to construct a map f : S4l−1 → R6l−2 that has an extension F : W 4l → R6l−2×R+

with only one cusp point. Hence γ([f ]) = 1.

II. γ is injective.

If γ([f ]) = 0 for a map f : M4l−1 → R6l−2, then f has an extension F : W 4l →
R6l−2 × R+ with an algebraic number of cusp points c, where c is divisible by g. Now
lemma 4.2.6 yields a map F ′ : W ′ → R6l−1 from a closed oriented manifold with an
algebraic number of cusp points −c. By adding 1-handles, we can connect W and W ′

and since the codimension of the singular set is 2l > 1, we can connect the cusp points
with opposite signs by arcs and use lemma 4.2.2 to remove all cusps. Thus we have a
manifold W ′′ and a map F ′′ : W ′′ → R6l−2×R+ that extends f and has no cusp points,
so f represents 0 in CobSO

1 (4l − 1, 2l − 1). �

Hence we have a short exact sequence

0→ Zg → CobSO
1 (4l − 1, 2l − 1)→ Ω4l−1 → 0

and the statement of the theorem follows from the facts that g is a power of 3 and Ω4l−1

is a direct sum of copies of Z2.
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Proof of (2). Applying the same reasoning as above in the proof of (1) and with g = 2,
we obtain a short exact sequence

0→ Z2 → CobSO
1 (5, 2)

ψ−−→Ω5 → 0.

Now Ω5
∼= Z2 leaves the two possibilities CobSO

1 (5, 2) ∼= Z4 or CobSO
1 (5, 2) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.

If this group was Z4, then any cobordism class [f ] ∈ CobSO
1 (5, 2) \ kerψ was an element

of order 4. Hence it is enough to show a manifold Y 5 that is not null-cobordant and a
map f : Y → R7 for which [f ] has order 2.

We put Y := (CP 2×S1)/Z2 (the Dold manifold we used in the proof of lemma 4.2.6)
and �x an orientation of it. By Cohen's result [C], there is an immersion i : Y 5 # R8;
we de�ne f := prR7 ◦i : Y → R7. In the following we prove that [f ] has order 2 in
CobSO

1 (5, 2).

Recall the de�nition of the inverse element in subsection 1.3.1: For any cobordism
class [g] (represented by the map g : M5 → R7), the inverse −[g] is represented by a map
[ρ ◦ g] where ρ is the re�ection to a hyperplane in R7. Now if the maps are cooriented,
which is equivalent to the source manifolds being oriented, then this inverse also includes
taking the opposite orientation of the source. If we want to indicate this in the notation,
then we put [g,M ] := [g] and we have [g,M ] + [ρ ◦ g,−M ] = 0.

Claim. For any fold map g : Y → R7 we have [g, Y ] + [ρ ◦ g, Y ] = 0.

Proof. Observe that the manifold Y admits an orientation reversing di�eomorphism
α : Y → Y induced by the complex conjugation on S1 (as the unit circle in C). Let X
be the mapping torus of α, that is,

X := Y × [0, 1]/(y, 0) ∼ (α(y), 1),

which is a closed non-orientable 6-manifold (this is the 6-dimensional Wall manifold
used in [W2]). The Stiefel�Whitney classes of X were computed in [W2], in particular
we have (w2

3 + w2 ` w4)[X] = 0. Again (as in the proof of theorem 4.2.6) we use that
TpΣ1,1 = w2

3 +w2 ` w4, which implies that the number of cusps of any map F : X → R8

is even.

We map Y ×
[
0, 1

2

]
to the path of the rotation of the image of g to the image of ρ ◦ g

in R7 × R+ in the same way as in the proof of proposition 1.3.2. Extend this to a map
G : X → R8 by mapping Y ×

[
1
2 , 1
]
to the negative half-space (such that its boundary

components Y are mapped by g and ρ ◦ g). Since G has no cusps in Y ×
[
0, 1

2

]
⊂ X, it

must have an even number of cusps in Y ×
[

1
2 , 1
]
⊂ X.

Since Ω5
∼= Z2, there is a compact orientable manifold W 6 with boundary ∂W =

Y t Y . Let F : W → R7 × R+ be a map such that the restriction to one boundary
component Y is g and to the other is ρ ◦ g. Joining the manifold W with Y ×

[
1
2 , 1
]

and the map F with G|Y×[ 1
2
,1] on the common boundary yields a map of an orientable

6-manifold to R8.
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Figure 4.1: We show the mapping torus X mapped to R8 by G and
the manifold W mapped to R7 ×R+ by F . The images of g and ρ ◦ g
in R7 are represented by the two circles, they are rotated into each
other by G|Y×[0, 12 ] (indicated with dashed lines) and they are also
connected by G|Y×[ 12 ,1] and F in the two half-spaces.

This map has an even number of cusps by lemma 4.2.6, thus F also has an even
number of cusps. Now lemma 4.2.2 implies that these cusps can be eliminated, and then
we have [g, Y ] + [ρ ◦ g, Y ] = 0. �

Claim. For any prim map f = prR7 ◦i we have [f, Y ] + [f,−Y ] = 0.

Proof. We have

ImmSO(5, 3) ∼= πs8(TγSO
3 ) ∼= πs9(STγSO

3 ),

where ImmSO(5, 3) is the cobordism group of oriented immersions of 5-manifolds to
R8. The map on the cobordism group induced by changing the orientation of the
source coincides with the map on the stable homotopy group induced by the involu-
tion ι : STγSO

3 → STγSO
3 that is the re�ection to TγSO

3 . The induced map ι# coincides
with the multiplication by −1 in πs9(STγSO

3 ), hence there is an oriented manifold W 6

with boundary ∂W = Y t (−Y ) and an immersion I : W → R8 × R+ extending i on
both boundary components.

De�ne W̃ := W ∪ (Y × [0, 1]) by attching the common boundary; hence W̃ is an
orientable manifold. We can extend the normal bundle ν := νI to a bundle ν̃ over W̃ in
a canonical way (using the identity transition function where the attaching happened).
Note that TW̃ ⊕ ν̃ is the trivial bundle, so ν̃ is a normal bundle for W̃ .

Consider the constant vector �eld ↑ on R9 (the one we get from the standard basis
vector on the last coordinate line) as a vector �eld on I(W ). Projecting ↑ to the normal
bundle ν gives a section, which can be canonically continued to a section s of ν̃. Put
Σ := s−1(0), which is dual to w3(W̃ ). Now ↑ also gives a vector �eld on Σ by noting
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that the restriction of ↑ is always in TW̃ |Σ and a point where ↑ is tangent to Σ ∩W
corresponds to a cusp point of F := prR8 ◦I.

Generically f = prR7 ◦i does not have any cusps, hence the section ↑ |Σ is nowhere
tangent to Σ ∩ (Y × [0, 1]). Since the mod-2 number of tangency points is equal to
the mod-2 self-intersection number [Σ] • [Σ] of Σ ⊂ W̃ , this means that the number
of cusps of F has the same parity as [Σ] • [Σ]. Now the Poincaré duality implies that
[Σ] • [Σ] = w2

3(W̃ ) = 0, since W̃ is an orientable 6-manifold and Ω6
∼= 0. We conclude

that F has an even number of cusps, which can be eliminated by lemma 4.2.2, so it is a
null-cobordism between f on Y and f on −Y . �

If we combine the above considerations, then we get

[f, Y ] = −[ρ ◦ f,−Y ] = −[f,−Y ] = −[f, Y ],

thus [f, Y ] is indeed an element of order 2, which is what we wanted to prove.

Proof of (3). This is a direct analogue of the proof of theorem 4.2.4 with the forgetful
map ψ in the place of ϕ. �

The following is the analogue of the previous theorem for more general target mani-
folds P 3k+2. The proof does not work for any target, hence there will be various restric-
tions on P .

Theorem 4.2.8.

(1) If k = 2l−1 is odd and P 6l−2 is an orientable manifold, then there is a short exact
sequence

0→ Z3u → CobSO
1 (4l − 1, P )→ Ω4l−1(P )→ 0,

where u satis�es 1 ≤ u ≤ t = min{n ∈ N | α3(2l + n) ≤ 3n}.

(2) If k = 2 and P 7 is an orientable manifold with H1(P ;Z2) ∼= H2(P ;Z2) ∼= 0, then
there is a short exact sequence

0→ Z2 → CobSO
1 (5, P )→ Ω5(P )→ 0.

(3) If k = 2l ≥ 4 is even and P 6l+1 is an orientable manifold, then we have

CobSO
1 (4l + 1, P ) ∼= Ω4l+1(P ).

Proof. Proof of (1). Similarly to the proof of (1) in the previous theorem, we want to
describe the kernel of the forgetful map

ψ : CobSO
1 (4l − 1, P )→ Ω4l−1(P ).

If we de�ne g to be the greatest common divisor of the numbers 〈pl(νF ), [W ]〉, where F
(and W ) ranges over all (stable) maps F : W 4l → P × [0, 1] for which W is oriented. We
have g = 3u with some 1 ≤ u ≤ t because of the same considerations as in the proof of
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(1) in the previous theorem. Again in exactly the same way as in the proof of (1) in the
previous theorem, we have a well-de�ned isomorphism

γ : kerψ → Zg

by assigning to any [f ] ∈ kerψ the algebraic number modulo g of cusps of any map
F : W 4l → P × [0, 1] extending f (also using lemma 4.2.6). This yields the desired exact
sequence.

Proof of (2). We �rst show the following.

Claim. For an orientable manifold P 7, the conditions H1(P ;Z2) ∼= H2(P ;Z2) ∼= 0 and
Hom(Ω6(P ),Z2) ∼= 0 are equivalent.

Proof. We know from [CF] that there is an isomorphism modulo odd torsion

Ω6(P ) ∼=
Codd

6⊕
i=0

Hi(P ; Ω6−i) = H1(P ;Z2)⊕H2(P ;Z)⊕H6(P ;Z).

Hence we have to prove that the claimed homological condition is equivalent to all
homomorphisms from the right-hand side to Z2 being trivial.

WriteH1(P ) = F⊕Te⊕To, where F is the free part and Te and To are respectively the
even and odd torsion parts. The universal coe�cient theorem implies that H1(P ;Z2) =
(F ⊕ Te)⊗ Z2, so we have

Hom(H1(P ;Z2),Z2) ∼= 0 ⇐⇒ H1(P ;Z2) ∼= 0 ⇐⇒ F ∼= Te
∼= 0.

Again by the universal coe�cient theorem and the Poincaré duality we get H6(P ;Z) ∼=
H1(P ;Z) ∼= F , which means

Hom(H6(P ;Z),Z2) ∼= 0 ⇐⇒ F ∼= 0.

Finally, if F ∼= Te
∼= 0, then yet again the universal coe�cient theorem givesH2(P ;Z2) ∼=

Hom(H2(P ;Z),Z2) and we obtain the equivalence

Hom(H2(P ;Z),Z2) ∼= 0 ⇐⇒ H2(P ;Z2) ∼= H2(P ;Z2) ∼= 0.

This implies that the claim is indeed true. �
Now we know that Hom(Ω6(P ),Z2) = 0. The number of cusps modulo 2 gives a

homomorphism Ω6(P ) → Z2, since the cusps of generic bordisms are 1-manifolds with
boundary the cusps of the maps they connect. Thus the number of cusps of generic maps
W 6 → P × [0, 1] is always even (this is an analogue of part (2) in lemma 4.2.6).

Now in the same way as in the proof of (2) in theorem 4.2.7, we get an isomorphism

γ : ker(ψ : CobSO
1 (5, P )→ Ω5(P ))→ Z2

by counting the number of cusps modulo 2 of any null-bordism of a given map and using
lemma 4.2.2. This yields the exact sequence as claimed.

Proof of (3). This is completely analogous to the proof of theorem 4.2.4 and to part (3)
of theorem 4.2.7. �
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4.2.2 The (2k + 2)-dimensional case

In this subsection we will use the key �bration corresponding to the singularity set
τ2 = {Σ0,Σ1,0,Σ1,1,0} with a �xed codimension k, which is

χL2 : XL
2

XL
1−−−→ΓT ξ̃L2

and using L = O and L = SO. The long exact sequence in homotopy groups of this
�bration is of the form

. . .→ πsn+1(T ξ̃L2 )→ πn(XL
1 )→ πn(XL

2 )
(χL2 )#−−−−−→πsn(T ξ̃L2 )→ . . .

We are interested in the group πn(XL
1 ) ∼= CobL1 (n − k, k) for n = 3k + 2. We start by

proving lemmas on Thom spaces in general to understand the homotopy groups of T ξ̃L2 .
Recall from [RSz] that ξ̃L2 is of dimension 3k + 2.

Lemma 4.2.9. If ζ is a vector bundle of dimension n ≥ 1 over a connected base space
B, then πn(Tζ) ∼= Z if ζ is orientable and πn(Tζ) ∼= Z2 if ζ is non-orientable. Moreover,
the map

α : πn(Tζ)→

{
Z; [h] 7→ #|B ∩ imh|, if ζ is orientable

Z2; [h] 7→ |B ∩ imh| mod 2, if ζ is non-orientable

is an isomorphism (where we use such a representative of the homotopy class [h] that is
transverse to B; by #|B ∩ imh| we mean the number of intersection points taken with
signs corresponding to an orientation of ζ; this number is independent of the choice of
the representative in both cases).

Proof. Since Tζ is (n − 1)-connected, we have πn(Tζ) ∼= Hn(Tζ) ∼= Hn(Tζ). This
group is generated by the Thom class, which is a free generator if ζ is orientable and has
order 2 if it is non-orientable. Now the map α on any homotopy class [h] ∈ πn(Tζ) is the
evaluation of the Thom class on the image of [h] under the Hurewicz homomorphism,
hence it is an isomorphism. �

Lemma 4.2.10. If ζ is a vector bundle of dimension n ≥ 3 over a connected base space
B, then the map

β : πn+1(Tζ)→

{
Ω1(B), if ζ is orientable

{[f ] ∈ N1(B) | w1(f∗ζ) = 0}, if ζ is non-orientable

[h] 7→ [h|h−1(B∩imh)]

is an epimorphism and its kernel is isomorphic to Z2 if w2(ζ) vanishes and trivial if
w2(ζ) does not vanish.
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Proof. We kill the homotopy group π := πn(Tζ) in the standard way, by pulling back
the path �bration over K(π, n) as shown in the square

K

K(π,n−1)
��

// ∗

K(π,n−1)
��

Tζ
u // K(π, n)

where the classifying map is the Thom class u := u(ζ), which generates πn(Tζ) ∼=
Hn(Tζ). We will use the Serre spectral sequence to obtain the group πn+1(Tζ) ∼=
πn+1(K) ∼= Hn+1(K) ∼= Hn+1(K).

The only di�erentials in this spectral sequence that in�uence the group Hn+1(K)
are the transgressions Hn−1+i(K(π, n− 1))→ Hn+i(Tζ) for i = 0, 1, 2 (by dimensional
reasons). For i = 0 we know that the di�erential Hn−1(K(π, n − 1)) → Hn(Tζ) is an
isomorphism, since Hn−1(K) ∼= Hn(K) ∼= 0. For i = 1 and orientable ζ, the group
Hn(K(Z, n− 1)) is trivial; for non-orientable ζ it is Hn(K(Z2, n− 1)) = 〈Sq1〉 and the
di�erential sends Sq1 to Sq1(u) = u ` w1(ζ), since transgressions commute with the
Steenrod operations. For i = 2 we have Hn+1(K(π, n − 1)) = 〈Sq2〉 and the image of
Sq2 is Sq2(u) = u ` w2(ζ).

Combining these, we get that Hn+1(K) is associated to the sum of En+1,0
∞ = u `

(H1(B)/〈w1(ζ)〉) and E0,n+1
∞ , which is 0 if w2(ζ) is non-trivial and Z2 otherwise. We

get the statement of the lemma by noting that Ω1(B) ∼= H1(B) and {[f ] ∈ N1(B) |
w1(f∗ζ) = 0} ∼= ker〈w1(ζ), ·〉 ⊂ H1(B;Z2). �

Corollary 4.2.11. Let G be a group with a �xed representation µ on Rn for an n ≥ 3 and
put ζ := EG×

µ
Rn. Then the map β from the previous lemma is an isomorphism i� the

image of µ# on the component of the neutral element of G is the whole π1(SO(n)) ∼= Z2,
that is, i� the image of G contains a non-contractible loop.

Proof. By the previous lemma it is enough to prove that w2(ζ) does not vanish i� the
image is π1(SO(n)). Now w2(ζ) 6= 0 is equivalent to the existence of a map h : S2 → BG
for which w2(h∗ζ) = h∗(w2(ζ)) 6= 0, and this latter condition means that the bundle h∗ζ
is non-trivial.

The homotopy long exact sequence of the universal bundle ∗ ∼= EG
G−−→BG implies

that we have an isomorphism π2(BG) ∼= π1(G) given by the boundary map ∂. For any
homotopy class [h] ∈ π2(BG), the bundle h∗ζ over S2 is in bijective correspondence with
its gluing map, i.e. the di�erence between the trivialisations of the bundle over the two
hemispheres, which is a map S1 → SO(n) that maps to the image of µ#. It is not hard
to see that this map is µ#(∂([h])). Now the existence of a map h such that the bundle
h∗ζ is non-trivial is equivalent to the existence of an h such that µ#(∂([h])) ∈ Z2 is
non-trivial and this is what we wanted to prove. �

Now we are ready to describe the segment of the homotopy long exact sequence
of the key �bration containing CobL1 (2k + 2, k), which can be seen as the short exact
sequence

0→ cokerχ3k+3 → CobL1 (2k + 2, k)→ kerχ3k+2 → 0
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using the notation χn := (χL2 )# : πn(XL
2 )→ πsn(T ξ̃L2 ).

Remark 4.2.12. The group kerχ3k+2 has been computed in lemma 4.2.3 for L = O
and in lemma 4.2.6 for L = SO: We have

π3k+2(XL
2 ) ∼= CobL2 (2k + 2, k) ∼=

{
Ω2k+2, if L = SO

N2k+2, if L = O

and χ3k+2 maps the cobordism class of a generic map f : M2k+2 → R3k+2 to the number
|Σ1,1(f)| mod 2 if either L = O or L = SO and k is even, and to the number #Σ1,1(f)
if L = SO and k is odd. Now if L = O, then lemma 4.2.3 implies that kerχ3k+2 is an
index-2 subgroup of N2k+2; and if L = SO, then lemma 4.2.6 implies that kerχ3k+2 is
ker pl[·] ⊂ Ω4l if k = 2l − 1 is odd, the whole Ω6

∼= 0 if k = 2 and an index-2 subgroup
of Ω2k+2 if k ≥ 4 is even. Hence it only remains to determine cokerχ3k+3.

Lemma 4.2.13. Consider the cases L = O and L = SO and the map β (de�ned in
lemma 4.2.10) from π3k+3(T ξ̃L2 ) = πs3k+3(T ξ̃L2 ) to the respective bordism groups.

(1) cokerχ3k+3
∼= coker(β ◦ χ3k+3).

(2) For any cobordism class [f ] ∈ CobL2 (2k + 3, k) ∼= π3k+3(XL
2 ) represented by a map

f : M2k+3 → R3k+3, the image β(χ3k+3([f ])) depends only on the cobordism class
of M in Ω2k+3 or N2k+3 respectively if L = SO or L = O.

Proof. Proof of (1). Clearly it is enough to prove that β is an isomorphism. Recall
that the bundle ξ̃L2 is the universal vector bundle

EGL2 ×̃
λ
R3k+2,

where λ̃ is the target representation of GL2 . We will check that the condition of corollary
4.2.11 holds for ξ̃L2 .

The group GL2 and its target representation are described in [RSz] and [R]; in the
unoriented case we have G2

∼= O(1)×O(k) and in the cooriented case GSO
2
∼= {(ε,A) ∈

O(1)×O(k) | ε2 detA > 0} ∼= O(1)× SO(k), the target representation is

λ̃(ε,A) = ε⊕A⊕ 1⊕A⊕ εA

in both cases. The component of the unity is {1} × SO(k) and if γ is a non-contractible
loop in SO(k), then clearly λ̃(1, ·) ◦ γ is a non-contractible loop in SO(3k + 2). Thus
corollary 4.2.11 implies that β is an isomorphism.

Proof of (2). If f : M2k+3 → R3k+3 represents an element [f ] ∈ CobL2 (2k+3, k), then the
element β(χ3k+3([f ])) in Ω1(BGL2 ) or inN1(BGL2 ) (depending on L and k) is represented
by the inducing map f(Σ1,1(f)) → BGL2 of the normal bundle of f(Σ1,1(f)) (when we
pull it back from ξ̃L2 ; see theorem 1.2.7).

If we have an arbitrary cobordism of the manifold M and generically map it to
R3k+3×[0, 1] (extending the map f on the boundary partM to R3k+3×{0} and mapping
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the rest of the boundary to R3k+3 × {1}), then this map will have isolated III2,2-points
(III2,2 is the simplest Σ2 singularity; see [Ma1]) apart from regular, fold and cusp points.
The root of the singularity III2,2 (see [R]) is such that the cusp points on its boundary
form a circle with trivial normal bundle, hence a cobordism of the manifold M yields
the same β(χ3k+3([f ])). This is what we wanted to prove. �

Theorem 4.2.14. There is a short exact sequence

0→ Z2 → Cob1(2k + 2, k)→ G→ 0,

where G is an index-2 subgroup of N2k+2.

Proof. By remark 4.2.12 and lemma 4.2.13 we only have to prove that coker(β ◦χ3k+3)
is Z2. Since the elements of N2k+3 are completely determined by their Stiefel�Whitney
numbers, we want to express the map β ◦ χ3k+3 in terms of these.

The image of β can be identi�ed with π1(BG2) ∼= π1(BO(1))⊕π1(BO(k)) ∼= Z2⊕Z2.
As we saw above, for a map f : M2k+3 → R3k+3, the element β(χ3k+3([f ])) ∈ π1(BG2)
is represented by the inducing map of the normal bundle of f(Σ1,1(f)). Recall again
that G2 = O(1)×O(k) was such that its source and target representations are

λ(ε,A) = ε⊕ 1⊕A⊕ εA and λ̃(ε,A) = ε⊕A⊕ 1⊕A⊕ εA,

hence in π1(BG2) ∼= Z2⊕Z2 the projection to the �rst Z2 means the orientability of the
kernel line bundle over each loop in Σ1,1(f) and the projection to the second Z2 is the
orientability of the virtual normal bundle νf over each loop in Σ1,1(f).

Now we use [K2] (together with [BH, 6.2. théorème]) to obtain that the map β◦χ3k+3

on a cobordism class [M ] ∈ N2k+3 is the evaluation of

(wk+2 ` wk+1 + wk+3 ` wk, w1 ` w
2
k+1 + w1 ` wk ` wk+2)

on [M ]. The class (Sq1 + w1 `)(w2
k+1 + wk ` wk+2) is the second entry in this pair for

k odd and the sum of the two entries for k even and it always evaluates to 0 according
to [D]. Hence the �rst entry determines im(β ◦ χ3k+3).

Similarly to the proof of part (3) of lemma 4.2.6, we use the Dold manifold Y 5 =
(CP 2×S1)/Z2 multiplied by (RP 2)k−1. A computation analogous to the one for lemma
4.2.6 yields that wk+2 ` wk+1 + wk+3 ` wk evaluates to 1 on this manifold, hence we
have im(β ◦ χ3k+3) ∼= Z2. Thus coker(β ◦ χ3k+3) is also Z2 and the statement of the
theorem follows. �

Theorem 4.2.15.

(1) If k = 2l − 1 is odd, then CobSO
1 (4l, 2l − 1) is isomorphic to the kernel of the

epimorphism pl[·] : Ω4l � Z.

(2) If k = 2, then we have CobSO
1 (6, 2) ∼= 0.

(3) If k = 2l ≥ 4 is even, then CobSO
1 (4l + 2, 2l) is an index-2 subgroup of Ω4l+2.
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Proof. By remark 4.2.12 and lemma 4.2.13 we only have to prove that coker(β ◦χ3k+3)
is trivial in all cases.

Proof of (1). Now ξ̃SO
2 is orientable, hence β maps to π1(BGSO

2 ) ∼= π1(BO(1)) ∼= Z2

and β ◦ χ3k+3 can be identi�ed with the evaluation of wk+2 ` wk+1 + wk+3 ` wk. As
in the proof above, we use that the manifold Y 5 × (RP 2)k−1 (which is cobordant to
an orientable manifold by [W2]) evaluates to 1, and so β ◦ χ3k+3 is surjective and its
cokernel is trivial.

Proof of (2) and (3). Now ξ̃SO
2 changes orientation over all non-contractible loops in

BGSO
2 , hence the image of the isomorphism β is trivial. �

4.3 1-codimensional cobordisms

Here we will consider cobordisms of cooriented Morin maps of codimension 1 to Eu-
cledian spaces, i.e. the groups CobSO

r (n, 1); the number n will be �xed throughout this
section. It will turn out that these groups are isomorphic to direct sums of stable ho-
motopy groups of spheres modulo some torsion parts and in some cases a few of these
torsion parts can also be described. First we will consider fold, then cusp and after that
higher Morin maps.

Remark 4.3.1. The analogue of this for unoriented Morin maps has been computed in
theorem 4.1.9, which includes as a special case that Cobr(n, 1) is �nite 2-primary for all
r ∈ N ∪ {∞}.

Remark 4.3.2. We will need the global normal forms of 1-codimensional Morin sin-
gularities. It follows from the computations for arbitrary codimensional singularities in
[RSz] and [R] that we have GSO

r
∼= Z2 for any positive integer r. The target representa-

tion λ̃ : Z2 → O(2r + 1) is such that its image is in SO(2r + 1) i� r is even, hence the
universal bundle associated to it is

ξ̃SO
r = EZ2 ×̃

λ
R2r+1 = iγ1 ⊕ εj

over BZ2
∼= RP∞ for some numbers for which i+ j = 2r + 1 and i ≡ r mod 2.

This implies that the Thom space T ξ̃SO
r is Sj(RP∞/RP i−1). It is not hard to see that

for any odd prime p, the reduced cohomology H̃∗(T ξ̃SO
r ;Zp) isomorphic to H̃∗(S2r+1;Zp)

if r is even (the isomorphism is induced by the inclusion S2r+1 ⊂ T ξ̃SO
r as a ��bre�) and it

vanishes if r is odd. Thus by Serre's mod-C2 Whitehead theorem from [Se], the inclusion
ΓS2r+1 ⊂ ΓT ξ̃SO

r induces isomorphisms of the odd torsion parts of homotopy groups if
r is even and the homotopy groups of ΓT ξ̃SO

r are �nite 2-primary if r is odd.

4.3.1 Fold maps

The main tool in this subsection will be Koschorke's description of the Kahn�Priddy
map from [Ko1], so �rst we recall this.
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De�nition 4.3.3. For any positive integer m, there are maps

(i) RPm−1 ↪→ O(m) de�ned for a point p ∈ RPm−1, represented as a hyperplane in
Rm, by mapping p to the re�ection to this hyperplane,

(ii) O(m) ↪→ ΩmSm de�ned by mapping a point A ∈ O(m) to the element s ∈ ΩmSm,
represented as a map Sm = Rm∪{∞} → Rm∪{∞} = Sm, for which s(x) = A(x)
if x ∈ Rm and s(∞) =∞.

The adjoint of the composition of these maps RPm−1 ↪→ O(m) ↪→ ΩmSm is a map
λ : SmRPm−1 → Sm. For any n < m we have πm+n(SmRPm−1) ∼= πsn(RPm−1) ∼=
πsn(RP∞) and πm+n(Sm) ∼= πs(n), hence λ induces a homomorphism

λ# : πsn(RP∞)→ πs(n),

which is called the Kahn�Priddy map.

Remark 4.3.4. The stable homotopy groups πsn(RP∞) are 2-primary (if n ≥ 1) and
for small numbers n they are completely computed; see [L].

The following is due to Kahn and Priddy [KP] and we will not prove it here.

Theorem 4.3.5. The homomorphism λ# : πsn(RP∞) → πs(n) is onto the 2-primary
part of πs(n).

Next we describe Koschorke's �gure-8 construction that gives a very geometric un-
derstanding of the homomorphism λ#.

De�nition 4.3.6. We de�ne the �gure-8 construction on an immersion i : Nn−1 # Rn
as follows: The composition of i with the standard embedding Rn ↪→ Rn+1 has normal
bundle νi ⊕ ε1; in each �bre of this bundle (considered as a plane in Rn+1) we put a
�gure 8 symmetrically to the νi factor (i.e. the image of t 7→ (sin(2t), 2 sin(t)) with the
�rst coordinate corresponding to νi and the second to ε1). If we choose these �gures 8
smoothly, their union gives an immersion

8(i) : S(νi ⊕ ε1)# Rn+1,

where the circle bundle S(νi ⊕ ε1) is an oriented n-manifold.

Remark 4.3.7. The unoriented cobordism group of immersions of (n − 1)-manifolds
to Rn is isomorphic to πsn(RP∞) and the oriented cobordism group of immersions of n-
manifolds to Rn+1 is isomorphic to πs(n). Clearly the �gure-8 construction respects the
cobordism relations (if i0 : Nn−1

0 # Rn and i1 : Nn−1
1 # Rn are unoriented cobordant,

then 8(i0) and 8(i1) are oriented cobordant, since the �gure-8 construction can be applied
to cobordisms as well), hence we obtain a map

8# : πsn(RP∞)→ πs(n).

The following is a theorem of Koschorke [Ko1] and again the proof will be omitted.
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Theorem 4.3.8. The homomorphisms λ# and 8# coincide.

In the following we will see why the above theorems are improtant for the com-
putation of cobordisms of fold maps. To do this, we use the key �bration for the sin-
gularity set {Σ0,Σ1,0} that connects the classifying spaces XSO

0 , XSO
1 and ΓT ξ̃SO

1 (for
1-codimensional maps).

NowXSO
0 is the classifying space for 1-codimensional cooriented immersions, which is

clearly ΓTγSO
1 = ΓS1; and ξ̃SO

1 is the bundle γ1⊕ε2 over RP∞, hence ΓT ξ̃SO
1 = ΓS2RP∞.

Thus the key �bration is

XSO
1

ΓS1

−−−→ΓS2RP∞,

and so its homotopy long exact sequence has the form

. . .
∂−−→πs(n)→ CobSO

1 (n, 1)→ πsn−1(RP∞)
∂−−→πs(n− 1)→ . . .

where we are using the isomorphisms πn+1(ΓS1) ∼= πs(n) and πn+1(XSO
1 ) ∼= CobSO

1 (n, 1)
and πn+1(ΓS2RP∞) ∼= πsn+1(S2RP∞) ∼= πsn−1(RP∞).

Lemma 4.3.9. The boundary map ∂ coincides with 8#.

Before proving this lemma, we state (and prove) its most important corollary, which
describes the cobordism groups CobSO

1 (n, 1).

Theorem 4.3.10. CobSO
1 (n, 1) is a �nite Abelian group with odd torsion part isomorphic

to that of πs(n) and even torsion part isomorphic to the kernel of the Kahn�Priddy map
λ# : πsn−1(RP∞)� [πs(n− 1)]2. In other words, we have

CobSO
1 (n, 1) ∼= kerλ# ⊕

⊕
p odd
prime

[πs(n)]p.

Proof. Trivial from theorems 4.3.5 and 4.3.8 and lemma 4.3.9. �

Proof of lemma 4.3.9. First observe that the homotopy group πn+1(ΓS2RP∞) ∼=
πn+1(XSO

1 ,ΓS1) is isomorphic to the cobordism group of cooriented fold maps

f : (Mn, ∂Mn)→ (Dn+1, Sn)

for which ∂f := f |∂M is an immersion to Sn (the cobordism relation and group struc-
ture can be de�ned analogously to section 1.3). This f will be a �xed representative
throughout the proof. The boundary map

∂ : πn+1(XSO
1 ,ΓS1)→ πn(ΓS1)

maps this cobordism group to the cobordism group of cooriented immersions of (n− 1)-
manifolds to Sn by assigning to the cobordism class of [f ] (as a cooriented fold map)
the cobordism class of [∂f ] (as a cooriented immersion).
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Put Σ := Σ(f) = Σ1,0(f), which is a 2-codimensional submanifold of M . Note that
f |Σ is an immersion and �x closed tubular nighbourhoods T ⊂ M of Σ and T̃ ⊂ Dn+1

of Σ̃ := f(Σ). Now theorem 1.2.7 (more precisely its analogue for multisingularities and
cooriented maps) implies that there is a D3-bundle T̂ over Σ, an immersion i : T̂ # Dn+1

with image T̃ and a �brewise map f̂ : T → T̂ such that f̂ restricted to any �bre D2 of
T is the Whitney umbrella

σ1 : (D2, 0)→ (D3, 0); (x, y) 7→ (x, xy, y2)

(i.e. the normal form of 1-codimensional fold singularity) and the following diagram is
commutative:

T
f |T //

f̂

!!

T̃OO

?�

T̂

}}

i

==

Σ
� ?

OO

f |Σ // Σ̃

Put N := M \ T and decompose its boundary as ∂N = ∂0N t ∂1N with ∂0N = ∂M
and ∂1N = ∂T . Now the image of f |∂2N is the union of the images of the �brewise
Whitney umbrellas (composed with the immersion i) restricted to the boundary S1 of
each �bre. The image of such a restriction σ1|S1 is a �gure 8 in a �bre S2 of ∂T̂ .

Figure 4.2: Here we show the image of the Whitney umbrella; the
indicated point is the origin and the curved �gure 8 is the image of
the boundary.

Such a �gure 8 can canonically be endowed with a non-vanishing normal vector �eld
in S2 and with the inwards normal vector �eld in D3. Thus the image of f |∂2N is a
codimension-2 immersed submanifold in Dn+1 equipped with a normal framing.

We contract each �gure 8 in the corresponding S2 to a small neighbourhood of its
double point. We can identify the image of the singular set Σ̃ with the set of double
points ∆ of these �gures 8, hence ∆ is also the image of an immersion with normal
bundle induced from ξ̃SO

1 = γ1 ⊕ 2ε1. Over each point of ∆, the �rst trivial line bundle
ε1 can be identi�ed with the direction of the double point line of the Whitney umbrella;
and the second ε1 with the direction of the second coordinate in t 7→ (sin(2t), 2 sin(t))
seen as the small �gure 8 around this point.
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Of course we can view the immersion of ∆ as a map to Rn+1 (instead of Dn+1) and
then the multi-compression theorem A.13 (more precisely its version for immersions; see
corollary A.14) can be applied to turn the two ε1 directions in the normal bundle of
∆ parallel to the last two coordinate lines. Projecting along these lines, we obtain an
immersion j to Rn−1. If the �gures 8 were contracted to be small enough, then this j
extends to an immersion to Rn of a disk bundle over its source (induced from D(γ1⊕ε1))
for which the image of each �bre contains the above described small �gure 8. Now the
union of these �gures 8 is precisely the image of what we get by applying the �gure-8
construction to the immersion j.

We obtained j by a regular homotopy of the immersion of ∆, which was regularly
homotopic to that of Σ̃, i.e. the map f |Σ. This implies that j and f |Σ represent the
same element of πsn−1(RP∞) ∼= πsn+1(S2RP∞) noting that this suspension isomorphism
is given between the cobordism groups of unoriented immersions to Rn−1 and those to
Rn+1 with normal bundles induced from γ1 ⊕ ε2. Hence the immersion of the union of
the �gures 8 on the boundary of T̃ (i.e. the map f |∂T ) represents 8#([f |Σ]). This is
the same as 8#([f ]), since [f |Σ] and [f ] correspond to each other in the isomorphism
πsn+1(S2RP∞) ∼= πn+1(XSO

1 ,ΓS1).
Now the only thing left to prove is that f |∂T : ∂T # Dn+1, equipped with the normal

framing of the �gures 8 mentioned above, represents the same element of πs(n − 1) as
the immersion ∂f : ∂M # Sn. Here f |∂T is a 2-codimensional framed immersion and ∂f
is just 1-codimensional, so the �rst task is to turn f |∂T 1-codimensional as well.

Take a small neighbourhood of a point in
◦
Dn+1 disjoint from the image of f and

delete it from the disk. We obtain a space di�eomorphic to Sn × [0, 1] and f |∂T is a
framed immersion to this. Now again the immersion version of the multi-compression
theorem A.13 yields a regular homotopy of f |∂T that turns one of the framing vector
�elds parallel to T [0, 1]. By combining this with the projection to Sn × {1}, we get
a 1-codimensional immersion ∂T # Sn. This deformation can be identi�ed with the
suspension isomorphism for the stable homotopy groups of spheres, hence this immersion
represents the same element of πs(n− 1) as f |∂T .

But the above deformation can be extended to the manifold N = M \ T connecting
∂T and ∂M , hence we get an immersion N # Sn× [0, 1] which maps ∂0N to Sn×{0} by
∂f and ∂1N to Sn × {1} by f |∂T (up to regular homotopy). Hence we got a cobordism
connecting ∂f and f |∂T , which �nishes the proof. �

Remark 4.3.11. Liulevicius [L] computed the stable homotopy groups of RP∞ in
dimensions at most 9, which is shown below with the corresponding stable homotopy
groups of spheres and the groups CobSO

1 (n, 1) computed from these.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

πsn−1(RP∞) Z Z2 Z2 Z8 Z2 0 Z2 Z16 ⊕ Z2 (Z2)3 (Z2)4

πs(n) Z2 Z2 Z24 0 0 Z2 Z240 (Z2)2 (Z2)3 Z6

CobSO
1 (n, 1) 0 0 Z3 0 Z2 0 Z15 Z2 Z2 Z6
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Remark 4.3.12. We also proved that the odd torsion parts of the groups CobSO
1 (n, 1)

can be represented by immersions. In particular for n = 3 and n = 7, these can be
chosen to be immersions of S3 and S7 respectively, since in these dimensions the J
homomorphism is epi.

4.3.2 Cusp maps

Now the main tool will be the classifying space for the cobordisms of those coorinted
codimension-1 cusp maps that are equipped with a trivialisation of the normal bundle
of the immersion of the cusp stratum. This can be constructed completely analogously
to the classifying spaces in chapter 2 and will be denoted by X̃SO

2 .
By remark 4.3.2 we know that the inclusion ΓS5 ⊂ ΓT ξ̃SO

2 is a mod-C2 homotopy
equivalence. Consider the pullback of the key �bration by this inclusion

X̃SO
2

//

XSO
1
��

XSO
2

XSO
1
��

ΓS5 � � // ΓT ξ̃SO
2

The horizontal arrows here induce isomorphisms in the odd torsion parts of the homotopy
groups; we will see that the left-hand �bration �almost� has a splitting.

De�nition 4.3.13. Let π : E
F−−→B be a �bration and l an integer.

(1) We say that π has an algebraic l-splitting, if for all i ∈ N there is a homomorphism
si : πi(B)→ πi(E) such that π# ◦ si is the multiplication by l in the group πi(B).

(2) We say that π has a geometric l-splitting, if it has an algebraic one for which all
homomorphisms si are induced by a map s : B → E.

Lemma 4.3.14. If l ∈ Z is such that there is a map f : M4 → R5 with algebraic number

of cusps #Σ1,1(f) = l, then the �bration X̃SO
2

XSO
1−−−−→ΓS5 has an algebraic l-splitting.

Proof. Let i ≥ 5 be an integer and �x an element [j] ∈ πi(ΓS5) ∼= πs(i−5) represented
by an immersion j : N i−5 # Ri endowed with a normal framing. We may assume that
f maps to the disk D5, and then the map

idN × f : N ×M → N ×D5

can be composed with an immersion of N × D5 to Ri onto a tubular neighbourhood
of j(N) using the normal framing. The composition of idN ×f with this immersion is
clearly a cusp map to Ri with framed cusp stratum, hence it represents an element in
πi(X̃

SO
2 ), and its restriction to the cusp stratum is l · [j] ∈ πs(i − 5). This de�nes the

homomorphism si and shows that it is an l-splitting. �

Remark 4.3.15. The proof can be extended to also show that this l-splitting is actually
geometric, but we will not need this.
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Now the groups CobSO
2 (n, 1) can be obtained modulo their 2- and 3-primary parts.

Moreover, the 3-primary parts can also be described up to a group extension; here we
will use that the generator α1 ∈ πs(3) ∼= Z3⊕Z8 of the Z3 part de�nes a homomorphism
of order 3

(α1)i : π
s(i)→ πs(i+ 3); [b] 7→ [a ◦ b]

(for all i), where [b] is represented by b : Sm+i+3 → Sm+3 (for some large number m)
and the map a : Sm+3 → Sm represents α1.

Theorem 4.3.16. CobSO
2 (n, 1) is such that there is a C2,3-isomorphism

CobSO
2 (n, 1) ∼=

C2,3

πs(n)⊕ πs(n− 4)

and a C2-exact sequence

0→ coker(α1)n−3 → CobSO
2 (n, 1)→ ker(α1)n−4 → 0.

Proof. We will not prove the existence of the C2-exact sequence here, as it relies on a
spectral sequence for prim maps that will only be computed in the next section. For the
proof we instead refer to remark 4.4.16.

The C2,3-isomorphism can be obtained from a sequence of isomorphisms

CobSO
2 (n, 1) ∼= πn+1(XSO

2 )
∗∼=
C2

πn+1(X̃SO
2 )

∗∗∼=
C2,3

∗∗∼=
C2,3

πn+1(ΓS5)⊕ πn+1(XSO
1 )

∗∗∗∼=
C2

πs(n− 4)⊕ πs(n),

where ∗ follows from the observation in the beginning of this subsection, ∗∗∗ is by theorem
4.3.10 and ∗∗ will follow from lemma 4.3.14 as soon as we prove that there is a map
f : M4 → R5 with algebraically 6 cusps. This follows from a theorem of Eccles and
Mitchell [EM] claiming that there is an immersion i : M4 # R6 with algebraically 2
triple points, that is, 6 such points in the source; now by [Sz11] this equals the algebraic
number of cusp points of prR5 ◦i. �

Remark 4.3.17. Since (α1)i is a homomorphism of order 3, the C2-exact sequence above
describes the 3-primary part of the group CobSO

2 (n, 1). As a consequence of Toda's work
[To], we know that for i ≤ 8, the homomorphism (α1)i is non-trivial only for i = 0.
Hence for 3 6= n ≤ 11, we have a short exact sequence of 3-primary parts

0→ [πs(n)]3 →
[
CobSO

2 (n, 1)
]
3
→ [πs(n− 4)]3 → 0.

4.3.3 Higher Morin maps

The computation in this subsection will be quite similar to the previous one. Namely we
will use the l-splitting (for some l) of the bundle

X̃SO
2r

XSO
2r−1−−−−−→ΓS4r+1
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for all r ≥ 1, where X̃SO
2r is the classifying space for the cobordisms of those coorinted

codimension-1 Σ12r -maps that are equipped with a normal framing of the immersion of
the Σ12r -stratum. Again we will obtain a C≤2r+1-isomorphism between the cobordism
groups and direct sums of certain stable homotopy groups of spheres. Before precisely
stating and proving the main theorem, we need the following weak analogue of the
Eccles�Mitchell theorem used above.

Lemma 4.3.18. Let r be a natural number and l(r) be the order of the cokernel of the
stable Hurewicz homomorphism

πs4r+2(CP∞)→ H4r+2(CP∞).

Then for any immersion of an oriented, closed 4r-manifold to R4r+2, the algebraic num-
ber of (2r+ 1)-tuple points is divisible by l(r), and there is an immersion for which this
number is precisely l(r).

Proof. By Herbert's formula [He], the algebraic number of (2r+ 1)-tuple points of an
immersion i : M4r # R4r+2 is the normal Pontryagin number pr1[M ]. Now i represents an
element [i] in the cobordism group of oriented codimension-2 immersions to R4r+2, which
is isomorphic to πs4r+2(TγSO

2 ). If the Pontryagin�Thom map of i is α := α(i) : S4r+2 9
TγSO

2 , then the cobordism class [i] corresponds to the homotopy class [α] by the above
isomorphism.

Consider the composition of the maps

πs4r+2(TγSO
2 )

h−−→H4r+2(TγSO
2 )

ϕ−−→H4r(BSO(2))
〈pr1(γSO

2 ),·〉
−−−−−−−−→Z,

where h is the stable Hurewicz homomorphism and ϕ is the homological Thom iso-
morphism. Since ϕ and the evaluation map x 7→ 〈pr1(γSO

2 ), x〉 are isomorphisms, the
cokernel of this composition is the same as cokerh, hence its image is l(r)Z (recall that
the stable Hurewicz map is a rational isomorphism). Now it is enough to prove that
[α] ∈ πs4r+2(Tγ2SO) gets mapped to pr1[M ] ∈ Z.

Note that α is a stable map, i.e. a map S4r+2+m → SmTγSO
2 for a su�ciently large

numberm. It is by de�nition given as a composition β◦q, where q : S4r+2+m → SmTνi is
the quotient by the complement of a tubular neighbourhood and β : SmTνi → SmTγSO

2

is a �brewise map that restricts to M as the inducing map b : M → BSO(2) of the
normal bundle νi. Now using the notations p1 := p1(γSO

2 ) and u := u(γSO
2 ), we have

〈pr1, ϕh([α])〉 = 〈pr1, ϕα∗([S4r+2+m])〉 = 〈pr1, ϕβ∗q∗([S4r+2+m])〉 = 〈pr1, ϕβ∗([SmTνi])〉 =

= 〈pr1, β∗([SmTνi]) a Smu〉 = 〈pr1, b∗([M ])〉 = 〈b∗(pr1), [M ]〉 =

= 〈pr1(νi), [M ]〉 = pr1[M ]

and this is what we wanted to prove. �

Theorem 4.3.19. For all r ≥ 1 we have

CobSO
2r+1(n, 1)∼=

C2

CobSO
2r (n, 1) ∼=

C≤2r+1

r⊕
i=0

πs(n− 4i).
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Proof. By remark 4.3.2 we know that in the homotopy long exact sequence of the key
�bration

XSO
2r+1

XSO
2r−−−−→Γξ̃SO

2r+1

the homotopy groups of ΓT ξ̃SO
2r+1 vanish modulo C2, hence the �rst C2-isomorphism is

proved.

The rest is completely analogous to the proof of theorem 4.3.16: We have a sequence
of isomorphisms

CobSO
2r (n, 1) ∼= πn+1(XSO

2r )
∗∼=
C2

πn+1(X̃SO
2r )

∗∗∼=
C≤2r+1

πn+1(ΓS4r+1)⊕ πn+1(XSO
2r−1)

∗∗∗∼=
C≤2r−1

∗∗∗∼=
C≤2r−1

πs(n− 4r)⊕
r−1⊕
i=0

πs(n− 4i),

where ∗ follows again from remark 4.3.2 and ∗∗∗ is obtained by an induction on r. To
prove ∗∗, we use lemma 4.3.18 and a direct analogue of lemma 4.3.14 that yields an

algebraic l(r)-splitting of the bundle X̃SO
2r

XSO
2r−1−−−−−→ΓS4r+1. It remains to note that we

can use Arlettaz's theorem 2.3.24 with the substitutions V := CP∞, l := 2, m := 4r+ 2
and get that l(r) is a divisor of ρ1 . . . ρ4r−1, where ρi is the exponent of π

s(i). But Serre
proved in [Se] that ρi is not divisible by the prime p if p > i

2 + 1, which means that l(r)
does not have prime divisors greater than 2r+1, hence we have the C≤2r+1-isomorphism
as claimed. �

4.4 Prim cobordisms

In the previous section we saw that the cobordism groups of 1-codimensional Morin
maps are closely related to the stable homotopy groups of spheres. In this section we
establish even closer such connections; the main tool will be the so-called singularity
spectral sequence for prim maps de�ned as follows.

De�nition 4.4.1. Let L be a stable linear group, k a positive integer and r ∈ N∪{∞}.
The �ltration X

L
0 ⊂ X

L
1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ X

L
r of the classifying space for the cobordisms of

k-codimensional prim maps de�nes a spectral sequence in homotopy groups with �rst
page

E
1
i,j = πi+j+k(X

L
i , X

L
i−1) ∼= πi+j+k(ΓT ζ̃

L
r ) ∼= πsi+j+k(T ζ̃

L
r ).

This spectral sequence converges to π∗+k(X
L
r ) ∼= PrimL

r (∗, k), that is,
⊕

i+j=n
E
∞
i,j is asso-

ciated to PrimL
r (n, k).

Similarly to the previous section, we will �rst consider the case of cooriented 1-
codimensional maps. We give a geometric description of the singularity spectral sequence
in this case and compute it (modulo some torsion) for cooriented codimension-1 prim fold
and cusp maps. After this we will see that in some cases (namely for 1-codimensional
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cooriented prim maps and 3-codimensional prim maps with spin normal structures)
the singularity spectral sequence can be identi�ed with spectral sequences arising from
�ltrations of projective spaces and starting with stable homotopy groups of spheres.

4.4.1 Geometric description

This subsection mainly contains remarks about how we can translate the singularity
spectral sequence to cobordisms and transformations between them. In the following we
consider prim maps of codimension 1 and with oriented virtual normal bundles.

Remark 4.4.2.

(1) For this sort of maps, the universal target bundle in the global normal form of Σ1r

singularity is easy to describe, namely it is ζ̃SO
r = (r + 1)γSO

1 ⊕ εr = ε2r+1, hence
its Thom space is T ζ̃SO

r = S2r+1 and the key �bration has the form

X
SO
r

X
SO
r−1−−−−→ΓS2r+1.

This also implies that the starting page of the singularity spectral sequence is

E
1
i,j = πi+j+1(X

SO
i , X

SO
i−1) ∼= πsi+j+1(S2i+1) = πs(j − i).

(2) It is not hard to see that a relative homotopy group πn(X
SO
r , X

SO
r−1) can be iden-

ti�ed with a relative cobordism group, namely the cobordism group of such prim
maps

f : (Mn, ∂Mn)→ (Rn × R+,Rn)

for which f is a cooriented τr-map and ∂f := f |∂M has at most Σ1r−1 singularities.
The cobordism of two such maps can be de�ned directly analogously to de�nition
1.3.1 (by requiring the cobordism to be a prim (τr−1,SO)-cobordism between the
boundaries and a prim (τr, SO)-cobordism altogether) and a complete analogue of
Sz¶cs's Pontryagin�Thom type construction from chapter 2 gives that this cobor-

dism group is indeed isomorphic to πn(X
SO
r , X

SO
r−1).

Recall that for any �bration π : E
F−−→B, the isomorphism πn(E,F ) ∼= πn(B) is

induced by the map π. Now the two observations in the remark above yield together

a nice geometric description of the isomorphism πn+1(X
SO
r , X

SO
r−1) ∼= πn+1(ΓS2r+1) ∼=

πs(n− 2r). This is induced by the key �bration, so it assigns to the cobordism class of
a map

f : (Mn, ∂Mn)→ (Rn × R+,Rn)

the cobordism class of its restriction to the top singularity stratum (which is disjoint
from ∂M), that is, the map

f |Σ1r (f) : Σ1r(f)# Rn+1.
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More precisely, this latter cobordism class is one in Immζ̃SO
r (Rn+1) (see remark 3.1.3

or theorem 3.1.4), which in the present case is the cobordism group of immersions of
(n− 2r)-dimensional manifolds with normal framings, i.e. the stable homotopy group of
spheres πs(n− 2r).

Remark 4.4.3. The above considerations also mean that the relative cobordism class
of such a map f is completely determined by the cobordism class of its restriction to
Σ1r(f).

Now that we know the geometric meaning of the groups in the �rst page of the
singularity spectral sequence, we are ready to describe the di�erentials and what trans-
formations they stand for in the cobordism groups. First consider the di�erential d1,
which has the form

d1
i,j : πi+j+1(X

SO
i , X

SO
i−1) ∼= E

1
i,j → E

1
i−1,j

∼= πi+j(X
SO
i−1, X

SO
i−2) ∼= πs(j − i+ 1).

Remark 4.4.4. Since d1
i,∗ is the boundary homomorphism ∂ in the homotopy long exact

sequence of the triple (X
SO
i , X

SO
i−1, X

SO
i−2) composed with the map induced by the key

�bration χSO
i−1, its meaning for cobordisms is that it assigns to the relative cobordism

class of a map f : (M i+j , ∂M i+j) → (Ri+j × R+,Ri+j) the cobordism class of the re-
striction f |Σ1i−1 (∂f) (where we again put ∂f := f |∂M ). However, another description of
the boundary map will be more useful, as we will soon see.

The following will be analogous to the proof of lemma 4.3.9. Again represent an

element of πi+j+1(X
SO
i , X

SO
i−1) by a map f : (M i+j , ∂M i+j) → (Ri+j × R+,Ri+j) as

before and �x closed tubular nighbourhoods T ⊂ M of Σ1r(f) and T̃ ⊂ Ri+j × R+ of
f(Σ1r(f)) such that f maps (T, ∂T ) to (T̃ , ∂T̃ ).

Put N := Σ1r−1(f |
M\T ) and decompose its boundary as ∂N = ∂0N t ∂1N with

∂0N = Σ1r−1(∂f) and ∂1N = Σ1r−1(f |∂T ). Since f |
M\T has no Σ1r singularities, we

have that f |N is a framed immersion to (Ri+j × R+) \ T̃ . Note that the immersion
g := f |∂1N can be canonically equipped with a normal framing in Ri+j+1 as well, since
we can just add the image of the inwards normal vector �eld of ∂T ⊂ T to the rest
of the framing vectors. Thus we will think of g as a framed immersion to Ri+j+1, so it
represents an element [g] in πs(j − i+ 1).

Proposition 4.4.5. With the above notations we have d1
i,j([f ]) = [g].

Proof. We may assume that f maps to Ri+j × [0, 1], and so g is a framed immersion
of a (j − i + 1)-manifold to the interior of Ri+j × [0, 1]. Then the multi-compression
theorem A.13 (more precisely its analogue for immersions; see corollary A.14) yields
a regular homotopy of g that turns one of the framing vector �elds parallel to T [0, 1]
and by combining this with the projection to Ri+j × {1}, we get a framed immersion
∂1N # Ri+j×{1}. This deformation can be identi�ed with the suspension isomorphism
for the stable homotopy groups of spheres, hence this immersion represents the same
element of πs(j − i+ 1) as g.
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But the above deformation can be extended to the whole manifold N , hence we get
an immersion N # Ri+j × [0, 1] which maps ∂0N to Ri+j × {0} by f |Σ1i−1 (∂f) and ∂1N

to Ri+j × {1} by g (up to regular homotopy). Hence we got a cobordism connecting
f |Σ1i−1 (∂f) and g, which is equivalent to our proposition by remark 4.4.4. �

All of the above describes what happens to the cobordism groups geometrically in
the �rst page of the singularity spectral sequence.

In the rest of this subsection we restrict to the case of cusp maps and give a similar
description of the di�erential d2 as well. Note that now the spectral sequence only has
three non-zero columns, so the only non-zero part of d2 is the collection of the maps

d2
2,n−2 : E

2
2,n−2 → E

2
0,n−1.

We start by the analogue of remark 4.4.4.

Remark 4.4.6. Since no di�erential maps to the second column, we have E
2
2,n−2 =

ker d1
2,n−2 ⊂ πn+1(X

SO
2 , X

SO
1 ). The homomorphism d2

2,n−2 is de�ned for any element

α ∈ E
2
2,n−2 as follows: Since d1(α) = 0, the element ∂(α) ∈ πn(X

SO
1 ) is such that

j#(∂(α)) vanishes in the homotopy long exact sequence

. . .→ πn+1(X
SO
1 , X

SO
0 )

∂′−−→πn(X
SO
0 )

i#−−−→πn(X
SO
1 )

j#−−−→πn(X
SO
1 , X

SO
0 )→ . . .

Hence ∂(α) is in the image of i#, i.e. we have ∂(α) = i#(β) where the coset

[β] ∈ πn(X
SO
0 )/ ker i# = πn(X

SO
0 )/ im ∂′ = E

2
0,n−1

is uniquely de�ned for α. Now the de�nition is d2(α) := [β].

Now turning to the geometric meaning of this de�nition, if we represent α ∈ E2
2,n−2 ⊂

πn+1(X
SO
2 , X

SO
1 ) by a map f : (Mn, ∂Mn)→ (Rn×R+,Rn), then the vanishing of d1(α)

means that f |Σ1,0(∂f) : Σ1,0(∂f) → Rn is null-cobordant as a framed immersion. This

is equivalent to saying that the classifying map Sn → X
SO
1 composed with the key

�bration χSO
1 : X

SO
1 → ΓS3 is null-homotopic, which happens precisely if the classifying

map itself can be deformed into a �bre X
SO
0 of χSO

1 . Since homotopy classes of maps to

X
SO
0 correspond to cooriented cobordism classes of immersions, this deformation gives

a prim (τ1,SO)-cobordism between the prim (τ1,SO)-map ∂f and an immersion g of an
(n− 1)-manifold to Rn. Now the element [g] ∈ πs(n− 1) is not uniquely de�ned for α,
but its coset in πs(n− 1)/ im d1 is; this coset is de�ned to be d2(α).

In order to understand the di�erential d2 better, we will need the ring structure on
the direct sum

G :=

∞⊕
i=0

πs(i),

so now we recall this.
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De�nition 4.4.7. The composition product operation ◦ on G is de�ned for two elements
α ∈ πs(i) and β ∈ πs(j) in the following way: Represent α by a map a : Sm+j+i → Sm+j

and β by a map b : Sm+j → Sm and put α ◦ β := [a ◦ b], that is, α ◦ β ∈ πs(i + j) is
represented by the map a ◦ b : Sm+i+j → Sm.

Remark 4.4.8. This is a well-de�ned multiplication that makes G a ring. Moreover,
this multiplication is also skew-commutative, i.e. for homogeneous elements α, β ∈ G we
have α ◦ β = (−1)dimα·dimββ ◦ α (see [To]).

Remark 4.4.9. The composition product can also described in the language of cobor-
disms of immersed submanifolds with normal framings (which also represent the sta-
ble homotopy groups of spheres): If α ∈ πs(i) and β ∈ πs(j) are represented respec-
tively by (Ai # Rm+i+j , U) and (Bj # Rm+j , V ), where U = (u1, . . . , um+j) and
V = (v1, . . . , vm) are the normal framings of the corresponding immersions, then the
framing U identi�es a tubular neighbourhood of A with an immersion of A×Rm+j . By
immersing B to each �bre of this tubular neigbourhood in the natural way, we obtain a
framed immersion of A×B into Rm+i+j ; this represents α ◦ β.

We will also need the normal forms of 1-codimensional fold and cusp singularities,
which are respectively

σ1 : (D2, 0)→ (D3, 0); (x, y) 7→ (x, xy, y2),

σ2 : (D4, 0)→ (D5, 0); (x1, x2, x3, y) 7→ (x1, x2, x3, x1y + x2y
2, x3y + y3)

according to Morin [M] (where we choose the source disks to be the preimages of the
target disks).

Remark 4.4.10. The maps σ1 and σ2 are cooriented and prim, hence they represent

elements of the groups πs(0) ∼= E
1
i,i.

Proposition 4.4.11. For any α ∈ πs(n) we have

(1) d1
1,n+1(α) = d1

1,1([σ1]) ◦ α and d1
2,n+2(α) = d1

2,2([σ2]) ◦ α = 0,

(2) d2
2,n+2(α) is the coset of d2

2,2([σ2]) ◦ α whenever α ∈ ker d1
2,n+2.

Note that in order for (2) to make sense, we �rst need to show that d2
2,2([σ2]) is

meaningful, i.e. that d1
2,2([σ2]) vanishes; this follows from (1). Moreover, we will also

need the ambiguity of d2
2,2([σ2]) ◦ α (which is (im d1

1,3) ◦ πs(n)) to be contained in the

ambiguity of d2
2,n+2(α) (which is im d1

1,n+3); this holds because (1) implies

(im d1
1,3) ◦ πs(n) = (im d1

1,1) ◦ πs(2) ◦ πs(n) ⊂ (im d1
1,1) ◦ πs(n+ 2) = im d1

1,n+3.

Proof. Proof of (1). We will �rst prove the equality d1
2,n+2(α) = d1

2,2([σ2]) ◦ α; the
equality d1

1,n+1(α) = d1
1,1([σ1]) ◦ α can be obtained completely analogously, so we omit

its proof.
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Let f : (Mn+4, ∂Mn+4)→ (Rn+4×R+,Rn+4) be a representative of the element α ∈
πs(n) ∼= πn+5(X

SO
2 , X

SO
1 ). Recall proposition 4.4.5 (and the construction that precedes

it): d1
2,n+2(α) can be represented by the framed immersion f |Σ1,0(f |∂T ), where T ⊂M is

a tubular neighbourhood of Σ1,1,0(f). Now the framed immersion f |Σ1,1,0(f) represents α
and the restriction of f |T to any �bre of T can be identi�ed with σ2 (here we use theorem
1.2.7), thus f on the Σ1,0-stratum on the boundary of this �bre represents d1

2,2([σ2]).

Now taking f |Σ1,0(f) on the boundary ∂T , we obtain a representative of d1
2,2([σ2]) ◦α by

remark 4.4.9, hence the equality is proved.
Now the only thing left to prove that d1

2,2([σ2]) vanishes. The �rst page of the spectral
sequence now looks as

2 πs(2) ∼= Z2 πs(1) ∼= Z2 πs(0) ∼= Z

1 πs(1) ∼= Z2 πs(0) ∼= Z 0

0 πs(0) ∼= Z 0 0

0 1 2

d1
2,2d1

1,2

d1
1,1

In what follows, we refer to Toda [To, chapter XIV] for informations on the stable
homotopy groups of spheres, the composition product and the standard names of the
generators. For the generator ι ∈ πs(0), the element d1

1,1(ι) is represented by ∂σ1, which
is the immersion of a circle to the sphere with one double point (see �gure 4.2). This is
the non-trivial element η ∈ πs(1), hence d1

1,1 is epimorphic. Now we have

d1
1,2(η) = d1

1,1(ι) ◦ η = η ◦ η 6= 0 ∈ πs(2),

hence d1
1,2 is an isomorphism. But since d1

1,2 ◦ d1
2,2 is trivial, this implies the vanishing of

the di�erential d1
2,2.

Proof of (2). This will be quite similar to the above. First apply remark 4.4.6 to the map
σ2 : D4 → D5: the boundary ∂σ2 is cobordant to an immersion, i.e. there is a manifold
W 4 with boundary ∂W = S3 tN3 and a prim (τ1, SO)-map G : W → S4 × [0, 1] which
restricts to the boundary as G|S3 = ∂σ2 and with G|N being an immersion. We identify

S4 × [0, 1] with D5
2 \

◦
D5 (where D5

2 is the 5-disk with radius 2) and put

σ̃2 := σ2 ∪G : D4 t
S3
W → D5

2.

Then clearly d2
2,2([σ2]) is represented by ∂σ̃2 = σ̃2|N .

Now if we again represent α ∈ πs(n) by the map f as above, then again the restriction
of f |T to each �bre of the tubular neighbourhood T can be identi�ed with σ2, hence the
whole f |T : T → T̃ can be identi�ed with f |Σ1,1,0(f)×σ2 : Σ1,1,0(f)×D4 → f(Σ1,1,0(f))×
D5. Put

f̃ := f |Σ1,1,0(f) × σ̃2 : Σ1,1,0(f)×
(
D4 t

S3
W
)
→ f(Σ1,1,0(f))×D5

2
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and denote by T2 and T̃2 the source and target spaces of f̃ .
Here T̃2 ⊂ Rn+4 × R+ is a tubular neighbourhood of f(Σ1,1,0(f)) that contains T̃

and ∂f̃ is a 1-codimensional cooriented immersion to ∂T̃2, hence it can be endowed with
a non-vanishing normal vector �eld in T̃2 and the inwards normal vector �eld of T̃2. This
means that ∂f̃ is a framed immersion that clearly represents d2

2,2([σ2]) ◦ α.
We now use the immersion version of the multi-compression theorem A.13 (see corol-

lary A.14) on ∂f̃ to turn the normal vector �eld of T̃2 restricted to ∂f̃ parallel to the
direction of TR+ in Rn+4×R+. After this, the projection of the image of this immersion
to Rn+4 yields an immersion to Rn+4, which is regular homotopic to ∂f̃ and in particular
it also represents d2

2,2([σ2]) ◦ α.
Now proposition A.17 ensures that this regular homotopy can be chosen such that

its �time� derivative vectors are nowhere tangent to the current image of the source
manifold ∂T2. Hence we can glue T2 to ∂T2 × [0, 1] along one common boundary part
and map the obtained manifold to Rn+4 × R+ by the union of f̃ and the above regular
homotopy of ∂f̃ . This way we get a map with the same cusp set as f , which means it
also represents α (by remark 4.4.3), and such that its boundary immersion, which is by
de�nition a representative of d2

2,n+2(α), represents d2
2,2([σ2])◦α. This is what we wanted

to prove. �

4.4.2 Fold and cusp prim maps

The previous subsection gave a complete geometric description of the singularity spectral
sequence for codimension-1 cooriented prim fold and cusp maps. Here we give (almost
complete) computations on these cobordism groups, �rst for the fold case, then for the
cusp case. We will use that for all i the generator η ∈ πs(1) ∼= Z2 and the generator
α1 ∈ πs(3) ∼= Z3 ⊕ Z8 of the Z3 part de�ne homomorphisms

ηi : π
s(i)→ πs(i+ 1); β 7→ η ◦ β,

(α1)i : π
s(i)→ πs(i+ 3); β 7→ α1 ◦ β.

Theorem 4.4.12. PrimSO
1 (n, 1) is such that there is a C2-isomorphism

PrimSO
1 (n, 1)∼=

C2

πs(n)⊕ πs(n− 2)

and an exact sequence

0→ coker ηn−1 → PrimSO
1 (n, 1)→ ker ηn−2 → 0.

Proof. The C2-isomorphism can be proved quite similarly to the C2,3-isomorphism in
theorem 4.3.16 and it will also follow from theorem 4.4.22 later, so we only sketch its
proof. The singularity spectral sequence for fold maps degenerates modulo C2, since by
proposition 4.4.11 the di�erential d1

1,n+1 is just the multiplication by the order-2 element

η = d1
1,1([σ1]). The fact that the cobordism group PrimSO

1 (n, 1) is a direct sum modulo
C2 is due to a 2-splitting of the key �bration

χSO
1 : X

SO
1

X
SO
0−−−−→ΓS3.
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The exact sequence is just part of the homotopy long exact sequence of the key
�bration, using that the boundary homomorphism in this long exact sequence is d1

1,n+1.

By proposition 4.4.11, this homomorphism is the multiplication by d1
1,1([σ1]) = η, i.e.

the map ηn. �

To obtain an analogous theorem for cusp maps as well, we need a bit more information
on the di�erential d2 of the singularity spectral sequence. Since d1

1,3 maps the generator

η ◦ η ∈ πs(2) ∼= Z2 to d1
1,1([σ1]) ◦ η ◦ η = η ◦ η ◦ η 6= 0 ∈ πs(3) (see proposition 4.4.11 and

[To, chapter XIV]), we have E
2
0,3
∼= Z24/Z2 = Z12. The second page now has the form

3 Z12 0 Z2

2 0 0 Z

1 0 Z 0

0 Z 0 0

0 1 2

d2
2,2

Lemma 4.4.13. The di�erential d2
2,2 : Z→ Z12 maps the generator ι ∈ Z to an element

of order 6.

Proof. Since d1
2,2 : E

1
2,2 = π5(X

SO
2 , X

SO
1 )→ π4(X

SO
1 , X

SO
0 ) = E

1
1,2 was trivial, we have

E
1
2,2 = E

2
2,2. Consider the following commutative diagram with exact row and column

and with ∂ being the boundary map in the homotopy long exact sequence of the key
�bration χSO

1 :

π4(X
SO
0 )
/

im ∂

π5(X
SO
2 )

j# // π5(X
SO
2 , X

SO
1 )

d2
66

//

d1 ((

π4(X
SO
1 )

��

��

��

π4(X
SO
1 , X

SO
0 )

A diagram chasing shows that the generator ι ∈ π5(X
SO
2 , X

SO
1 ) ∼= Z (represented

by the map σ2) is such that d2
2,2(ι) has the same order as the order of coker j#. The

latter is the minimal positive algebraic number of cusps that a cooriented prim cusp
map f : M4 → R5 can have, since j# assigns to such a map f the number #Σ1,1,0(f).
This minimal number is known to be 6 from [Sz11]. �

Combining this lemma with proposition 4.4.11 yields the following.
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Corollary 4.4.14. The di�erential d2
2,n+2 acts on the 3-primary component as the ho-

momorphism (α1)n up to sign.

Theorem 4.4.15. PrimSO
2 (n, 1) is such that there is a C2,3-isomorphism

PrimSO
2 (n, 1) ∼=

C2,3

πs(n)⊕ πs(n− 2)⊕ πs(n− 4)

and an exact sequence of 3-primary parts

0→ [coker(α1)n−3]3 ⊕ [πs(n− 2)]3 →
[
PrimSO

2 (n, 1)
]
3
→ [ker(α1)n−4]3 → 0.

Proof. Again as in theorem 4.4.12, the C2,3-isomorphism can be proved analogously
to the C2,3-isomorphism in theorem 4.3.16 and theorem 4.4.22 will also imply it, so
we only sketch its proof. The singularity spectral sequence for cusp maps degenerates
modulo C2,3, since by proposition 4.4.11 and lemma 4.4.13 the di�erential d2

2,n+2 is the

multiplication by an order-6 element. The fact that the cobordism group PrimSO
2 (n, 1)

is a direct sum modulo C2,3 is due to a 6-splitting of the key �bration

χSO
2 : X

SO
2

X
SO
1−−−−→ΓS5.

Getting to the exact sequence between the 3-primary parts, we �rst note that the
singularity spectral sequence stabilises at the third page and the 3-primary part of the
last di�erential d2 can be identi�ed up to sign with the multiplication by α1. Thus we
have[
E
∞
0,j

]
3

= [coker(α1)j−3]3,
[
E
∞
1,j

]
3

= [πs(j − 1)]3 and
[
E
∞
2,j

]
3

= [ker(α1)j−2]3.

By general properties of spectral sequences, if we de�ne the groups

F2,n := PrimSO
2 (n, 1) = πn+1(X

SO
2 ),

F1,n := im(PrimSO
1 (n, 1)→ PrimSO

2 (n, 1)) = im(πn+1(X
SO
1 )→ πn+1(X

SO
2 )),

F0,n := im(πs(n)→ PrimSO
2 (n, 1)) = im(πn+1(X

SO
0 )→ πn+1(X

SO
2 ))

(with the unmarked arrows being the forgetful maps), then we have F2,n/F1,n = E
∞
2,n−2,

F1,n/F0,n = E
∞
1,n−1 and F0,n = E

∞
0,n.

Our plan is now to show that the short exact sequence

0→ [F0,n]3 → [F1,n]3 → [F1,n/F0,n]3 → 0

splits. If this is true, then [F1,n]3 has the form [F0,n]3 ⊕ [F1,n/F0,n]3 and the analogous
exact sequence with the indices increased can be written as

0→ [F0,n]3 ⊕ [F1,n/F0,n]3 → [F2,n]3 → [F2,n/F3,n]3 → 0.

Hence by substituting the de�nitions of the groups Fi,j and the groups E
∞
i,j , we obtain

the desired exact sequence for
[
PrimSO

2 (n, 1)
]
3
. So it only remains to show that the

sequence above indeed splits.
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In the following commutative diagram we show F0,n and F1,n with the two left-hand
squares being clear from the de�nitions; the right-hand column and the top and bottom
rows are segments of homotopy long exact sequences and the map s is the 2-splitting of
the key �bration χSO

1 used in theorem 4.4.12 (de�ned in [NSzT]).

πn+2(X
SO
2 , X

SO
1 )

∂=d1
2,n−1

��

πn+1(X
SO
0 ) //

����

πn+1(X
SO
1 ) //

����

πn+1(X
SO
1 , X

SO
0 )

i#

��

s
rr

F0,n
// F1,n

// F1,n/F0,n

a

((

b

77
c

ff

πn+1(X
SO
2 )

��

��

πn+1(X
SO
2 )

��

��

j# // πn+1(X
SO
2 , X

SO
0 )

The kernel of the composition F1,n � πn+1(X
SO
2 )

j#−−−→πn+1(X
SO
2 , X

SO
0 ) is clearly

ker j# ∩ F1,n. But ker j# is the image of πn+1(X
SO
0 ), which is F0,n, thus the map j#

uniquely de�nes a map a : F1,n/F0,n → πn+1(X
SO
2 , X

SO
0 ). The boundary homomorphism

∂ in the left-hand column can be identi�ed with d1
2,n−1, which is trivial by proposition

4.4.11, hence i# is injective. But im i# contains im a because of the commutativity of
the left-hand large square and the de�nition of a. It follows that a can be lifted to a

map b : F1,n/F0,n → πn+1(X
SO
1 , X

SO
0 ).

Now de�ning c := s ◦ b and composing it with the map πn+1(X
SO
1 ) � F1,n yields a

2-splitting of the short exact sequence

0→ F0,n → F1,n → F1,n/F0,n → 0.

When considering the 3-primary parts, this 2-splitting becomes just a splitting and this
proves the statement. �

Remark 4.4.16. The singularity spectral sequence E∗∗,∗ can be de�ned for non-prim
Morin maps by a trivial modi�cation of de�nition 4.4.1 and in the starting page we again
have the stable homotopy groups of the Thom spaces of the universal target bundles.

When considering this sequence for cooriented cusp maps, remark 4.3.2 implies that

the groups E1
1,j are trivial modulo C2 and the groups E1

0,j and E
1
2,j coincide with E

1
0,j

and E
1
2,j respectively modulo C2 again. We obtained that the natural forgetting map

E
1
i,j → E1

i,j (see lemma 4.1.1 and remark 4.1.2) induces a C2-isomorphism for i = 0, 2

and E1
1,j ∈ C2.

Since the di�erential d1 is trivial modulo C2 in both spectral sequences, the forgetting

map E
2
i,j → E2

i,j is also a C2-isomorphism for i = 0, 2. Hence the di�erential d2 restricted
to the 3-primary part can be identi�ed in the two spectral sequences, and so we have
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[
E∞i,j

]
3
∼=
[
E
∞
i,j

]
3
for i = 0, 2 and

[
E∞1,j

]
3
vanishes. Now (the proof of) the previous

theorem implies the existence of a C2-exact sequence

0→ coker(α1)n−3 → CobSO
2 (n, 1)→ ker(α1)n−4 → 0,

as claimed in theorem 4.3.16.

4.4.3 Relation to projective spaces

In this subsection we give (among others) an alternative description of the singularity
spectral sequence considered so far. We will consider two types of prim maps with �xed
codimensions and normal structures, namely we will investigate the groups PrimL

r (n, k)
in the following cases:

(i) L := U, k := 1 and in this case we put F := C,

(ii) L := Sp, k := 3 and in this case we put F := H.

Remark 4.4.17. Here PrimU
r (n, 1) is the cobordism group of those prim maps f : Mn →

Rn+1 that have immersion lifts if : Mn # Rn+2 with normal bundles induced from γU
2

(where the number 2 now stands for the real dimension of the universal bundle); see
remark 1.3.16. Since γU

2 can be identi�ed with γSO
2 , we now have

PrimU
r (n, 1) = PrimSO

r (n, 1).

Similarly, since Sp(1) ∼= Spin(3), we also have

PrimSp
r (n, 3) = PrimSpin

r (n, 3).

Throughout this subsection we �x the notations L, k and F either as in (i) or as
in (ii). We will need the following simpli�cation of the vector bundle ζrS (see de�nition
3.3.11) in the present two cases, which connects it with γLk+1 that is either the complex
or the quaternionic tautological line bundle.

Lemma 4.4.18. The bundle ζrS is homotopy equivalent to γLk+1|FP r in the sense that

there is a homotopy equivalence of base spaces h : FP r → S((r + 1)γLk+1) such that

h∗ζrS
∼= γLk+1|FP r .

Proof. Consider the space S∞×S(Fr+1)×F1, where S(Fr+1) is the set of unit length
elements in Fr+1. The group Sk = S(F1) naturally acts on all three factors of this space
and factoring by the diagonal action yields an F1-bundle E over B := S∞ ×

Sk
S(Fr+1).

The base space B is an S(Fr+1)-bundle over S∞/Sk = FP∞ = BL(k + 1) and it
coincides with the sphere bundle S((r+1)γLk+1). But we can also view B as an S∞-bundle

over S(Fr+1)/Sk = FP r, hence we have

S((r + 1)γLk+1) ∼= B ∼= FP r.

Moreover, this homotopy equivalence takes the pullback of the tautological line bundle
over FP∞ to the tutological line bundle over FP r, since it extends to the whole orbit
space E which is the total space of these bundles. This is what we wanted to prove. �
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Theorem 4.4.19. X
L
r
∼= ΩΓFP r+1.

Proof. Trivial from theorem 3.3.12 and the above lemma. �

This theorem has several applications, we will just outline a few of them. The �rst

one is that now the �ltration X
L
0 ⊂ X

L
1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ X

L
r (for any r) can be identi�ed with

the �ltration ΩΓFP 1 ⊂ ΩΓFP 2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ ΩΓFP r+1.

Corollary 4.4.20. The singularity spectral sequence corresponding to the homotopy

groups of X
L
r coincides with the spectral sequence corresponding to the stable homotopy

groups of FP r+1 after an index shift.

In particular this spectral sequence has �rst page

E
1
i,j = πi+j+k(X

L
i , X

L
i−1) ∼= πi+j+k(ΩΓFP i+1,ΩΓFP i) ∼= πsi+j+k+1(FP i+1,FP i) ∼=

∼= πsi+j+k+1(S(k+1)(i+1)) = πs(j − ki).

Example 4.4.21. In the case of (i) the �rst page E
1
i,j is such that the groups E

1
i,i+n

are all πs(n) and the di�erentials for small indices are shown in the following table (see
[Mo] and [SzT4]):

10 Z2〈η ◦ µ〉 (Z2)3 (Z2)2 Z240 Z2

9 Z2〈ν3〉 ⊕ Z2〈µ〉 ⊕ Z2〈η ◦ ε〉 (Z2)2 Z240 Z2 0

8 Z2〈ν〉 ⊕ Z2〈ε〉 Z240 Z2 0 0

7 Z240〈σ〉 Z2 0 0 Z24

6 Z2〈ν2〉 0 0 Z24 Z2

5 0 0 Z24 Z2 Z2

4 0 Z24 Z2 Z2 Z

3 Z24〈ν〉 Z2 Z2 Z 0

2 Z2〈η2〉 Z2 Z 0 0

1 Z2〈η〉 Z 0 0 0

0 Z〈ι〉 0 0 0 0

0 1 2 3 4

η ◦ µ 0 ν + ε 0

? 0 0

ν + ε 0

0

0

0

0 ∼= 0

0

∼= 0
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The following is analogous to theorem 4.3.19 and is a common generalisation of the
C2-isomorphism part of theorem 4.4.12 and the C2,3-isomorphism part of theorem 4.4.15.

Theorem 4.4.22. For all r ≥ 1 we have

PrimL
r (n, k) ∼=

C
≤ k+1

2 r+1

r⊕
i=0

πs(n+ 1− (k + 1)i− k).

In the two cases (i) and (ii) this theorem states respectively

PrimSO
r (n, 1) = PrimU

r (n, 1) ∼=
C≤r+1

r⊕
i=0

πs(n− 2i)

and PrimSpin
r (n, 3) = PrimSp

r (n, 3) ∼=
C≤2r+1

r⊕
i=0

πs(n− 4i− 2).

Proof. Fix any prime p > k+1
2 r+ 1. We prove by induction on r that the stable homo-

topy type of the p-localised projective space
[
FP r+1

]
p
coincides with the p-localisation

of Sk+1 ∨ S2(k+1) ∨ . . . ∨ S(r+1)(k+1). This is clearly true for r = 0, hence we only have
to prove the induction step.

Using the induction hypothesis, the stable homotopy class of the attaching map of
the top dimensional cell of FP r+1 after p-localisation is given by a collection of p-localised
stable maps from S(k+1)r+k to Si(k+1) for i = 1, . . . , r. Such a map represents an element
in the p-primary part of πs((k+ 1)(r− i) + k), but by a theorem of Serre from [Se] this

p-primary part is trivial, since p > (k+1)(r−i)+k
2 + 1. Hence after the p-localisation all

stable attaching maps are null-homotopic and this proves the stated form of
[
FP r+1

]
p
.

Thus using that ΩΓS = Γ and Γ(A ∨B) ∼= ΓA× ΓB, we have[
X
L
r

]
p
∼= ΩΓ

[
Sk+1 ∨ . . . ∨ S(r+1)(k+1)

]
p
∼=

∼= Γ[Sk ∨ . . . ∨ Sr(k+1)+k
]
p
∼=

r∏
i=1

[
ΓS(k+1)i+k

]
p
,

and now applying the functor πn+1 yields the statement. �

Remark 4.4.23. All of the above also works with the substitutions L := O, k := 0 and
F := R, we just omitted this case because we considered only positive codimensional
maps throughout this thesis.



Chapter 5

Final remarks and open questions

In the present thesis we described results on computing the cobordism groups of singular
maps. What we did not include is the consequences and applications of these, so we now
just mention some of them.

The �rst application of these groups (the initial reason why Sz¶cs introduced them)
is computing cobordism groups of immersions and embeddings in dimensions where the
classical theory did not succeed; this resulted in [Sz1], [Sz10] and [Sz2]. A few orientability
properties could also be described as consequences of the cobordism theory of singular
maps; see [RSz]. Yet another application is the answer to (a version of) a question
posed by Arnold on eliminating the most complicated singularity of a map by some
deformation, which was answered by the key bundle; see [Sz6] and remark 3.1.3. A very
vague, yet important problem is to �nd other applications of this theory as well.

Turning again to the cobordism groups themselves, observe (which I also mentioned
in the introduction) that many basic notions in this thesis were introduced more generally
than they were in the original papers (such as the constructions of classifying spaces,
the Kazarian conjecture, the key �bration, etc.). These were all such that the original
proofs of theorems could be applied in the general setting too, however, there were a
few occasions where I had trouble implementing these proofs; let us recall these now.
The analogue of theorem 2.3.18 is probably not true for unoriented cobordisms; theorem
2.3.27 is most certainly true in some version in the unoriented case as well; and I expect
that the orientability conditions in theorems 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 can also be relaxed.

Even so, there probably are a few concrete computations from chapter 4 that can be
modi�ed to also work for maps which have di�erent (for example spin) normal structures
than the ones considered there. So a project can be to �nd such computations for maps
with various additional structures.

In the following we describe questions in a few more related topics.

5.1 Multiplicative structures

In [LSz] and [SzSzT] two di�erent ways were introduced to de�ne product operations on
direct sums of the free parts of certain cobordism groups of singular maps (tensored by
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Q), which make these direct sums rings. An interesting question to consider is whether
we can generalise (one of) them to obtain multiplicative structures on direct sums of
other types of cobordism groups as well. If not, can we �nd another way to de�ne such
product operations? Can we de�ne a ring structure that also includes the torsion parts
of these groups?

If the answer to (one of) the above questions is a�rmative, then it is natural to ask
how we can describe such a ring. For example, how can we express the homology class
represented by the singularities of a map in the product of two cobordism classes using
the singularities of representatives of the two initial cobordism classes?

5.2 Double spectral sequences

Suppose we have a stable linear group L and a set of k-codimensional singularities
τ = {η0, η1, . . .} with a complete order of type ω or less extending the natural partial
order. Put ξLi := ξLηi , ξ̃

L
i := ξ̃Lηi , ci := dim ξLi and GLi := GLηi .

It was noted in [Sz4] that there are two double spectral sequences converging to
the cobordism groups CobLτ (n, k) as shown on the diagram below. The double spectral
sequences here mean systems of groups E1

i,j,l which form the starting page of a spectral
sequence with variables i, j and �xed l converging to groups that form the starting page
of another spectral sequence with variables i+ j, l (this is shown on the diagram as the
left-hand vertical and the bottom horizontal arrows); similarly the groups E1

i,j,l are also
the starting page of a spectral sequence with variables i, l and �xed j converging to the
starting page of a spectral sequence with variables i+ l, j (this is the top horizontal and
the right-hand vertical arrows).

Hi

(
BGLl ; (π̃s(j))ξ̃Ll

) ∼= //

∼=
��

Hi+cl

(
TξLl ; (π̃s(j))νLτ

) K +3 Hi+cl+l

(
KL
τ ; (π̃s(j))νLτ

)
∼=
��

Hi+cl+k(T ξ̃
L
l ;πs(j))

AH
��

Hi+cl+l+k(V
L
τ ;πs(j))

AH

��
πsi+cl+k+j(T ξ̃

L
l )

Sz +3 π∗+k(X
L
τ ) ∼= πs∗+k(V

L
τ )

The isomorphisms indicated in the diagram are all Thom isomorphisms and the dou-
ble arrows marked by K, AH and Sz respectively mean the Kazarian spectral sequence,
the Atiyah�Hirzebruch spectral sequence and Sz¶cs's singularity spectral sequence (the
analogue of de�nition 4.4.1 for non-prim maps). Hence we obtained the following.

Proposition 5.2.1. There are two double spectral sequences

E1
i,j,l := Hi

(
BGLl ; (π̃s(j))ξ̃Li

)
=⇒ π∗+k(X

L
τ ) ∼= CobLτ (∗, k).

Although this gives a way in principle to compute the groups CobLτ (n, k) completely,
the practical computation seems to be rather di�cult; to my knowledge there was no
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concrete result on cobordism groups derived from these double spectral sequences so far.
So it may be interesting to study these and (for example) trying to obtain estimates on
the torsion of the cobordism groups of cooriented Morin maps (recall that the ranks of
these groups were computed in theorem 4.1.13).

5.3 Mosher's spectral sequence

In subsection 4.4.3 we saw that in some cases (namely for 1-codimensional cooriented
prim maps and 3-codimensional prim maps with spin normal structures) the singularity
spectral sequence can be identi�ed with spectral sequences in stable homotopy groups
arising from �ltrations of projective spaces. In one case this was the �ltration of CP∞ by
the subspaces CPn, which was studied by Mosher [Mo] (his paper is rather compressed
and misses many proofs and details, but these are clari�ed and completed by Sz¶cs and
Terpai in [SzT4]).

In the following we recall (without proofs) a few results on this spectral sequence,
which will be denoted by E∗∗,∗. We will also view its p-localised version denoted by pE∗∗,∗
(where p is a prime), which starts with the p-components of E1

∗,∗ and the �rst di�erential
pd1 is the p-component of d1.

Firstly there is a periodicity theorem on E∗∗,∗ and its analogue on pE∗∗,∗ using the
Atiyah�Todd numbers Mn (see [AT]) that have the form

Mn =
∏

p prime

pνp(Mn) with νp(Mn) = max
{
m+ νp(m) | 1 ≤ m ≤

⌊
n−1
p−1

⌋}
.

We will also put [Mn]p := pνp(Mn) for the p-component ofMn. The �rst few Atiyah�Todd
numbers are listed below.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6

Mn 1 2 23 · 3 23 · 3 26 · 32 · 5 26 · 32 · 5

Theorem 5.3.1 ([Mo],[SzT4]).

(1) For any r < n we have Eri,j
∼= Eri+Mn,j+Mn

, moreover, this isomorphism commutes
with the di�erential dr.

(2) For any r < n and any prime p we have pEri,j
∼= pEri+[Mn]p,j+[Mn]p

, moreover, this
isomorphism commutes with the di�erential pdr.

Next we use the J homomorphism and its ananlogue in the p-localised case (for a
prime p) denoted by Jp and de�ned in [SzT4]. We remark that Jp had two di�erent
de�nitions in [SzT4], an algebraic and a geometric one; these coincide in the present
case, but generally it is an open question whether the two de�nitions are equivalent.

Theorem 5.3.2 ([Mo],[SzT4]).
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(1) If ι ∈ E1
i,i
∼= πs(0) ∼= Z is a generator for which dr(ι) vanishes for all r < n, then

dn(ι) ∈ Eni−n,i+n−1 belongs to the image of im J ⊂ πs(2n − 1) ∼= E1
i−n,i+n−1 in

Eni−n,i+n−1.

(2) If ι ∈ pE1
i,i
∼= πs(0) ⊗ Z(p)

∼= Z(p) is a generator for which pdr(ι) vanishes for all
r < n, then pdn(ι) ∈ pEni−n,i+n−1 belongs to the image of im Jp ⊂ πs(2n−1)⊗Z(p)

∼=
pE1
i−n,i+n−1 in pEni−n,i+n−1.

By the geometric interpretation of the spectral sequence E∗∗,∗ in subsection 4.4.1, the
�rst claim above translates to the following: The vanishing of the �rst n− 1 di�erentials
on the class represented by the normal form σi−1 : (D2i−2, S2i−3) → (D2i−1, S2i−2) of
the Σ1i−1 singularity implies that the boundary ∂σi−1 can be chosen (up to cobordism)
to have at most Σ1i−n−1 singularities and such that its restriction to the Σ1i−n−1-stratum
is a framed immersion of S2n−1.

Lastly there is also a way to determine the �rst non-zero di�erential on a generator
ι ∈ E1

i,i. This also uses the following.

Lemma 5.3.3 ([Mo],[SzT4]). For a generator ι ∈ E1
i,i, the di�erential d

n is de�ned on ι
i� i+ 1 is divisible by Mn and if this is the case, then dn(ι) vanishes i� i+ 1 is divisible
by Mn+1 as well.

Now the tool will be the so-called e-invariants of Adams, more precisely the homo-
morphism eC : πs(2n− 1)→ Q/Z (see [Ad]). One important property of this is that any
two representatives of an element in [im J ] ⊂ En∗,∗ (the image of im J ⊂ E1

∗,∗) have the
same eC-value, hence eC is well-de�ned on [im J ], moreover, it is also injective on [im J ]
(see [Ad] and [Mo]). We saw in the previous theorem that the vanishing of d1, . . . , dn−1

on ι means that we have dn(ι) ∈ [im J ] ⊂ Eni−n,i+n−1, thus the value eC(dn(ι)) uniquely
determines dn(ι).

Theorem 5.3.4 ([Mo],[SzT4]). If i+ 1 ≡ kMn modMn+1 and ι ∈ E1
i,i is a generator,

then we have eC(dn(ι)) = kun, where un is the coe�cient of zn in the Taylor expansion

(
log(1 + z)

z

)Mn

=
∞∑
j=0

unz
n.

The theorems above are strong results on the spectral sequence arising from the
natural �ltration of CP∞, which coincides with the singularity spectral sequence for
cooriented codimension-1 prim maps. Now what can we say about the other case con-
sidered in subsection 4.4.3? Can we obtain similar theorems on the singularity spectral
sequence for codimension-3 prim maps with spin normal structures, i.e. the spectral se-
quence arising from the natural �ltration of HP∞? If so, what geometric meaning do
they yield for singular maps? What other applications do these spectral sequences have
for singularities besides those described in [SzT4], [SzT2] and subsection 4.4.3?
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5.4 Bordism groups

There is a di�erent notion of cobordism relation between singular maps, which is also
interesting to consider. This is called (left-right) bordism and is de�ned in the following
way.

De�nition 5.4.1. Let τ be a set of (multi)singularities of a �xed codimension k. We
call two τ -maps f0 : Mn

0 → Pn+k
0 and f1 : Mn

1 → Pn+k
1 (with closed source and target

manifolds) left-right τ -bordant (or simply τ -bordant) if there is

(i) a compact manifold with boundary Wn+1 such that ∂W = M0 tM1,

(ii) a compact manifold with boundary Zn+k+1 such that ∂Z = P0 t P1,

(iii) a τ -map F : Wn+1 → Zn+k+1 such that for i = 0, 1 we have F−1(Pi) = Mi and
F |Mi = fi.

The set of (left-right) τ -bordism classes of τ -maps of n-manifolds to (n + k)-manifolds
is denoted by Bordτ (n, k).

The disjoint union f0 t f1 : M0 tM1 → P0 t P1 now obviously de�nes an Abelian
group operation on Bordτ (n, k) and it is not hard to see (by a modi�ed version of the
Pontryagin�Thom construction) that the isomorphism

Bordτ (n, k) ∼= Nn+k(Xτ )

holds. Moreover, additional normal structures can be de�ned for these bordism groups
similarly to those on cobordism groups and analogous isomorphisms hold for bordism
groups equipped with extra structures.

Some theorems and computations on these bordism groups were obtained in [Sz1],
[ESzT], [Sz4], [SzSzT] and [SzT1]. Apart from the obvious problem to generalise the
existing results on them, we can also ask which of the theorems and conjectures on
cobordism groups have analogues for bordism groups.

5.5 Some more questions

The following are a few more interesting problems related to the topic of this thesis:

(1) What connections can we �nd between the Thom polynomials describing homol-
ogy classes represented by singularity strata and the key �bration connecting the
classifying spaces?

(2) We know as a result of Grant and Sz¶cs [GSz] that given a manifold Pn+k, not
all homology classes in Hn(P ;Z2) can be represented by immersions Mn # Pn+k,
moreover, no �nite set of multisingularities τ is enough to represent all homology
classes by τ -maps. Is the analogue of this true or false for in�nite multisingularity
sets or sets of singularities with no restrictions on multiplicities? What can we say
about representing homology classes with integer coe�cients?
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(3) If we have an immersion equipped with a non-vanishing normal vector �eld, then
projecting it to hyperplanes yields prim maps. On the other hand, the compression
theorem implies that after a deformation such a projection will be an immersion
(see corollary A.14). How and why do all obstructions represented by the singu-
larity strata vanish in this case?



Appendix

A The compression theorem

We recall the compression theorem of Rourke and Sanderson from [RS], then see some
addenda and extensions due to Rourke, Sanderson, Sz¶cs and Terpai. Throughout this
section P will always denote a manifold with a �xed Riemannian metric, the distance
of two points is always denoted by d(·, ·), the inner product by 〈·, ·〉 and the length of a
vector by ‖·‖. The basic compression theorem is the following.

Proposition A.1. Let n, k be natural numbers such that k ≥ 1 and let i : Mn ↪→
Pn+k×R1 be the embedding of a compact manifold (possibly with boundary) equipped with
a nowhere zero normal vector �eld u (i.e. a section of the bundle T (P×R1)|i(M)\Ti(M)).
Then there is an (ambient) isotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) of i such that ϕ0 = i and dϕ1(u) is the
vertically upwards (i.e. everywhere on the positive ray of R1 in T (P × R1)) unit vector
�eld, which will be denoted by ↑.

For the sake of simplicity, throughout this section we will call the summands TP
and R1 in T (P × R1) horizontal and vertical respectively; the positive and negative
directions on R1 will be called upwards and downwards respectively; and the parameter
t in one-parameter families of di�eomorphisms will be thought of as the time.

Remark A.2. The name �compression theorem� refers to the fact that an embedding
M ↪→ P × R1 equipped with a vertical normal vector �eld can be �compressed� to an
immersion M # P by the vertical projection.

Remark A.3. By the isotopy extension theorem, an isotopy of the embedding i is
equivalent to a di�eotopy of P × R1, hence we will not di�erentiate between these two
notions.

Before getting to the proof of proposition A.1 we show the following preliminary
observations.

Lemma A.4. We can assume that the vector �eld u is

(1) everywhere of unit length and orthogonal to the tangent space of i(M),

(2) nowhere vertically downwards (i.e. nowhere equal to ↓ := −↑).
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Proof. Proof of (1). We can apply the Gram�Schmidt process pointwise in T (P ×
R1)|i(M) to turn u into a vector �eld of the required form. This is a smooth deformation,
hence it results in a smooth vector �eld.

Proof of (2). Now because of the assumption (1), both u and ↓ are sections of the unit
sphere bundle of T (P ×R1)|i(M). This sphere bundle is a (2n+ k)-dimensional manifold
and the images of u and ↓ are both n-dimensional submanifolds, hence if u is transverse
to ↓ (which we can assume), then they are disjoint (because k ≥ 1). �

Proof of proposition A.1. Denote by α(p) the angle of u(p) and ↑(p) for all p ∈ i(M);
this de�nes a smooth map α : i(M)→ [0, π). Take an α0 for which 0 < α0 < π −maxα
and let v be the vector �eld that we get for all p ∈ i(M) by rotating u(p) in the plane
of u(p) and ↑(p) upwards by angle π

2 − α0 if α(p) ≥ π
2 − α0, otherwise only rotating

until ↑(p). This v is not necessarily smooth but we can assume that it is, since we can
approximate it with a smooth vector �eld. Now v is such a normal vector �eld that
〈v(p), ↑(p)〉 > 0 for all p ∈ i(M).

Let V be a closed tubular neighbourhood of i(M) of radius r and de�ne an extension
ṽ of the vector �eld v to P×R1 in the following way: Let β : i(M)→ [0, π2 ) be the angle of
v and ↑ pointwise and let f : [0, r]→ [0, 1] be a smooth function with f(0) = 0, f(r) = 1
and lim

0+0
f ′ = lim

r−0
f ′ = 0. Any point q ∈ V is in a �bre Vp for some p ∈ i(M); if the

distance of q and this p is t ∈ [0, r], then we de�ne ṽ(q) as follows: Parallel translate
v(p) to q along the minimal geodesic [p, q], then rotate it upwards by angle f(t)β(p). In
the complement of V we de�ne ṽ to be everywhere ↑.

If the �ow of ṽ is {Φt ∈ Diff(P ×R1) | t ∈ R+}, then every integral curve leaves the
compact V in �nite time, so there is an s > 0 for which Φt(p) /∈ V for all t ≥ s and
p ∈ i(M). Therefore if we de�ne ϕt as Φts (for t ∈ [0, 1]), then the vector �eld on ϕ1(M)
is dϕ1(v) = ↑ (now we also used that the preliminary rotation of u to v can be achieved
by deforming a neighbourhood of i(M) leaving i(M) �xed). �

A.1 Local compression

In this subsection we prove the key extension of proposition A.1 (again by Rourke and
Sanderson) which is called local compression theorem. In order to prove it we will need
a few remarks and lemmas �rst; to make notations simpler we will use the convention
(p, x) + y := (p, x+ y) for all (p, x) ∈ P ×R1 and y ∈ R1 and identify the tangent spaces
T(p,x)(P ×R1) for all x ∈ R1. We are in the same setting as before and we again assume
the conditions in lemma A.4.

Remark A.5. We can change the vector �eld ṽ in the proof of proposition A.1 to the
time-dependent vector �eld

ṽt : P × R1 → T (P × R1); p 7→ ṽ(p+ t) + ↓ (t ∈ R+).

Let the �ow of this vector �eld be {Φ̃t ∈ Diff(P ×R1) | t ∈ R+}, i.e. for any p ∈ P ×R1

the curve γ : t 7→ Φ̃t(p) is the unique solution of the di�erential equation γ(0) = p, γ′(t) =
ṽt(γ(t)).
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Then we have the identity Φ̃t(p) = Φt(p)− t for all p ∈ P ×R1; in other words, Φ̃t is
obtained by �owing along ṽ for time t and then �owing back down the unit downwards
�ow again for time t. This way, if the vector u(p) was initially vertically upwards at
a point p ∈ i(M), then the �ow Φ̃t �xes p and u(p) for su�ciently small numbers t
(for larger numbers t it may happen that ṽ(p + t) is not vertically upwards, and so Φ̃t

eventually moves the point p).

De�nition A.6. The set of points in i(M) where the orthogonal complement of the
tangent space is horizontal is called the horizontal set, i.e. the horizontal set is

H := H(i) := {(p, x) ∈ i(M) | T(p,x)({p} × R1) ⊂ T(p,x)i(M)}

Lemma A.7. We can assume that H is a submanifold of i(M).

Proof. Consider the 1-jet bundle J1(M,P×R1)→M×(P×R1)→M . We can choose
in each �bre of J1(M,P×R1)→M×(P×R1) (which can be identi�ed with the space of
linear maps Rn → Rn+k ×R1) the space of those linear maps A for which imA contains
the last coordinate line R1. The union of these in all �bres is a ((k + 1)-codimensional)
submanifold of J1(M,P × R1) and H(i) is the J1i-preimage of it.

By the jet transversality theorem, we can perturb i slightly in C∞(M,P × R1) to
get a new map j : M → P ×R1 for which H(j) is a submanifold. By the openness of the
space of embeddings in C∞(M,P × R1), this j is an embedding isotopic to i. �

De�nition A.8. For all p ∈ i(M) \ H there is a unique unit vector in Npi(M) (the
orthogonal complement of Tpi(M)) with maximal vertical coordinate; it will be denoted
by x(p). The set of points in i(M) \ H where the vector u is downmost is called the
downset, i.e. the downset is

D := D(i, u) := {p ∈ i(M) \H | u(p) = −x(p)}

Lemma A.9. We can assume that D is a submanifold of i(M) with boundary H.

Proof. Both u|i(M)\H and −x are sections of the unit sphere bundle of N(i(M) \H).
We may assume that u|i(M)\H is transverse to −x, and then the preimage of their
intersection in i(M) \H (i.e. D) is a (k-codimensional) submanifold.

If T ⊂ i(M) is a tubular neighbourhood of H, then we can canonically identify the
normal spaces Npi(M) over each �bre of T . We may also homotope the vector �eld u
around H such that it becomes constant on each �bre of T .

Moreover, we can identify the �bres of T (P × R1)|i(M) with Rn+k+1 over each �bre
of T , and then we may assume that the bundle of the ((k + 1)-dimensional) subspaces
Npi(M) intersects the submanifold of the horizontal (k+1)-planes in the Grassmannian
Gk+1(Rn+k+1) transversally over each �bre of T . Now if T was chosen su�ciently small,
then for all p ∈ H any non-horizontal (k+ 1)-plane in a neighbourhood of Npi(M) takes
place exactly once among the spaces Nqi(M) where q is in the �bre of T over p. This
implies that the vector �eld −x|Sp , where Sp ≈ Sk is the �bre over p of the sphere bundle
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of T with any su�ciently small radius, composed with the projection to the �bre of the
unit sphere bundle of Ni(M) (which is also an Sk) is a di�eomorphism.

Hence −x and u intersect exactly once in Sp for all p ∈ H and so the closure of D
will be a manifold with boundary H. �

De�nition A.10. Let y be the gradient �eld of the projection prR1 |i(M) to the vertical
coordinate line, i.e. y(p) is the projected image of ↑(p) in Tpi(M) for all p ∈ i(M).

Lemma A.11. For any tubular neighbourhood T ⊂ i(M) of H and any number δ > 0 we
can assume that D \ T has a tubular neighbourhood U ⊂ i(M) such that each component
of the intersection of an integral curve of y with U has length less than δ.

Figure A.1: We represent H as two points, the arc connecting them
is D and the curve with the indicated tangent vectors is an integral
curve of y.

Proof. Observe that a small homotopy of the vector �eld u �xed in H has the e�ect
of moving D inside a small tubular neighbourhood while keeping the boundary H �xed.
Moreover, if D′ is the result of a small isotopy of D �xed in H, then it is not hard to
construct a vector �eld u′ homotopic to u such that D(i, u′) = D′. Hence it is enough
to obtain the statement of the lemma after a small isotopy of D �xed in H.

Choose a small subset B ⊂ D \ T di�eomorphic to
◦
Dn−k and a transverse slice S of

the integral curves of y passing through B. Now the projection B → S along the integral
curves is a 0-codimensional map, hence in a generic position the preimage of each point
is discrete. Now we can perturb the embedding of B into i(M) such that this projection
is generic, which means the integral curves of y intersect B in a discrete set.

We cover D \ T by �nitely many such subsets B and obtain a small isotopy of D
�xed in H that makes all integral curves of y intersect D \ T in a discrete set. Now the
compactness of D \ T implies that we can choose a small neighbourhood U of D \ T
with the desired property. �

Now we can get to the local compression theorem. We will follow the proof of Rourke
and Sanderson [RS], which is rather hard to understand in their paper, as much of it is
only given as a visual intuition. We attempt to make it clearer by being more precise.
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Theorem A.12. For any ε > 0, the isotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) in proposition A.1 can be
chosen such that for all p ∈ P × R1 and t ∈ [0, 1] we have d(p, ϕt(p)) < ε.

Proof. Let δ > 0 be a small number to be speci�ed later, T ⊂ i(M) a tubular neigh-
bourhood of H and U ⊂ i(M) a closed tubular neighbourhood of D \ T according to
lemma A.11 (such that U ∩H = ∅). We will turn the vector �eld u vertically upwards
in three steps (step II will be the only considerably hard part).

I. Moving upwards on i(M) \ (T ∪ U).

For all points p ∈ i(M) \ (T ∪ U) we have u(p) 6= −x(p), hence we can canonically
rotate u(p) to x(p) in the plane of u(p) and x(p). This rotation clearly extends to a small
neighbourhood of i(M) \ (T ∪ U) in i(M), hence it also extends to i(M) such that on
D it remains the initial u|D.

This way we can assume that u was initially such that u|
i(M)\(T∪U)

= x|
i(M)\(T∪U)

.

Now for all p ∈ i(M) \ (T ∪ U) the angle of u(p) and ↑(p) is α(p) < π
2 , so by the

compactness of i(M) \ (T ∪ U) there is an α1 > 0 such that α(p) < π
2 − α1 is also

true. Now we can use the upwards rotation of u into v that we de�ned in the proof of
proposition A.1 with 0 < α0 < α1, hence we get that the new vector �eld v is such that
v|
i(M)\(T∪U)

= ↑ |
i(M)\(T∪U)

.

II. Moving upwards on U .

Let V be the closed tubular neighbourhood of i(M) of radius r (where r > 0 is to
be speci�ed later) as in the proof of proposition A.1. For all (p, x) ∈ U we put

A(p,x) := N(p,x)i(M) ∩ T(p,x)(P × {x}),

that is, A(p,x) is the horizontal subspace in the normal space N(p,x)i(M) (the orthogonal
complement of T(p,x)i(M)), which is a hyperplane in N(p,x)i(M). Let N ′(p,x)i(M) be the

subspace in T(p,x)(P × R1) generated by A(p,x) and ↑(p, x).
Now for any point p ∈ U we can canonically rotate the �bre Vp ⊂ Npi(M) of V

around the axis Ap to a closed (k + 1)-dimensional disk in N ′pi(M); let us denote this
disk by V ′p (here we identi�ed the disks Vp and V

′
p with their exponential images). This

rotation clearly extends to a small neighbourhood of U in i(M)\H, hence it also extends
to i(M) such that at the points p in the complement of a small neighbourhood of U
the disk V ′p remains the initial Vp. If the radius r is small enough, then the disks V ′p are
disjoint and the union

V ′ :=
⋃

p∈i(M)

V ′p

is again a tubular neighbourhood of i(M). In other words, we get the neighbourhood
V ′ by rotating V �brewise around the horizontal hyperplane to be vertical over U , then
extending this rotation to the whole i(M).

We now rede�ne the extension ṽ of v as follows: Recall the proof of proposition A.1
where we de�ned ṽ on a �bre Vp by rotating (the parallel translate of) the vector v(p)
upwards as we go along the minimal geodesic from p towards the boundary of Vp. Now
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we proceed in exactly the same way except that we use the disks V ′p instead of Vp. Hence
the vector �eld ṽ is de�ned on V ′ and is vertically upwards on ∂V ′; in the complement
of V ′ we de�ne it to be everywhere ↑.

As in the proof of proposition A.1, let {Φt ∈ Diff(P ×R1) | t ∈ R+} be the �ow of ṽ;
and as in remark A.5, let {Φ̃t ∈ Diff(P×R1) | t ∈ R+} be the �ow of the time-dependent
vector �eld

ṽt : P × R1 → T (P × R1); p 7→ ṽ(p+ t) + ↓ (t ∈ R+).

We need one �nal modi�cation of the �ow Φ̃t in order to terminate the e�ect of
the �ow once the vector �eld near U is vertically upwards. As we mentioned in remark
A.5, it may happen that the �ow Φ̃t leaves a point �xed for some time but begins to
move it later; the purpose of this �nal modi�cation is to not let this happen to points
of U ∪ (i(M) \ T ).

Observe that the vertical projection prP |i(M)\H to P is an immersion and U∪(i(M)\
T ) is compact, hence we can �x a small number d (to be speci�ed later) such that

0 < d <
1

3
min{d(p, q) | p ∈ U ∪ (i(M) \ T ), q ∈ i(M), p 6= q,prP (p) = prP (q)}.

Let g : [0,∞)→ [0, 1] be a smooth decreasing function with g|[0,d] ≡ 1 and g|[2d,∞) ≡ 0.
We de�ne the �nal version of the time-dependent vector �eld as

v̂t : P × R1 → T (P × R1); p 7→ g(t)ṽt(p) (t ∈ R+)

and denote its �ow by {Φ̂t ∈ Diff(P × R1) | t ∈ R+}. Our aim in the rest of step II will
be to prove that the �ow Φ̂t deforms v into ↑ on U while moving all points of i(M) by
less than ε

2 if we de�ne δ, r and d appropriately.

Let Γ be a component of the intersection of an integral curve of y (the gradient �eld
of prR1 |i(M)) with U (and so by lemma A.11, shorter than δ). Denote by π the projection
V ′p → {p} of the tubular neighbourhood V ′ of i(M) and de�ne

V ′Γ :=
⋃
x∈R1

(π−1(Γ) + x),

that is, the union of all vertical translates of the restriction of V ′ to Γ.

Claim. The �ow Φ̂t can take any point of Γ only to points of V ′Γ.

Proof. Fix any p ∈ Γ. We rotated u(p) to v(p) in the plane of u(p) and ↑(p), then v(p)
to the vectors ṽ(q) (q ∈ V ′p) in the parallel translates of the same plane. The vector u(p)
was in the normal space Npi(M) which is generated by the horizontal subspace Ap and
the upmost vector x(p), hence the vectors ṽ(q) (q ∈ V ′p) are in the parallel translate of
the subspace generated by Ap, x(p) and ↑(p).
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Figure A.2: Here we show the point p on the curve Γ with the vectors
at p and the normal disks Vp and V ′p .

Now p /∈ H implies that y(p) 6= ↑(p). Moreover, y(p) 6= 0 because y(p) = 0 would
mean that Tpi(M) is horizontal, thus the upmost unit vector orthogonal to it is x(p) =
↑(p), and so −x(p) = ↓(p); now if p is a point of the downset D, then this cannot happen
because of lemma A.4, hence it also cannot happen in a small neighbourhood of D and
we can choose U to be a neighbourhood small enough.

Therefore y(p) and ↑(p) generate a plane and it is not hard to see that x(p) is in

this plane as well. Indeed, x(p) and y(p)
‖y(p)‖ are the upmost unit vectors in Npi(M) and

Tpi(M) respectively, hence the plane they generate has to contain the upmost unit vector
of Npi(M)⊕ Tpi(M) = Tp(P × R1) which is ↑(p).

This way the vectors ṽ(q) (q ∈ V ′p) are in the parallel translate of the subspace
generated by Ap, y(p) and ↑(p), where Ap and ↑(p) generate the linear space N ′pi(M) by
de�nition. Now V ′p is a small closed ball in N ′pi(M) and if q is in ∂V ′p or p is an endpoint
of Γ, then ṽ(q) = ↑(q), thus all vectors ṽ(q) (q ∈ V ′p) are tangent to V ′Γ.

If we add the downwards unit vector �eld ↓ to these vectors, then we still get vectors
tangent to V ′Γ and the same is true if we add ↓ to the vectors ṽ(q + t) where q + s ∈ V ′p
and 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 3d and multiply them by small numbers. We get the vectors of the
time-dependent vector �eld v̂t = g(t)ṽt this way, hence the integral curves of v̂t that
start in Γ remain in V ′Γ. �

In the following q will denote a point and t will denote a time such that 0 ≤ t ≤ 3d
and q + s ∈ V ′p (for some 0 ≤ s ≤ t and p ∈ U). Based on the above proof we can
decompose the vector ṽt(q) in the form

ṽt(q) = at(q) + bt(q) + ct(q),

where at(q) is the vertical component, bt(q) is the horizontal component in the (parallel
translate of the) plane of ↑(p) and y(p) and ct(q) is the component in the (parallel
translate of the) horizontal subspace Ap orthogonal to Tpi(M). These three vectors are
orthogonal to each other.

Observe that we get the vector ṽt(q) by adding the dowards unit vector ↓ to some
other unit vector. One can easily check that this implies that exactly one of the following
conditions hold:

(i) The length of the vertical component is ‖at(q)‖ ≤ 1−
√

2
2 .
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(ii) The length of the horizontal component is ‖bt(q) + ct(q)‖ >
√

2
2 .

Let γ : R+ → P × R1 be an integral curve of ṽt starting at a point p ∈ U and put
t0 := min{t > 0 | γ′(t) = 0}. Denote by I1 (resp. I2) the union of those subintervals
I ⊂ [0, t0] for which at each time t ∈ I the condition (i) (resp. (ii)) holds with q = γ(t).
Let ti denote the length (i.e. Lebesgue measure) of Ii (for i = 1, 2).

Claim. For i = 1, 2 we have ti <
√

2(δ + r).

Proof. If p ∈ D, then u(p) is in the plane generated by ↑(p) and y(p), which implies
c0(p) = 0. Therefore, given any number ζ > 0, we can choose the neighbourhood U so
small that we have ‖c0(p)‖ < ζ for all p ∈ U . Then ‖ct(q)‖ < ζ is also true for any q and
t (where q + s ∈ V ′p , 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 3d and p ∈ U), since this component can only decrease
when we rotate the vector upwards.

Let Γ be the component of the intersection of the integral curve of y with U for which
p ∈ Γ (and so γ|[0,t0] only maps to points of V ′Γ). Recall that δ is an upper estimate on
the length of Γ and r is the radius of the disks V ′p .

By choosing δ and r small enough, we can assure that π−1(Γ) (where π is the pro-
jection of V ′) is in one Eucledian neighbourhood, hence so is V ′Γ. Now we can identify
all tangent spaces in the points of V ′Γ, hence it makes sense to talk about the change of
direction of the vector ct (t ∈ [0, t0]) along the curve γ. By setting δ su�ciently small,
we can make this change of direction arbitrarily small along γ; moreover, because of the
compactness of U , this can be done universally for all integral curves of ṽt starting in U
and for t ≤ 3d.

The above considerations imply that the integral curves of ṽt = at + bt + ct are
arbitrarily close to the integral curves of at + bt (for t ≤ t0), thus it is enough to prove
the claim so that we forget about the component ct and assume ṽt = at + bt.

Figure A.3: Here we show π−1(Γ); we get the set V ′Γ by taking the
union of all vertical translates of this.

We get the �ow of ṽt by combining the �ow of ṽ (the non-time-dependent vector �eld)
with the unit downwards �ow, in other words, �owing along ṽt is the same as �owing
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along ṽ, except that in the meantime everything is �owing downwards with unit speed.
Hence ṽt(γ(t)) = 0 is equivalent to ṽ(γ(t)+ t) = ↑. The length of the vertical component

at(γ(t)) being at most 1 −
√

2
2 is equivalent to the vertical component a(γ(t) + t) of

ṽ(γ(t)+ t) being at least
√

2
2 ; the length of the horizontal component bt(γ(t)) being more

than
√

2
2 is equivalent to the length of the horizontal component b(γ(t) + t) of ṽ(γ(t) + t)

being more than
√

2
2 .

Proof for t1. The di�erence of the vertical coordinate of p and the vertical coordinate
of the upmost point of π−1(Γ) is clearly smaller than δ + r. The �ow of ṽ moves points
vertically only upwards and it moves p to the boundary of π−1(Γ) where ṽ is vertically
upwards.

Now the time the integral curve of ṽ starting at p spends at points where the vertical

component a of the velocity vector is at least
√

2
2 before reaching the boundary of π−1(Γ)

is clearly an upper bound for t1. But this time cannot be more than the time it takes to
get to the vertical level of the upmost point of π−1(Γ) on a curve for which the velocity

vector always has vertical component at least
√

2
2 . This is trivially less than

√
2(δ + r),

hence
√

2(δ + r) is also an upper bound for t1.

Proof for t2. The curve γ cannot reach the boundary of V ′Γ (where the vector �eld ṽt
is 0) later than the integral curve of ṽ starting at p reaches the horizontal level of the
boundary of π−1(Γ).

We assumed that the horizontal component of ṽ is in the plane generated by (the
parallel translates of) vectors of ↑ and y, hence the horizontal movement along integral
curves of ṽ happens in the directions of (parallel translates of) vectors of y. The vectors
of y are tangent to Γ by de�nition, therefore the length of the hoizontal component of
such an integral curve is smaller than δ + r.

Now the time the integral curve of ṽ starting at p spends at points where the hori-

zontal component b of the velocity vector is more than
√

2
2 before reaching the horizontal

level of the boundary of π−1(Γ) is clearly an upper bound for t2. But this time cannot
be more than the time it would take on a curve which always has velocity vectors with

vertical components more than
√

2
2 . This is again less than

√
2(δ + r), hence

√
2(δ + r)

is an upper bound for t2 as well. �

The claim we have just proved implies the inequality t0 = t1 + t2 < 2
√

2(δ + r),
hence for any integral curve γ of ṽt starting in U there is 0 < t < 2

√
2(δ + r) for which

γ′(t) = 0. We can choose δ and r such that 2
√

2(δ + r) ≤ d, which implies the same
statement where γ is an integral curve of v̂t = g(t)ṽt instead of ṽt. But if γ is an integral
curve of v̂t, then γ

′(t) = 0 implies that the curve γ always remains stationary after t,
because the bump function g was chosen such that the vectors of v̂t that are far above
have no e�ect on γ.

What we proved by this is that all integral curves of v̂t that start in U are constant
after 2

√
2(δ+ r) time. Now setting d to be 2

√
2(δ+ r) we can even make the whole �ow

Φ̂t terminate after 4
√

2(δ + r) time. It is easy to see that for all p ∈ P ×R1 and t ∈ R+

we have ‖v̂t(p)‖ ≤
√

2, thus d(p, Φ̂t(p)) ≤ 8(δ+ r) which is smaller than ε
2 if δ and r are
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su�ciently small.

III. Moving upwards on T .

In the course of step I and step II we deformed the embedding of M to a new one
which we will denote by j(M) := Φ̂2d(M). The normal vector �eld u was also deformed
to a normal vector �eld w on j(M) which is vertically upwards in the complement of
T ′ := Φ̂2d(T ).

Observe that the original vector �eld u was horizontal on H, hence when we rotated
it into v, the angle of v(p) and ↑(p) was β(p) = α0 for all p ∈ H. Hence by choosing the
tubular neighbourhood T small enough, we can assure the inequality β(p) ≤ 2α0 for all
p ∈ T . The deformations of steps I and II could only decrease this angle, thus the angle
of w(p) and ↑(p) is again at most 2α0 for all p ∈ T ′.

Now we extend w to a vector �eld w̃ on P ×R1 using a closed tubular neighbourhood
W of j(M) in exactly the same way as we did in the proof of proposition A.1. We denote
the �ow of w̃ by {Ψt ∈ Diff(P × R1) | t ∈ R+} and, as in remark A.5, we denote by
{Ψ̃t ∈ Diff(P × R1) | t ∈ R+} the �ow of the time-dependent vector �eld

w̃t : P × R1 → T (P × R1); p 7→ w̃(p+ t) + ↓ (t ∈ R+).

By setting the angle α0 small enough, we can make the horizontal components of
all vectors of w̃ arbitrarily small. The compactness of W implies that there is an s > 0
for which Ψt(p) /∈ W for all t ≥ s and p ∈ j(M), this way turning the vector �eld
vertical on the image of T ′ as well, while moving all points arbitrarily close to the unit
upwards �ow. Hence combining it with the unit downwards �ow to get Ψ̃t, the distance
d(p, Ψ̃t(p)) can be made arbitrarily small for all p ∈ P × R1 and t ∈ R+, in particular
we can set it smaller than ε

2 .

Note that each step did not a�ect the achievements of the previous one, thus we
can de�ne the desired isotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) to apply �rst Φ̂t (t ∈ [0, 2d]) and then
Ψ̃t (t ∈ [0, s]). �

A.2 Addenda

In this subsection we will prove some of the numerous extensions and corollaries of the
local compression theorem A.12. The �rst one is called the multi-compression theorem
and is as follows.

Theorem A.13. Let n, k,m be natural numbers such that k ≥ 1 and let i : Mn ↪→
Pn+k × Rm be the embedding of a compact manifold (possibly with boundary) equipped
withm pointwise independent normal vector �elds u1, . . . , um. Then there is an (ambient)
isotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) of i such that ϕ0 = i and dϕ1(u1), . . . , dϕ1(um) are vertical (i.e.
dϕ1(uj) is the positive unit vector on the j-th coordinate line of Rm in T (P × Rm)).
Moreover, for any ε > 0 this ϕt can be chosen such that for all p ∈ P ×Rm and t ∈ [0, 1]
we have d(p, ϕt(p)) < ε.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the number m. The m = 1 case is proposition A.1
and theorem A.12. Now suppose that we know the theorem for m−1 and want to prove
for m.

We may assume by induction and lemma A.4 that the vector �elds u1, . . . , um−1

are already vertical and um is a unit vector �eld pointwise orthogonal to Ti(M) and
u1, . . . , um−1. Now if we put Q := P × R1 (where this R1 is the last real coordinate
line), then the projection prQ |i(M) : i(M) → Q is an immersion because we projected
along (the �rst) m − 1 normal vector �elds. A tubular neighbourhood of the image of
this immersion can be lifted to an (n+ k+ 1)-dimensional strip S ⊂ P ×Rm containing
i(M); the �bres of S are everywhere parallel to Q and um is tangent to S.

Let Uj ⊂ Vj ⊂ Wj ⊂ S (where j is in some �nite index set) be such that Uj ≈
◦
Dn+k+1, Vj is the ε-neighbourhood of Uj and Wj is the ε-neighbourhood of Vj in S
(for some ε > 0) and the projection prQ |Wj is an embedding. Now we can use the local

compression theorem A.12 inside Wj ≈ Rn+k+1, composed with a bump function that
is 0 outside Vj , to obtain an isotopy of i that keeps the image of M inside the strip S
and only moves the points inside Wj .

By applying this process for all indices j, we obtain an isotopy of i that moves i(M)
inside the strip S and turns the vector �eld um vertical. We can keep the vector �elds
u1, . . . , um−1 (which are orthogonal to the �bres of S) vertical throughout this process,
hence the theorem is proved. �

Corollary A.14. In theorem A.13 we can replace the word �embedding� by �immersion�
and the word �isotopy� by �regular homotopy�.

Proof. If i : M # P ×Rm is an immersion, then �x any embedding j : M ↪→ Rl (where
l is a large number) and obtain an embedding i × j : M ↪→ P × Rm+l. We can lift the
normal vector �elds u1, . . . , um to this embedding and de�ne the normal vector �elds
um+1, . . . , um+l to be everywhere vertical. We can use the multi-compression theorem
A.13 to this to obtain an isotopy of i×j, which composed with the projection to P ×Rm
is a regular homotopy of i. �

Remark A.15. It follows from the proofs that the relative versions of the statements
above (and below) are also true, that is, if the vector �elds are already vertical on a
neighbourhood of a compact subset C ⊂ i(M), then the isotopy (or regular homotopy)
ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) is �xed on a neighbourhood of C.

The following is the strati�ed version of the multi-compression theorem, which was
proved in [Sz4].

Theorem A.16. Let n, k,m be natural numbers such that k ≥ 1 and let f : Mn →
Pn+k × Rm be the map of a compact manifold (possibly with boundary). Suppose that
M is equipped with a �nite strati�cation by submanifolds Si (i = 1, . . . , r), where M =
S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sr and Si−1 ⊂ Si for all i, moreover, the restriction f |Si is an embedding
for all i and f(Si) ∩ f(Sj) = ∅ for all i, j. Let u1, . . . , um be pointwise independent
vector �elds along f(M) transverse to the strati�cation, that is, sections of the bundle
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T (P × Rm)|f(M) such that for all i the vector �elds u1|f(Si), . . . , um|f(Si) are nowhere
tangent to f(Si). Then there is a di�eotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) of P × Rm such that ϕ0 =
idP×Rm and dϕ1(u1), . . . , dϕ1(um) are vertical. Moreover, for any ε > 0 this ϕt can be
chosen such that for all p ∈ P × Rm and t ∈ [0, 1] we have d(p, ϕt(p)) < ε.

Proof. We prove by induction on the number r of the strata. The r = 1 case is theorem
A.13. Now suppose that we know the theorem for r − 1 and want to prove for r.

Now Sr−1 is strati�ed by r − 1 submanifolds, hence by the induction hypothesis we
can deform the map f |Sr−1

to turn the vector �elds u1|f(Sr−1), . . . , um|f(Sr−1) vertical by
a di�eotopy of P × Rm. This way we obtained a new map g : M → P × Rm with the
same properties as f and new vector �elds v1, . . . , vm along g(M) that are transverse to
the strati�cation and vertical on g(Sr−1).

Of course, we can homotope the vector �elds v1, . . . , vm to be vertical on a small
neighbourhood U ⊂ g(M) of g(Sr−1) as well. Now we can choose an even smaller
neighbourhood V ⊂ g(M) of g(Sr−1) such that V ⊂ U and apply the relative ver-
sion of the multi-compression theorem A.13 to g(M) \ V to turn the vector �elds
v1|g(M)\V , . . . , vm|g(M)\V vertical by only moving the manifold in the complement of
V and leaving a neighbourhood of ∂(g(M) \V ) �xed. This way the vector �elds become
vertical on the whole manifold. �

The last statement in this section is a simple addendum to the multi-compression
theorem, which was proved in [NSzT].

Proposition A.17. If in theorem A.13 we do not require that the points stay in their
ε-neighbourhoods, then the isotopy ϕt (t ∈ [0, 1]) can be chosen such that for any point
p ∈ M and any time t0 ∈ [0, 1] the tangent vector of the curve t 7→ ϕt(p) at the point
ϕt0(p) is not tangent to ϕt0(M).

Proof. We will slightly modify the steps of the induction that proves the multi-
compression theorem A.13. In the starting step we just use the vector �eld ṽ construsted
in the proof of proposition A.1 (instead of the one in the local compression theorem
A.12); now the derivative in t0 of each curve t 7→ ϕt(p) is just the image of the normal
vector v(p) under the di�eomorphism ϕt0 , hence it is independent of Tϕt0 (p)ϕt0(M).

Note that since the vector �eld we used in the �rst step is not time-dependent, the
image of M keeps �owing with unit speed upwards in the direction of the �rst real
coordinate of P × Rm, which we know is now independent of the tangent spaces of
the image of M . Thus by the compactness of M , the minimal length of those vectors
which added to this upwards unit vector get into the tangent space of the image of M
is bounded from below. In the induction step we are bound to use the time-dependent
vector �elds de�ned in the proof of theorem A.12, but by reparameterising time for
these, we can make them arbitrarily small. Hence if we add them to the upwards unit
vectors remained from the �rst step, we get that the derivatives of the curves t 7→ ϕt(p)
are again not tangent to the image of M . �

Remark A.18. Much of the versions and addenda of the compression theorem (such
as corollary A.14 or proposition A.17) can be obtained from Hirsch�Smale immersion
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theory. But for example the local versions (to my knowledge) do not follow from such
general theories.

B Virtual complexes

Here we introduce the notion of virtual complexes based on [Sz4]. In short, a virtual
complex is a �CW-complex� where the gluing maps of the cells are only de�ned in stable
sense.

First we recall the de�nition of a standard gluing procedure that results in a CW-
complex, and then we give a similar de�nition of a �stable gluing procedure� that results
in a virtual complex. This way the analogies and di�erences between usual and virtual
CW-complexes will be easy to see.

De�nition B.1. Let {(Ai, Bi) | i = 0, 1, . . .} be a sequence of CW-pairs and suppose
that (each component of) the pair (Ai, Bi) is ci-connected where ci →∞ for i→∞.

(0) Put X0 := A0 and �x a map ρ1 : B1 → X0.

(1) Put X1 := X0 tρ1
A1 and �x a map ρ2 : B2 → X1.

(i) Put Xi := Xi−1 tρiAi and �x a map ρi+1 : Bi+1 → Xi.

Using this recursion we de�ne the space X := lim
i→∞

Xi.

Example B.2. If we set in the above de�nition Ai to be a disjoint union
⊔
j
Di
j (where

Di
j ≈ Di for all j) and Bi to be its boundary

⊔
j
Si−1
j , then we get the standard de�nition

of CW-complexes.

De�nition B.3. Let {(Ai, Bi) | i = 0, 1, . . .} be a sequence of CW-pairs and suppose
that (each component of) the pair (Ai, Bi) is ci-connected where ci →∞ for i→∞.

(0) Put X0 := A0 and �x a stable map ρ1 : B1 9 X0, that is, for some n1 ∈ N a map
Sn1B1 → Sn1X0 denoted by Sn1ρ1 (although ρ1 may not exist).

(1) Put Sn1X1 := Sn1X0 t
Sn1ρ1

Sn1A1 (although X1 may not exist) and �x a stable

map ρ2 : B2 9 X1, that is, for some n2 ≥ n1 a map Sn2B2 → Sn2X1 denoted by
Sn2ρ2 (although ρ2 may not exist).

(i) Put SniXi := SniXi−1 t
Sniρi

SniAi (although Xi may not exist) and �x a stable

map ρi+1 : Bi+1 9 Xi, that is, for some ni+1 ≥ ni a map Sni+1Bi+1 → Sni+1Xi

denoted by Sni+1ρi+1 (although ρi+1 may not exist).

Using this recursion we de�ne the symbol X := lim
i→∞

Xi.

Proposition B.4. Although the limit space X does not necessarily exist, for any r there
is an n(r) such that for all n ≥ n(r) the (n+ r)-homotopy type of SnX is well-de�ned.
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Proof. If i(r) is such a number that ci > r for all i ≥ i(r), then we can set n(r) :=
nmax(i(r),ci(r))+1, hence the spaces SnXj exist for all n ≥ n(r) and j = 0, . . . , i(r); we

can de�ne this SnXi(r) to be the (n + r)-type of SnX. This is well-de�ned, as for any
i ≥ i(r) and m ≥ n, if the (m + r)-type of SmXj is well-de�ned for j = 0, . . . , i, then
the (m+ r)-type of SmXi is equal to that of Sm−nSnXi(r). �

Corollary B.5.

(1) For any virtual complex X the space ΓX = Ω∞S∞X is well-de�ned.

(2) The suspension functor has an inverse for virtual complexes, i.e. for any virtual
complex X there is a virtual complex S−1X.

(3) For any virtual complex X and topological space Y the stable homotopy classes
{Y,X} are well-de�ned.

A direct application of the notion of virtual complexes is the following.

Corollary B.6. If ν is a virtual vector bundle over a space A = lim
i→∞

Ai, which is the

union of compact subspaces A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ . . ., then Tν exists as a virtual complex and so
the space ΓTν exists.

Proof. If ν is a virtual bundle of dimension k, then it is an equivalence class of formal
di�erences α − β where α, β are vector bundles over A and dimα − dimβ = k. If A is
compact, then ν has a representative of the form α − εm for some m ∈ N. The Thom
space of a virtual bundle of this form can be de�ned as S−mTα which makes sense as a
virtual complex, hence ΓTν := ΓS−mTα is a well-de�ned space.

Now even if A is not compact, ν can be represented by a sequence of formal di�erences
αi − εmi where αi is a vector bundle over Ai of dimension mi + k and αi|Ai−1 = αi−1 ⊕
εmi−mi−1 . This way ΓTν|Ai exists for all i and contains ΓTν|Ai−1 , thus we can de�ne
ΓTν as lim

i→∞
ΓTν|Ai . �

Remark B.7. We should point out the connection between the notion of virtual com-
plexes and the notion of CW-spectra. In order to obtain a spectrum from a virtual
complex, one has to choose �nite dimensional approximations of the blocks Ai in de�ni-
tion B.3 attached stably to the previously obtained spaces Xi−1. Two di�erent sequences
of approximations give di�erent spectra, but these are naturally equivalent, in particular
they de�ne the same extraordinary cohomology theory. So the advantage of the notion
of the virtual complex is that one does not have to choose data (the sequence of approx-
imations) that �nally turn out to be unimportant. On the other hand a virtual complex
has a �ltration by the Xi in the construction, so one can say, that a virtual complex
de�nes an equivalence class of spectra without pointing out a particular spectrum of this
equivalence class.
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